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“We think in generalities, but we live in detail.”
―Alfred North Whitehead, 1926

“Sovereignty is not given, it is taken.”
―Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, 1923

Abstract
Recent developments in the area of Cyber-Physical Production Systems prove that
high technology readiness level is already achieved and industrialization of such technologies is
not far from today. Although these technologies seem to be convenient in providing solutions
to environmental uncertainties, their application provides adaptability only at shop floor level.
Needless to say, an enterprise cannot reach true adaptability without ensuring adaptation skills
at every level in its hierarchy. Commonly used production planning and control approaches in
industry today inherit from planning solutions which are developed in response to historical
market characteristics. However, market tendency in recent years is towards making
personalized products a norm. The emerging complexity out of this trend obliges planning
systems to a transition from non-recurring, static planning into continuous re-planning and reconfiguration of systems. Therefore, there is a need of responsive planning solutions which are
integrated to highly adaptable production system characteristics.
In this dissertation, Demand Responsive Planning, DRP, is presented which is a
planning framework aiming to respond to planning needs of shifting trends in both production
system technologies and market conditions. The DRP is based on three main constructs such
as dynamicity, responsiveness and use of precise data. These features set up the foundation of
accomplishing a high degree of adaptability in planning activities. By this means, problems
from an extensive scope can be handled with a responsive behavior (i.e. frequent re-planning)
by the use of precise data. The use of precise data implies to execute planning activities subject
to actual demand information and real-time shop floor data. Within the context of the DRP,
both a continuous workload control method and a dynamic capacity adjustment approach are
developed. A test-bed is coded in order to simulate proposed method based on a system
emulation reflecting the characteristics of cyber-physical production systems at shop floor level.
Continuous Precise Workload Control, CPWLC, method is a novel approach aiming
at precise control of workload levels with the use of direct load graphs. Supported by a multiagent platform, it generates dynamic non-periodic release decisions exploiting real time shop
floor information. As a result, improved shop floor performances are achieved through
controlling workload levels precisely by the release of appropriate job types at the right time.
Presented dynamic capacity adjustment approach utilizes rapid re-configuration
capability of cyber-physical systems in achieving more frequent capacity adjustments. Its
implementation architecture is integrated to the CPWLC structure. By this means, a holistic
approach is realized whereby improved due date performance is accomplished with minimized
shop floor congestion. Hence, sensitivity to changing demand patterns and urgent job
completions is improved.
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Sammanfattning
Den senaste utvecklingen när det gäller cyberfysiska produktionssystem visar att man
redan har uppnått en hög teknisk mognadsgrad och att en industrialisering av en sådan teknik
inte ligger allt för långt bort i framtiden. Även om dessa tekniker verkar tillhandahålla lösningar
för osäkra miljöer på ett praktiskt sätt så är dess anpassningsförmåga endast användbar på
verkstadsgolvsnivå. Ett företag kan inte nå verklig anpassningsförmåga utan att se till att det
finns anpassningsåtgärder på varje nivå i hierarkin. Vanligen använda produktionsplaneringsoch kontrollmetoder inom industrin i dag bygger på planeringslösningar som utvecklats som
svar på historiska marknadsegenskaper. Marknadstendensen under de senaste åren har dock
varit att göra personligt anpassade produkter till norm. Den framväxande komplexiteten i
denna trend tvingar planeringssystemen att gå från statisk engångsplanering till kontinuerlig
omplanering och omkonfigurering av systemen. Därför finns det ett behov av responsiva
planeringslösningar
som
är
integrerade
med
mycket
anpassningsbara
produktionssystemegenskaper.
I denna avhandling presenteras Demand Responsive Planning, DRP, som är ett
planeringsramverk som syftar till att svara på planeringsbehoven som uppstår vid skiftande
trender i både produktionssystemtekniken och marknadsförutsättningarna. DRP bygger på tre
huvudbegrepp: dynamik, responsivitet och användning av exakta data. Dessa funktioner utgör
grunden för att lyckas skapa en hög grad av anpassningsbarhet i planeringen. På detta sätt kan
man hantera flera olika typer av problem med ett responsivt beteende (dvs. regelbunden
omplanering) med hjälp av exakta data. Användningen av exakta data innebär att utföra
planering som omfattas av faktisk efterfrågandeinformation och realtidsdata från
verkstadsgolvet. Inom ramen för DRP har man utvecklat en kontinuerlig kontroll av
arbetsbelastningen och en dynamisk kapacitetsanpassningsmetod. En testbädd kodas för att
simulera föreslagna metoder, byggda på en systememulering som återspeglar egenskaperna hos
cyberfysiska produktionssystem på verkstadsgolvsnivå.
Continuous Precise Workload Control, CPWLC, är en ny strategi som syftar till
exakt kontroll av arbetsbelastningsnivåer med hjälp av direkta lastdiagram. Med stöd av en
multiagentplattform genererar den dynamiska icke-periodiska beslut med stöd av
realtidsinformation från verkstadsgolvet. Som ett resultat uppnår man förbättrade resultat på
verkstadsgolvet eftersom man kan styra arbetsbelastningsnivåer genom att frisätta lämpliga
typer av jobb vid rätt tidpunkt.
Den presenterade strategin dynamisk kapacitetsanpassning bygger på snabb
omkonfigureringsförmåga i cyberfysiska system för att uppnå mer frekventa
kapacitetsanpassningar. Dess tillämpningsstruktur finns inbyggd i CPWLC. På så sätt
förverkligade man en helhetssyn vari förbättrad förfallostruktur uppnåddes med minimal
överbelastning för verkstadsgolvet. Därmed förbättrade man känsligheten för förändrade
efterfrågandemönster och brådskande jobbfullföljanden.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides introductory information about the context of the study area. The
trend in market conditions and developing production system technologies are broadly described and
the requirement of developing complementary planning solution is underlined. Within this context,
specific research areas are specified and definitions of fundamental terms are also given to ensure the
unity of terms through the thesis.

1

1.1 Background

1.1. BACKGROUND
A lot has been changed after the statement of Henry Ford: “We believe that no
factory is large enough to make two kinds of products” (Ford H. et al., 1988). The dynamics of
market conditions have mostly been driven by manufacturers until two decades ago and
production systems have been designed to produce as many products as possible without
allowing customers to have an impact at any stage of production. Nevertheless, with gradually
increasing involvement of customers into product features and market dynamics, the
prerequisite of competition shifted to provide customized products with the quality and price
comparable to their mass produced equivalents. According to Kumar A. (2007), changing
dominance of competitive priorities can be highlighted as; price until the mid-1980s, quality
until the early 1990s, flexibility until the mid-1990s, and agility/responsiveness thereafter. In this
regard, mass customization concept emerged in the late 1980s which is defined as the ability to
provide customized products or services through flexible processes in high volumes and at
reasonably low prices (Da Silveira G. et al., 2001). Similarly, Tseng M. et al. (2001) defined it
as, technologies and systems that deliver goods and services that meet individual customers’
need with near mass production efficiencies. Several definitions of mass customization are
available (Hart C.W., 1996; Duray R. et al., 2000; Piller F.T., 2004) however there are two
common traits in those; (1) the product has high level of customization in accordance with the
individual customer specifications and (2) the price tag for such a product is not commensurate
with the level of customization (Kumar A., 2004), in other words there will not be excessive
increase in cost due to the customization.
On the way to realize principles of mass customization, the most common practice is
to characterize patterns of customers’ needs in terms of product families, along with common
building blocks of components, subassemblies and modules with product fulfillment process.
As a consequence, it is targeted to increase the reusability of various design and manufacturing
elements in order to match customers’ need with product variety (Tseng M.M. et al., 1996;
Jiao J.R. et al., 2007). In this way, mass customization has accomplished to serve businesses
with market niches however still not to the extent of market-of-one which has been envisioned
as a potential driving force for the next transformation of global economy (Kasanoff B., 2009).
Kumar A. (2007) states that there is a growing evidence that mass customization strategy is
transforming into a mass personalization strategy, making the market of one a reality, at least
for selected industries. The transformation toward mass personalization is based on the
classification as soft (representing activities that can be accomplished electronically) and hard
(representing actual manufacturing of products).The degree of transformation of a company
depends on the extent to which its products are soft. That is to say, the soft part is way ahead
in comparison to the hard part in the mass personalization progress because every company has
a web presence in a way that they are using B2B and B2C as well as Web 2.0 to interact with
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customers and other businesses to elicit customer inputs and preferences about products and
with the businesses to expedite other activities that are warranted by customer input (Kumar
A., 2007). On the other hand, the hard part (i.e. manufacturers) is far from the
accomplishment of market-of-one principles due to the limited agility and adaptability skills of
production systems. Similarly, the prominence of agility in production systems is pinpointed at
different studies on the way to achieve mass customization and mass personalization (Pine II
B.J., 1993; Hart C.W., 1995; Kotha S., 1995; Åhlström P. et al., 1999; Da Silveira G. et al.,
2001).
In this regard, typology of today’s production systems should be investigated in
reference to different product customization levels. Among several taxonomies, Amaro G. et al.
(1999) proposed a taxonomy for non-make-to-stock companies based on the work carried out
after introduction of an order and the nature of customization. In his study, classification of
production systems relates to the level of product customization which has four types:
•

Pure product customization engages orientation of all processes in the value
chain of a product in compliant with customer specifications. This type of
customization might require new manufacturing or assembly processes to be
integrated into shop floor.

•

Tailored customization involves modification of an already available design
according to customer needs. Level of change in product design is not as
extensive as pure customization therefore requirement for new manufacturing
and assembly processes is not extensive either.

•

Standardized customization has limited variety of products where product
features can be added to or removed from a main product design. This type of
customization is based on modular product structures and the degree of
variability which is imposed into manufacturing and assembly processes is
known beforehand.

•

Not customized (standard) products are different from the aforementioned
customizations as customers do not have impact on product design.

Categorization of these customization levels can be associated to amount of work
realized after the acceptance of order. In Figure 1-1, production strategies are aligned with
different customer order penetration points, CODP. CODP is defined as the strategic point in
the value chain of a product where the product is linked to customer order to be pulled
(Olhager J., 2003).
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pure
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Figure 1-1 Production system typology
In the above figure, Assemble to order (ATO) corresponds to standard customization
in which product variety is limited by modular components of product and customer orders
have an impact down from assembly process in the value chain. Components of products are
generally available in storage and as the order arrives, assembly of required components is
initiated. Make to order (MTO) companies, on the other hand, provide a wide variety of
products and they have capital intensive general purpose machinery on shop floor. The
decoupling point for this kind of production is located before manufacturing process. It allows
design changes for standard products according to customer specifications. Finally, engineer to
order (ETO) production allows customer participation up to the conceptual design. Therefore,
it provides highest level of customization in product realization.
The transformation, first from mass production to mass customization and then to
mass personalization, as in Figure 1-1, results in increased complexity in product designs with
decreased quantities in volumes. Sophisticated requirements which reveal from this
transformation are imposed particularly to production systems and they are not foreseeable.
Therefore, developing production system technologies are supposed to provide highly
responsive solutions at shop floor level to fulfill upcoming requirements efficiently. Chituc C.M. et al. (2009) specifies recent trends in production such as; specialization, outsourcing,
transition from vertical to horizontal management structures, from highly centralized to
decentralized architectures, evolution towards self-properties for instance self-diagnosis, self-
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healing, self-adaptation etc. Challenges coming with these trends are (Chituc C.-M. et al.,
2009):
•

Achieving seamless interoperability since the availability of information is
fundamental for distributed heterogeneous production systems,

•

developing the application and technologies to support the requirements,

•

remaining competitive and sustainable,

•

integration of human with technology,

•

developing non-functional properties, e.g. fault-tolerance,

•

openness and self-adaptability,

•

integrating autonomy into the units of a production system,

•

having a goal driven and cooperative behavior.

Defined trends and challenges above form the basis of several production system
developments. Central concepts were flexibility, reconfigurability and adaptability.
To start with, Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) addresses mid-volume, midvariety production needs through encapsulation of all necessary processes of certain product
types into a compact manufacturing unit. Similarities between parts in design and
manufacturing are used to achieve economy of scope (ElMaraghy H.A., 2005). Although FMS
found application areas in industry, a number of problems are commonly met among which
the most important one is its costly initial investment. Manufacturers have to invest in a
compact solution which involves also redundant processes. This prevented FMS from being an
economically viable solution. Embodied inefficiencies in FMS shifted focus towards modular
production solution which allows a production system to be structured according to specific
process needs. In this regard, Re-configurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) target adjustable
capacity and functionality through modular production units which are easily configurable
(Koren Y. et al., 1999). Instead of providing flexibility through the use of compact equipment
with built-in wide-ranging functionality, RMS provides customized flexibility and reconfiguration through the use of modular components (Mehrabi M.G. et al., 2000). For a
manufacturing system to be re-configurable, Koren Y. et al. (1999) identified six key
characteristics such as; modularity of component design, integrability to both current and future
technologies, convertibility to enable rapid system changeover for changing requirements,
diagnosability to identify quickly the source of problems, customization to match designed
system capability and flexibility to applications and scalability to incrementally change the
capacity in a rapid and economical way. Meanwhile, the concept of “Plug and produce” was
used with Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMS) (Arai T. et al., 2001) where holons are the
building blocks of the system. There are two essential features of a holon: autonomy and
cooperative behaviour. Autonomy is the capability of making their own decisions and
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controlling their activities whereas cooperative behavior is the ability of communication and
negotiate with other holons for the purpose of achieving a specific system target. A system of
holons which are cooperating in order to achieve a common goal or objective is called a
holarchy (Christensen J.H., 1994; Valckenaers P. et al., 1997; Bussmann S., 1998). Control
architecture of the HMS is designed for dynamic granularities which lies between hierarchical
and heterarchical structures. Yet another paradigm, Fractal manufacturing systems- FrMS are
derived from fractal factory which is introduced by Warnecke H. et al. (1993). Fractals are the
building blocks in this system with autonomous cooperation skills based on multi agent
architecture. Basic fractal units consists of five functional modules including observer, analyzer,
resolver, organizer and reporter (Ryu K. et al., 2001). A fractal might represent an entire
production shop at the highest level in the hierarchy or a physical component at the bottom
level (Ryu K. et al., 2003). The most distinctive characteristic of FrMS is automatic reconfiguration of a system through dynamic restructuring process. Finally, Evolvable
Production Systems (EPS) (Onori M., 2002) target to overcome the challenges of mass
customization through adaptability enabled by re-configurable modularity and multi-agent
based distributed control system. Modules are the smallest building blocks of the system and
they are individualized according to process characteristics through an ontology (Onori M. et
al., 2009). The concept of skill is the central construct in the ontology and is to be understood
as a service that the EPS module is able to execute. When failing to meeting a specific technical
requirement the system (society of modules) should be able to, through self-organization,
recombine existing skills in real time in order to ensure the same level of functionality (Ribeiro
L. et al., 2010).
On top the described production system paradigms above, a new concept called
Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS) is considered to be the next-generation of
production systems in responding to new market expectations. Its main characteristics include
closely integrated physical and cyber entities, self-x characteristics, integrated autonomy and
intelligence at production entities and high re-configurability. More detailed description of
such systems will be provided in chapter 4. In the context of this thesis, CPPS is used to
represent recent production system technologies providing true adaptability (plug and produce)
at shop floor level for both physical components and control system structure.
The main concern during the development of production system technologies has
been at equipment and control system level. However; development of complementary
approaches such as dynamic planning systems which are compatible with frequent
environmental changes has not grown at the same pace. Although some of the cyber-physical
production system applications are considered as mature enough to be industrialized, the
infrastructure of the planning systems in industry today are based on conventional techniques.
Main concern of the widely applied planning solutions in industry is to concretize long term
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unknowns and run the production based on that. However, when the presumptions do not
match to reality, several inefficiencies are met. The major underlying reasons of such a
planning system development are that market mandates mass production of limited product
variety and production systems are not competent to frequent re-configuration. To be precise,
a planning system which is designed for mass production environment cannot work with a
cyber-physical production system coherently since it cannot coordinate production processes to
fully utilize the capabilities of cyber-physical systems. Resulting implication can be poor overall
performance (if not a failure) of enterprise which stems from the mismatched characteristics of
planning and production systems. Therefore, development of complementary planning
approaches to new market trends and production technologies is fundamental. Within this
context, Demand Responsive Planning (DRP) framework is developed to accomplish
dynamicity and responsiveness in planning activities (Akillioglu H. (2011). It targets a coherent
behavior with the capabilities of highly re-configurable production systems in responding to
frequently changing market expectations (Akillioglu H. et al., 2013).

1.2. RESEARCH OUTLINE
The extensive scope of the study presented in this thesis addresses the synthesis of the
planning structure with cyber physical production systems with rapid deployment
competencies. Based on author’s preliminary study, DRP framework is improved to harmonize
shop floor dynamics into the planning activities at workload control and capacity adjustment
levels. Problems and challenges in the area are investigated aiming at achieving dynamicity and
responsiveness in planning.
In this thesis, evolvable production system paradigm principles are exploited on the
shop floor level since it holds rapid re-configuration ability based on multi agent based control
architecture. Proposed planning solutions are devised on top of the EPS shop floor
characteristics for experimental purposes.
Control principles of EPS on the shop floor are based on a multi agent architecture
where the scheduling decisions are taken at run-time. The assignment of products to deployed
resources is realized through message exchanges between the agents. Therefore, scheduling
decisions are taken only after a product is introduced into the shop floor. This type of dynamic
scheduling approach based on multi agent based distributed control architecture imposes yet
another complexity to planning systems due to unknown scheduling decisions until the
introduction of product into the shop floor. Even after a product is introduced only the first
process in product’s routing is assigned to a resource and it is repeated for each process after the
completion of the previous one. Therefore making operational decisions in such a shop floor
with run time dynamic scheduling approach is a significant challenge for the planning system.
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Shop floor dynamicity through distributed agent solutions combined with modular
equipment as in EPS becomes prevalent in modern production system approaches. Therefore
the development of PPC solutions should embrace the qualifications to handle such
dynamicity in the shop floor. In this study, workload control concept is kept at focus in order
to achieve improved shop floor performances.
Dedicated scope of this study relates to the following areas:
•

Production planning architecture

Production planning activities aim to ensure availability of sufficient resources in
order to create finished products according to specified schedule. On one side
market conditions with high customer expectations and uncertainty, on the other
side limited production system capabilities impose high complexity for planning
systems to cope with on the way to achieve its objectives. Conventional planning
approaches which are widely applied in industry follow rigid hierarchical
structures in order to simplify problem area and thereby to reach improved
solutions. However, today such an approach fall behind in providing effective
solutions in response to frequently changing market conditions. Deficiencies
originate from fragmented solution spaces at different levels of a hierarchy. In this
thesis, problems of the existing hierarchical planning systems are studied
considering both emerging production technologies and changing market
conditions. Based on that, potential solutions to overcome architectural problems
in planning systems are studied.
•

Workload control concept

The Workload Control (WLC) concept is based on keeping the workload level in
a shop floor under control and regulating it according to certain principles to
enable an improved flow time, less congestion in shop floor and consequently
improved delivery performances. The major objectives of WLC concept are the
control of Work in Process (WIP) level and the balance of workload among the
resources over time. Thereby, improved utilization of resources in shop floor and
better order fulfillment rates are targeted to be accomplished.
The underlying reasoning behind the regulation of workloads comes from the
basic relation between throughput rate, work in process and production lead time
which is described theoretically by Little J.D.C. (1961). According to this study,
constant introduction of orders into a shop floor leads to increased queue lengths
for the resources which in turn creates longer lead time for the orders. However
the rate of production will stop increasing when the shop floor reaches to steady
state when one or more resources get fully utilized. After this point, the
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production lead time keeps increasing due to accumulating WIP without any
increase in the throughput rate. This is an obvious indication to the existence of a
critical WIP level in the system. In this respect, workload control concept targets
to adjust WIP level in a shop floor in order to smooth production, prevent
resource starvation and shop floor congestion and stabilize lead times.
In general terms, the regulation of workload through the WLC concept is realized
by releasing the right order at the right time into the shop floor. The complexity
of this decision is based on the variety of jobs routing and the difficulty of
approaching workload distribution of resources over time.
•

Capacity adjustment

In its simplest definition, capacity control is the process of choosing the right
production capacity for an organization which is required to fulfill the changing
demand of its products. It is also defined as the maximum rate of output for a
process, measured in units of output per unit of time (Hill A.V., 2003). Majority
of the capacity planning concepts are based on a hierarchical structure where long
term decisions are taken at higher planning levels and short term decisions are
taken at lower levels. To be more explicit, through the long term capacity decision
process aggregated data is used which involves considerable amount of forecasted
data. In such hierarchical capacity decision architectures, the implicit underlying
assumption is that a feasible schedule at an aggregated level in the long term
guarantees a feasible schedule in the short term which consists of detailed schedule
(Wortman J. et al., 1996). The problem arises due to the inconsistency between
the short term and long term decisions. In this study, the focus will be on short
term capacity adjustment as a part of demand responsive planning framework for
highly dynamic shop floor environment.
•

Multi agent systems

It is important to emphasize that multi agent systems (MAS) are not in the central
research focus of this thesis. However, it is used as a means for the
implementation of the planning concepts which are introduced in this thesis.
Besides, experimented shop floor characteristics rely on multi agent control which
enables dynamic scheduling.
According to O'Hare G.M. et al. (1996), a multi agent system is a network of
problem solvers that work together to solve problems that are beyond their
individual capabilities. Wooldridge M. et al. (1995b) define MASs as a novel
approach to address complex problems where decisions should be based on
processing of information from various sources of diverse natures. Each of these
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sources can be viewed as an agent and the whole system as a community of agents
– multi agent systems. A MAS is composed of a set of agents with certain
characteristics where autonomy and communication skills are the two
fundamental ones. Objective of a MAS is achieved through agent collaboration
enabled by information exchange.
The use of multi agent systems is common at various knowledge domains such as
economics, sociology etc. In production research, multi agent architectures are
exploited in order to avoid problems stemming from centralized control as in the
conventional production. The control architecture of EPS paradigm is based on a
specific instantiation of MASs where the decisions are taken by means of
collaborative agent behaviors. As far as the production planning and control
domain is concerned, the use of MAS is motivated since it enables the basis to
avoid hierarchy and complexity in planning decisions and allows continuous replanning in a distributed way with respect to dynamically changing
circumstances.

1.3. DEFINITION OF FUNDAMENTAL TERMS
In the operations management literature, the use of some terms differs from each
other even though they refer to same meaning. The concepts and terms which are used in the
thesis are defined in this subsection in order to have a consistency throughout the thesis. “The
encyclopedia of operations management terms” by Hill A.V. (2003) is considered as the base
for the majority of the following definitions as it contains updated and widely accepted
definitions.
Backorder – A customer demand for which no stock is available and where the
customer is prepared to wait for the item to arrive in stock. This order is called a “backorder,”
and is usually filled as soon as the items become available.
Backward loading (backloading) – A planning method that plans backwards from the
due date to determine the start date. The word “loading” implies that we are not creating a
detailed schedule; backward loading might fill up a time “bucket” (say a half-day) until the
capacity is fully utilized.
Backward scheduling – A scheduling method that plans backwards from the due date
(or time) to determine the start date (or time). Unlike backward loading, backward scheduling
creates a detailed schedule for each operation based on the planned available capacity.
Bottleneck – a resource that constrains a system from improving its performance.
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Cycle time – The time required to make one part on a machine. It basically represent
the time between each consecutive successful parts of a machine. Cycle time and throughput
time are two terms which are used interchangeably in the literature. In this thesis, these two
terms do not denote same meaning.
Throughput time - Flow time – Production lead time: These three terms are used
interchangeably which is the actual time for a unit (or a batch) of production to flow through
its routing including input and output inventories. In other words, they represent the time
starting from release of a job into shop floor, ending at job’s completion of the last process.
Order lead time – The time required to accomplish an order from the time of
acceptance until the delivery. In a factory, the actual lead time for an order is the sum of all of
the lead times for all of the operational steps required to complete the order. Each step might
require (a) queue time before the operation begins, (b) setup time to get the machine ready for
production, (c) run time, (d) post-operation wait time.
Planned Release Time (PRT) – PRT represents the planned time to release an order
and calculated with backward scheduling method by using due date and planned lead time.
The planned lead time is the time that is used in a planning and control system to determine
the release date for an order. It denotes the same time as the throughput time however the only
difference is that planned lead time reflects the estimated time, not the actual value. The
promised lead time is the time that is promised to a customer. Note that the actual, planned,
and promised lead times might all be very different from one another.
Routing – Job routing represents the list of resources to be visited by a job in order to
be completed. Workflow is also used throughout the thesis implying the same meaning as
routing.
Setup time (changeover time) – the time required to prepare a machine for the next job
or batch.
Starving (a resource) – A resource is “starved” if it runs out of input materials to
process. This results in inefficiencies for the bottleneck resource because it will reduce the
output of the entire process. Starving a non-bottleneck resource may have no consequences for
the overall output of a process.
Tardiness – An order is said to be tardy if it is delivered after the due date (or due
time). Tardiness is zero if the order is on-time or is early.
Earliness – An order is early if it is delivered before the due date. Earliness is zero if the
order is on time or tardy.
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Lateness – Lateness is defined as the deviation from the due date. Unlike earliness and
tardiness, lateness can be negative. Positive lateness is equal to tardiness whereas negative
lateness is equal to earliness.
Throughput (output) – The production rate of a process or activity measured in units.
Utilization – the percent of the possible work time that a resource is busy.
Workload – Workload represents the amount of work to be processed. The way to
account the workload of orders can vary. For example, the number of orders can be counted to
measure the workload which neglects both the routing and the processing times. Alternatively,
counting the processing time of the orders over the resources is the most common way.
Norm – the maximum level of workload a resource is allowed to have.

1.4. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
1.4.1. Content
Within the context of the defined research areas, the structure of the thesis follows a
coherent flow. Content of the chapters are summarized below.
Chapter 1 provides introductory information about the context of the study area.
The trend in market conditions and developing production system technologies are broadly
described and the requirement of developing complementary planning solution is underlined.
Within this context, specific research areas are specified and definitions of fundamental terms
are also given to ensure the unity of terms through the thesis.
The research methodology which is followed in achieving the specified research
targets is disclosed in Chapter 2. Research questions and corresponding hypothesis, aimed
contributions and validation strategy are clarified.
In accordance with the defined research questions and hypothesis, literature review is
presented in Chapter 3. It is divided into three main sections to classify literature in line with
the research targets. Based on the studied literature, critical analysis is given at the end of each
section of this chapter. In these analyses, correspondence of studied literature to research targets
is criticized.
Although cyber-physical production systems are not researched in this study, it is a
supplementary concept where planning experiments are conducted. In this sense, Chapter 4
discloses main characteristics of cyber-physical systems, multi agent systems and evolvable
production systems.
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Based on the given literature study and in line with the research aims, the proposed
framework, called Demand Responsive Planning, is presented in Chapter 5 in detail. Its
definition, the context it belongs to, all its components and the relation between them are
disclosed.
A novel workload control approach, Continuous Precise Workload Control, is
presented in Chapter 6 as one of the most important components of the Demand Responsive
Planning framework. Followed method, its implementation structure and results are given in
this chapter. The comparison of the developed method to available workload approaches is
disclosed at the end.
As another component of the DRP framework, developed capacity planning approach
is presented in Chapter 7. It works with the proposed workload control approach coherently
and allows frequent adjustment of capacity on shop floor. It is analyzed based on developed
implementation architecture and results are presented.
Finally, Chapter 8 describes and discusses the resulting knowledge contribution of
this dissertation. A critical review and planned future studies are also given in this chapter.

1.4.2. Limitations
The proposed planning framework, workload control and capacity adjustment
methods are structured on two premises. First one is the trends in market conditions and the
second one is improved capabilities of production systems. In this sense, the developed
planning approach targets to fulfill the trending market requirements by utilizing the
developed shop floor technologies in the best possible way. However, new production
paradigms are not applied yet into industry in a big scale. Therefore, implementation and
analysis of proposed methods can only be validated in a simulation environment. In the
developed simulation tool, results are collected based on replication of one-to-one shop floor
behavior. However, effects of various unexpected disturbances happening in real shop floor
environments could not be tested.

1.5. OVERVIEW OF PUBLICATIONS
The study in this thesis is presented on the basis of a number of publications in
relevant areas. Their brief description and contribution to this thesis is clarified below with
reference to paper numbers given in the author’s relevant publications list at page V and VI.
The publications can be classified under three areas of research;
1. Evolvable production systems and cyber-physical production systems; the
research foundation of this dissertation is based on the concept of Evolvable
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Production System since it resembles fundamental characteristics of Cyberphysical production systems. Published papers in this area covers; the
mechatronic architecture implications of the EPS (Paper-13), operational
working principles (Paper-8) and impacts on varying production planning
activities (Paper-12), how it deals with the uncertainty at shop floor level
based on an implementation of evolvable robotic cell (Paper-11). In this area,
there are also supplementary papers and concepts which are developed around
the main topic of the EPS. These papers are Paper-5, Paper-16, Paper-17,
Paper-18, Paper-19 and Paper-20.
2. Demand Responsive Planning framework; the second area of research covers
the developed planning framework in this study. Its context, definitions and
initially developed architecture are presented in Paper-3 and Paper-10. In two
other papers (Paper-1 and Paper-6) the demand responsive planning
framework constructs the context of the developed workload control method.
In this sense, it is not directly studied in these papers.
3. Continuous precise workload control; the basis of the described workload
control approach in this thesis is established and results are published in the
following papers. First of all, the initial development and outcomes are
presented in Paper-3. Then, the performance of the system and correlation of
the norm value with respect to assessment range are investigated through an
experimented test case (Paper-7). Next two papers (Paper-1 and Paper-6)
made two main contributions; (1) the presented workload approach is defined
in terms of eight workload control dimensions in order to highlight its
distinctive characteristics and (2) the penalty of idleness which affects the
decision of release is analyzed by an experiment design in order to investigate
its correlation with two critical parameters, norm value and assessment range.
Finally, Paper-2 discusses performance and validity of the CPWLC approach
based on a test-case.
The dynamic capacity adjustment approach in this study involves the most recent
results and implementations therefore they will be published later on.
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The research methodology which is followed in achieving the specified research targets is
disclosed in this chapter. Research questions and corresponding hypothesis, aimed contributions and
validation strategy are clarified.
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2.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In accordance with the conditions of the changing market, new production system
paradigms, as mentioned in section 1.1, improve adaptability on the shop floor level. In the
EPS, three levels of adaptation are identified by Lohse N. et al. (2006);
•

Level 0; Parametric changes, adapting the behavior of available capabilities
such as changing the force settings of a pressing device

•

Level 1; Logical changes, adapting the utilization of available capabilities such
as change of process sequences from one product to another

•

Level 2; Structural changes, adapting the available capabilities such as
changing one process module for another one or adding an additional station.

All these adaptation levels are employed merely on the shop floor level. The rationale
behind targeting adaptability on the shop floor is to handle challenges which result from
increased customer involvement in product design, raised product varieties and increased
competition on time-to-market durations. In this sense, fast re-configuration is aimed by the
use of modular and distributed architectures in production system development. Ultimate
objectives in response to these challenges are minimized lead times, optimized asset utilization,
reduced time to market, optimized production processes across the enterprise, increased
production visibility and collaborative abilities. However, adaptability on shop floor level is not
enough on its own to achieve all these objectives and to handle complexity of the market. The
ability of rapid response to changing conditions should be attained also at higher levels in an
enterprise.
The levels of an enterprise are defined in ISA-95 (I.S.A, Instrument Society of
America, 2000) which is an international standard for the integration of enterprise and control
systems. It is a widely accepted representation of a manufacturing enterprise in academia and
industry. It provides a reference model which is composed of standard models and terminology
for defining the interfaces between enterprise’s business systems and its manufacturing control
systems. In the ISA-95, five levels are presented in an enterprise categorized into two major
groups such as business work processes and manufacturing work processes as in Figure 2-1. In
the line of the discussion in the previous paragraph, the shop floor level is represented by the
Levels 0, 1 and 2 in this standard. Above these layers, there are 2 functions which constitute
PPC operations which are; manufacturing operations management and business planning &
logistics.
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Figure 2-1 ISA-95 Hierarchy models and levels of an enterprise (I.S.A, Instrument Society of America, 2000)
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At the top level, the relations with the market are handled where the accepted orders
are recorded into the ERP system. Supply chain relations are performed and the related raw
materials are planned and ordered. In short, business related activities are accomplished at this
level and transmitted to the level below. Operations management decisions are then taken at
level three to accommodate arrived orders into the production plan and apply to lower shop
floor levels to realize the plans.
The scope of production system technologies which are developed to achieve rapid
and seamless re-configuration on shop floor remain on process and process control levels which
are level 0, level 1 and level 2. Recent developments prove that high technology readiness level
is already achieved and industrialization of such technologies is close. Although these
technologies seem convenient in providing solutions to environmental uncertainties on the
lower levels of the ISA-95 structure, an enterprise can never reach true adaptability without
ensuring adaptation skills at every level in its hierarchy. In this sense, solutions at level 3 and
level 4 activities which are complementary to lower level shop floor technologies are
fundamental in achieving holistic approach to market uncertainties. However, production
planning and control approaches which are commonly used in industry today inherit from
planning solutions which are developed to historical market characteristics. Therefore, the most
common planning systems lack providing responsive solutions which are integrated to shop
floor systems on one side and supply chain systems on the other side. For this reason, there is
an apparent need of research for responsive production planning solutions.
Looking at the common industrial planning approaches which are mostly MRP-based
systems, various deficiencies can be observed. They follow hierarchical structure and with one
way flow from the upper levels towards shop floor and planning operations are mostly detached
from each other. On the other hand, production plans are processed on shop floor however it is
rarely the case that plans are concluded flawlessly because operational decisions taken at the
higher levels do not comprise updated shop floor conditions. Such a hierarchy in the
production decisions has certain drawbacks which are categorized under three main titles
(Wang L.C. et al., 2009); (1) Structural rigidity, (2) difficulty of designing a control system
and (3) lack of flexibility. The underlying reasons behind these shortcomings are;
Decoupled activities; a decision taken at a level might neglect the updated conditions of
another level. This increases the likelihood of making invalid decisions.
Top down approach; problems caused by detached activities are faced at the lower
levels, mostly at the shop floor level. It might not always be possible to come up with a solution
in shop floor to a problem which originates from the decisions taken at higher levels.
Aggregated data; aggregated data are used at the business level and then disaggregated
at the lower levels until a detailed production plan is achieved. However; there are several
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factors which are ignored during this process such as availability of the machinery, real capacity
levels on the shop floor etc.
These problems will be analyzed in more detail in the sub-section 3.1.1 where
hierarchical production planning and control approaches are reviewed.
From industrial perspective, these problems are approached by highlighting the
requirement for transparent information across the enterprise. Sahu S.N. (2007), a solution
manager in SAP, pointed out in his article called “Close Gap for Adaptive Manufacturing” in
the Automation World magazine;
“Adaptive manufacturing flexibly develops, produces and delivers demand-driven
products, while optimally leveraging existing resources. However, in order for adaptive
manufacturing to happen, manufacturers must seamlessly transfer knowledge for defining,
scheduling and producing products between their enterprise systems and shop-floor systems.
For the majority of manufacturers, this integration is the weakest link in their supply chains.”
He emphasizes also that without the use of real time information from the shop floor
in the business systems, demand driven business processes cannot truly be performed.
Similarly, Gifford C. (2003) and Iversen W. (2005) underlined the requirement of
applications for the integration of shop floor to top floor. The lack of vertical interfaces, data
models and standards are indicated as the major obstacles in the manufacturing industry on the
way to achieve more effective enterprises.
It can be observed that majority of available production planning and control (PPC)
solutions are designed for MTS companies where production systems are built for mass
production needs. MTS sector, in essence, works at relatively predictable environments as the
level of repeatability is very high in terms of production scenarios and demand patterns.
Therefore, high proportion of forecasted data is conveniently used. On the other hand, MTO
and ETO companies are supposed to base their production on actual demands due to higher
level of product customization. However; the PPC solutions designed for mass production
suffer to fulfill planning requirements of mass customization. Fundamental reasons of this
complication for such companies are; repeatability in the demand pattern is too low, process
flow structure rely on job shop characteristics where product routings vary extensively from one
order to another, production systems are not adaptable (long setup and warm up times) which
encourages the use of larger batches with the intention of decreasing setup times in an highly
unpredictable environment. Therefore, a PPC solution should employ two major
characteristics to meet the planning requirements of MTO/ETO companies which are
responsiveness and dynamicity.
In the era of mass customization and mass personalization, the importance of
MTO/ETO sector is steadily increasing. Rising demand for product customization results in
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increased growth in the number of MTO/ETO companies which in turn increases the
competition in offering customized products in shorter time. Even for standard products,
diversification and shorter lead times encourage manufacturers to shift their production from
MTS to MTO or an intermediate level of production (Kuroda M. et al., 1998). Many of these
MTO companies are Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs). Implementation of proper
PPC solutions is therefore a vital issue for these companies. Small enterprises, with limited
ﬁnancial resources, are in particular danger of suﬀering the consequences of implementing an
inappropriate and hence unsuccessful contemporary PPC approach (Stevenson M. et al.,
2005).
Also in the literature the issue has been highlighted by several scholars such as;
He N. et al. (2013) states that current approaches to how manufacturing systems
respond to changes in the business environment focus on machine ﬂexibility and system layout
ﬂexibility. The most effective approach to helping manufacturing systems deal with changes in
the business environment is through operational ﬂexibility. This requires an effective production
planning and scheduling method by which a manufacturing system is able to cost-effectively
fulﬁl customer demand in order to sustain their business competitiveness. More importantly,
the planning and scheduling method must also be able to ﬂexibly organize and utilize available
resources to satisfy customer demand related to changes in the business environment.
Similarly Kumar A. (2007) remarks that; while undeniably healthy and robust, mass
customization research still suffers from a noticeable void. Much of the research dedicated to
developing decision frameworks needed for optimal operations of manufacturing and supply
chain systems exclusively dedicated to a mass customization environment is empirical and
anecdotal. There is a clear need to develop a parallel universe of research in operations
management modules such as product design, scheduling, inventory control, enterprise resource
planning (ERP), quality assurance, supply chain management, etc. that will yield an optimal
decision support system especially dedicated to mass customized business systems using
rigorous quantitative models and analyses.
And finally, Van Assen M. et al. (2000) states that most production planning and
control frameworks used today are either technical, or traditional. Technical frameworks are
mainly designed for computer integrated manufacturing environments, particularly in discrete
parts manufacturing, and as such they emphasize the technical aspects of manufacturing. As
production paradigms evolve from a computer-integrated manufacturing perspective, they
strongly ignore logistics, socio-technical and business-oriented aspects, such as customer order
processing and production planning; for this reason, they cannot really serve as a sole enabler for
agile-based manufacturing. They have to be combined with frameworks that do take into
account these aspects.
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Taking the changing conjuncture in the market into consideration, developments on
the shop floor technologies towards adaptable production systems and the incompetence of
demand responsiveness in the industry from the planning perspective, there is a need of
dynamic and responsive planning solutions which are compatible to cyber-physical production
systems and resilient to unpredictability and dynamicity in the market. Through the change
from mass production to mass customization, decreasing proportion of common parts in
product structures and increasing complexity in production systems require compatible
planning solutions (Figure 2-2). MRP-based systems have been widely used in industry since
many years. In the course of time, changing market requirements are met by enhanced
planning solutions which are packed under the name of advanced planning and scheduling. In
essence, advanced planning techniques contributed to the decision support deficiencies of
MRP-based systems through certain approaches in order to improve or optimize the
performance. However, they provide solutions in the structural boundaries of MRP-based
systems. Thus, focus of planning approaches should shift from optimized MRP-based systems toward
dynamic and responsive planning approaches. Dynamicity, in this context, represents systems’
ability of handling problems from an extensive scope while responsiveness designates quickness
of the system to react.

Market Trends

Mass production

Mass customization Mass personalisation
Personalized
Dynamic & responsive planning

Planning system

Advanced planning and scheduling
(Conceptual, analytical, AI, simulation models)
Hierarchical planning (MRP-based systems, ERP)

Production system

Dedicated systems

Reconfigurable
/ flexible
systems

Adaptive
(Highly
responsive)

Figure 2-2 Trend changes in production
In the light of these observations, there is a need of PPC solution having the
capability to respond to fluctuating conditions of the market and to unexpected occurrences in
production system through utilizing the advancements in the area of cyber physical production
systems. Hence; broadly defining, such a PPC solution should embrace the following
characteristics in itself:
•

It should be able to cope with high variety of job routings in shop floor. In
this way, highly customized products with different routings can be handled.
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•

It should be harmonized with updated production system dynamics in order
to ensure validity of decisions. Therefore, utilization of real-time shop floor
data in planning activities is fundamental.

•

Frequency of decisions is supposed to be high enough to cope with the
frequency of changing circumstances.

•

It should embrace integrated planning architecture in order to re-orient
planning activities in a holistic way.

•

Actual market information and shop floor conditions should be the main
drivers in running planning activities.

•

It should be viable from the industrial perspective and applicable to SMEs.

2.1.1. Research questions and hypothesis
Having defined the fundamental requirements of the aimed PPC approach, the tools
and methods are to be investigated in order to devise the targeted qualifications into the PPC
framework. In this context, the specific research questions are defined as follows;
Question 1
How can the characteristics of dynamicity and responsiveness be attained in production
planning and control activities for a manufacturing enterprise with adaptive shop floor
characteristics running in unforeseeable market conditions?
Hypothesis 1
Two features, integrated planning activities and involvement of shop floor data in real
time for planning decisions, are essential which conduce to the achievement of dynamicity and
responsiveness. The former is a counter measure to decoupled planning activities and contributes to a
holistic response (of production systems and planning systems) to dynamics of the market and thereby
leverages the dynamicity of planning system while the latter contributes to enhance the validity,
quality and rapidness of the solution and thereby leverages the responsiveness of planning system.
Question 2
What is the best approach to achieve improved shop floor performances in highly dynamic
shop floor environments with rapid system re-configuration ability based on distributed control,
where the scheduling decisions are taken run-time?
In this question, improved shop floor performances denote improved resource
utilization, decreased shop floor congestion and therefore better order fulfillment. All these
improvements contribute at the end to profitability of enterprise.
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Hypothesis 2
Regulation of work in process level for resources in a dynamic shop floor environment
through appropriate release of jobs into shop floor can improve the shop floor performance provided
that updated shop floor dynamics are reflected on the release decision and the frequency of decisions
are high enough not to get invalidated with unexpected occurrences.
According to the defined research question, it is hypothesized that if the principles of
workload control theory can be combined with the advantages coming from the adaptable shop
floor advancements, resulting method will foster solution of the research question two.
Question 3
How can the adjustment of shop floor capacity be performed based on an improved control
over work in process levels of resources in an environment where fluctuations in the market are not
foreseeable?
Hypothesis 3
Rapid re-configuration capability in the shop floor combined with improved control of
workload levels increases effectiveness of the capacity decisions based on minimized or eliminated
setup time, improved production lead time reliability, smoothed workload distribution and less shop
floor congestion. Thereby, improved due date performance can be achieved.

2.1.2. Aimed contributions
Based on the defined research questions, the aimed contributions of this study can be
detailed as follows;
1. PPC framework – A reference framework, called Demand Responsive
Planning (DRP), is designed and presented in accordance with the
requirements of high responsiveness and dynamicity against changing
conditions. A literature study is also made in the area of hierarchical
production planning in order to support the development process.
2. Analysis of the existing Workload Control practices and their
applicability to cyber-physical production system structures – In this
study an extensive literature survey is presented in the area of WLC and their
feasibility on new production technologies are investigated.
3. Development of a WLC method - Based on the analysis of the WLC
literature, development of a WLC method which fulfills the defined PPC
requirements is aimed. Its applicability and consistency to cyber-physical
systems is kept on the main focus.
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4. Analysis of capacity adjustment decisions and their applicability to EPSlike shop floors – Capacity decision is a sophisticated part of the PPC
concepts. Based on the developed DRP framework and the introduced WLC
method, a capacity adjustment method is aimed to be applied where the main
objective is to achieve improved due date performance.
5. Development of a test-bed for the WLC and capacity adjustment
applications over EPS-like shop floor – A test environment is developed
which is based on distributed multi agent based control principles at the shop
floor in order to experiment, analyze and improve the WLC and capacity
methods. Evolvable production systems are employed at the shop floor in
order to imitate cyber-physical production system characteristics.
6. Analysis of the best use and performance of the developed PPC
framework, WLC and capacity adjustment methods – Parameter analysis
of the developed planning concepts are conducted to reveal the relation
between the parameters and to find the best use of the methods in response to
provided conditions.

2.2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The work presented in this thesis followed a systematic research methodology given in Figure
2-3. The study starts with the choice of research domain in order to define the reference
framework in the area. Based on the initial investigations on the defined area, early
identification of knowledge gaps and needs is conducted. Three main activities play
fundamental role in the process of narrowing down the research domain into explicitly
identified knowledge gaps and needs which are literature review, state of the art and industrial
requirements. These three blocks have two main functions in the methodology of this study.
First they provide the required knowledge base on the process of knowledge gap identification
at early stages. At this phase, there is a recurring relation until the knowledge gaps are explicitly
identified. Having defined the knowledge gaps, secondly, these blocks provide the body of
knowledge on the way to convert the defined knowledge gaps into specifically outlined
problems.
Among these blocks, literature study is conducted through several ways of literature
search such as library search, literature analysis etc. A common practice which is used in this
study is to follow the references of the studied articles continuously in order to achieve the
source of the studies and to have a more comprehensive view. The investigation of the state of
the art and the industrial requirements are supported mainly by both the literature analysis and
the industrial input provided by means of collaborative projects in the area.
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Supporting concepts given in the research methodology represent the exploited
concepts on the way to generate hypothesis from the defined problems. These concepts are
reflected in the definition of hypothesis although they also play fundamental role for the
experimentation and validation of the proposed methodology.
Based on the supporting concepts and the knowledge base in the area, hypotheses are
clarified corresponding to each defined research problems. In this study the testability is
specifically considered in the formulation of the hypotheses. Testability is a fundamental
characteristic providing the possibility to prove or falsify the hypothesis. Except the testability
the following characteristics are also considered following the study of Vaughn L. et al. (1999):
Parsimony, stating it in simplest adequate form by discoursing the postulation of excessive
entities; Scope, it should be applied to multiple cases of phenomena; Fruitfulness – the
prospect that a hypothesis may explain further phenomena in the future and Conservatism; the
degree of fit with existing recognized knowledge systems.
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Figure 2-3 Research methodology
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Definition of hypothesis leads to contribution of knowledge which is formed through
the progression of hypothesis testing and proposal of methodology. A test bed is developed in
this study which serves to two essential purposes. Firstly, it constructs the platform for testing
of the proposed solutions and thereby enables to reveal the shortcomings and to improve it.
And secondly it facilitates the validation of the proposed methodology which is detailed in the
next subsection.
The core methodology for testing the proposed methods and performing an experiment in this
study is composed of four main steps:
1. Quantification of the input variables, especially the uncertainty, through defining the
ranges, probability distributions etc.
2. Identification of the output to be investigated which should be directly related to the
problem the model is designed for,
3. Performing enough number of runs of the designed model to ensure the validity of the
results,
4. Analyzing the extracted results of the model to calculate the sensitivity measures of
interest.
At the end of this methodology used in the experimentation, the drawn results are used to
improve the proposed methods in terms their efficient use (Figure 2-4). By this approach the
best-use can be achieved.

Experimentation

Analysis of
primary results

Improvement
of experimented
method

Figure 2-4 Method improvement
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2.3. VALIDATION APPROACH
Although validation has varying explanations, in the context of this study it refers to
the extent to which the proposed methods, outcomes and drawn conclusions are well-founded
and corresponds accurately to real work applications. That is to say, it indicates how sound the
research study is by observing whether the study is able to scientifically answer the questions it
is intended to answer.
Experimental validity of a research has three main dimensions whose accomplishment
prevents, to a large extend, the risk of attaining invalid results. These are:
•

Statistical validity is the degree to which conclusions about the relationship
among variables based on the data are correct or reasonable. This began as
being solely about whether the statistical conclusion about the relationship of
the variables was correct, but now there is a movement towards moving to
reasonable conclusions that use: quantitative, statistical, and qualitative data
(Cozby P. et al., 2011). Statistical conclusion validity involves ensuring the
use of adequate sampling procedures, appropriate statistical tests, and reliable
measurement procedures.

•

Internal validity reflects the degree to which casual relationships between the
variables are based on the research settings, measures used and the research
design itself. The degree of internal validity is directly related to how well the
extracted outcomes at the research design are dependent on the defined
independent parameter but not to any other external factor. These external
factors are denoted as ‘confounding variables’ which represent the extraneous
variable that is statistically correlated with the independent variables. It means
that the change in the independent variable might be partially or completely
associated to a confounding variable. In such a case internal validity can be
considered weak in the conducted study.

•

External validity concerns the applicability of the study to a broader extent. If
the study lacks external validity, the findings cannot be applied to the contexts
which are different than the experimental conditions.

To ensure the validity of the study in this thesis, a test-bed has been developed for the
experimentation of varying scenarios. It contributes all three constituents of experimental
validity. The conceptual structure of the developed test-bed is indicated in Figure 2-5. Market
conditions are reflected onto the simulation environment through stochastic approach and the
proposed methods are tested accordingly.
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Main structure of the test-bed
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Figure 2-5 Main structure of the test-bed
In this study, the statistical validity is ensured by running accurate number of
replications of the experiments in order to guarantee a certain confidence interval (which is
chosen to be 95% in this study) with a certain error rate (which is set as 5%). The internal
validity is supported by performing sensitivity analysis between different parameters of the
proposed methods. Besides, one-at-a-time approach is also exploited in some parts of the
analysis in which the value of only one factor is altered to see the impact over the outcome.
This procedure is repeated also for the other desired factors. Summarizing briefly, the internal
coherence are optimized by improving the proposed methods thanks to the feedbacks provided
from various experiments in the developed test-bed. On the other hand, the external validity of
a research is quite complicated to be ensured. It can also be contradictory in some cases with
internal validity. Having a sound internal validity implies that in the defined frame of the
parameters (including assumptions, limitations etc.) the results are consistent however to
increase the external validity, the frame of the research should be extended which might in turn
deteriorate the internal validity. In this sense, the frame of the research should be drawn
carefully and it should not be too specific to neutralize the external validity neither to be too
extensive to destroy the internal validity.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

In accordance with the defined research questions and hypothesis, literature review is
presented in this chapter. It is divided into three main sections to classify literature in line with the
research targets which are production planning and control, workload control and capacity
management. Based on the studied literature, critical analysis is given at the end of each section of
this chapter. In these analyses, correspondence of the studied literature to research targets is criticized.
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3.1. PRODUCTION PLANNING AND CONTROL
Production planning and control deals with the systems and methods which
coordinate all the necessary mechanisms until the demanded product or the service reach to
customer. The coordination involves conducting efficient flow of material, managing the
utilization of resources, fulfilling the customer requirements through the correct use of
available capacity and coordination of suppliers. There are three main actors a PPC system is in
close relation with; customers, suppliers and management board. Customers are the main
source of demand which is then converted into different kind of material and capacity
requirements in company. The type of demand that cannot precisely be established based on
the available information is denoted as independent demand. The independent demand is
detached from the activities of the company. Although timing and quantities of the demand
can be influenced by advertisements, pricing, promotions etc. the ultimate decision rests on the
customer (Vollmann T.E. et al., 2005b). Once the order is given by the customer, it is
branched into internal demands in terms of components, capacity, supply of raw material etc.
and that is called dependent demand. It is, therefore, directly linked to the demand of final
product. The actual complexity from the customer side comes from the unpredictable
characteristic of the independent demand. More importantly, many irregularities are imposed
to a PPC system from the customers in terms of special and urgent deliveries, off the chart
product types, cancellation of orders etc. The second important stakeholder of a PPC system is
suppliers which provide the required input in order to fulfill the customer demand. Suppliers
are another source of complexity by their own limitations and irregularities. A PPC system is in
the middle of these two main stakeholders with the target of satisfying every customer through
managing the transformation of the components and raw material into desired final products.
In the meantime, external disruptions and unplanned internal occurrences have to be coped
with in a cost effective way without losing track of the company strategies. And finally, the
management board has the key function over a PPC system since the main company strategies
are granted by the board which provides priorities, limitations and risks the PPC system has to
account for.
In a PPC system several complicated decisions are taken to optimize targeted
performance metrics. Some of them are reduction of WIP levels, minimization of shop floor
throughput times and order lead times, decrease of stockholding costs, improvement of
responsiveness to changes in demand, elimination of resources idleness and delivery date
adherence (Stevenson M. et al., 2005). In most circumstances these aims are contradictory. For
instance, higher WIP levels between the stations enable higher resource utilization, however, at
the same time; it is a source of inefficiency for minimization of throughput and higher
responsiveness against demand changes. In such a multifaceted and complicated environment
of PPC, the most conventional approach follows a hierarchical structure in coping with the
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challenges by dividing the problem into a hierarchy of levels according to time horizon of
decisions. Hierarchical approach is the base of the majority of today’s PPC approaches.

3.1.1. Hierarchical approach
Activities in the traditional hierarchical PPC systems are classified into three levels, i.e.
strategic planning (long term), tactical planning (intermediate term) and operational
scheduling (short term) levels (Anthony R.N., 1965) as seen in Figure 3-1.
Resource planning

Sales and operations
planning

Demand
management

Strategic planning
(Long term)

Master production
schedule

Detailed capacity
planning

Material planning

Tactical planning
(Intermediate term)

Supplier systems

Operational scheduling
(Short term)

Material and
capacity plans

Shop floor systems
CONTROL

Figure 3-1 Common hierarchical PPC structure (Vollmann T.E. et al., 2005a)
Long term planning activities cover typically up to five year time and it concerns with
the strategic positioning of the enterprise. Major aspects are considered in this phase such as
development of new products, decision and design of new plants and changes in the capacity
level in order to arrive at a satisfactory scenario for the concern over the next few years.
Planning is conducted at aggregated units over a long time horizon and it is dependent mostly
on forecasts and historical patterns. Demand management, as one of the main activities, in this
level establishes market connections and provides independent demand information to the
PPC system. The real challenge is the projection of long term future demand since it is the
most important information for the planning of material and capacity at the lower levels of
PPC. Various forecasting methods are commonly used in the demand management block in
order to find the best approach to estimate the long term future demand. Forecasting methods,
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in essence, are based on assumptions and historical data. The typical characteristics of
forecasting approaches are identified by Nahmias S. et al. (2009) as such:


They are usually wrong. Once the forecasts are determined, they are
considered as the reality will follow the forecasts. However it rarely happens.



A good forecast is more than a single number. Quality of forecasts is
dependent on the incorporated measures of the anticipated forecast errors.



Aggregate forecasts are more accurate. This depends on the statistical fact that
the variance of the average of a collection of independent identically
distributed random variables is lower than that of each of the random
variables.



The longer the forecast horizon, the less accurate the forecast will be.



Forecasts should not be used to the exclusion of known information. This
characteristic highlights the importance of harmonizing the historical data
with the known reality of the day such as promotional sales.

Sales and operation planning activity is the key communication link for top
management to coordinate the various planning activities (Vollmann T.E. et al., 2005b). Top
management plans are integrated into PPC system by this block in the form of marketing
planning, strategic planning and financial planning. In this activity, the main function is
providing a framework for master production schedule to be able to balance demand and
supply at aggregated figures. That is to say, this block is the one which is trying to find the best
fit in aggregate terms between the reality and estimates through evaluating tradeoffs between
various factors in order to meet company objectives.
Resource planning on the other hand is the activity where the capacity and resource
decisions are taken. At his phase of the hierarchical PPC structure the capacity levels are
identified based on the aggregate data covering a long time horizon. The decisions include the
level of labor hours, floor space, warehouse space etc.
Master production schedule (MPS) is the connection between long term and
intermediate term planning levels. MPS converts the aggregated figures into more specified
production orders for shorter time periods. Therefore, the forecasted data based on stochastic
methods are considered as deterministic after the MPS. That is to say, the intermediate and
short term planning activities are conducted by taking the MPS as granted. Although MPS can
possibly be updated in response to changes either in production system or in market
conditions, it is not desired to do so since it gives rise to several irregularities to the planning
activities beneath. MPS is the phase where the first disaggregation occurs in the hierarchical
PPC approach. Data is disaggregated at MPS in order to have a better match between the
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demand and capacity. This disaggregation is performed for shorter time periods and it specifies
the production quantities and product types to be produced for each interval.
Intermediate term planning level is the phase where the detailed capacity and material
planning decisions are taken. On one hand, the required components and raw materials are
computed based on the time, type and quantity of production in MPS for each period. On the
other hand, capacity solutions are generated to realize the plan coming from the strategic level.
Generally, in such a hierarchical PPC approach long term planning level does not take any
capacity availability or limitations into account through the generation of MPS. Thus, the
mismatch between the production quantities in MPS and available capacity on the shop floor is
handled in intermediate level. Therefore, the medium-term production capacity decisionmaking should consider not only the trend of customer demand changes but also the cyclical
fluctuations in demand (bi-xi Z. et al., 2012). Some typical approaches to overcome this
problem are overtime works, subcontracting, investing to new equipment etc.
Once the products, material and capacity are planned, their production is scheduled
at the bottom level of the hierarchy. Essential issue is the precise planning of the distribution of
the jobs to the resources over time in order to attain the best performance. Scheduling
decisions are taken at this level based on the characteristics of the shop floor in order to fulfill
the production requirements in the MPS.

3.1.1.1. MRP and MRP II
Material requirement planning (MRP) is a common and typical application of the
hierarchical planning approach. It is composed of three main building blocks which are master
production plan, material requirement plan and detailed shop floor schedule. It follows the
basics of hierarchical planning structure in a way that planning starts with aggregated figures of
final products covering a long time span. Then the disaggregation occurs in terms of both
material perspective and time span perspective (Figure 3-2).
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Figure 3-2 MRP Phases (adapted from Nahmias S. (2005))
The starting point for MRP systems is the aggregate planning (also called macro
production planning) activity which addresses the problem of identifying the quantity and mix
of products to be produced. This activity is the fundamental part of the whole MRP since the
lower levels in the MRP hierarchy are based on the outcomes of the aggregate plan. The
underlying assumption is that the demands shown in aggregate plans are considered to be
deterministic in the rest of the planning phases. However, the aggregate terms in the plan
depend mostly on forecasts and therefore the accuracy is never guaranteed. Master production
schedule considers the output from the long term aggregate plan, available inventory and
capacity levels in order to generate a viable plan for the production of final product.
In the MPS production quantities and product types are specified for intermediate
time span which covers generally one year. This time span is divided usually into weeks to
reach a more detailed production plan. That is to say, the output of the MPS contains the
quantity and type of end products to be produced for each week. In the next phase based on
this information, Bill of Material (BOM) is used to find the required components to realize the
planned production. BOM contains categorized product structure which embraces required
sub-assemblies and components to form the final product. In this way, disaggregation of final
product requirements into requirement of components and subassemblies is carried out.
Decisions given in a MPS involve participation of different areas in an organization
with contradicting objectives. Finance department would like the the MPS to give low stock
levels so as to reduce the cost of supporting the capital tied up. Sales department would like the
MPS to plan high stock levels in order to increase the likelihood that an unexpected order can
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be met directly from the stocks. Engineering perspective expects to have long lead times in the
offsetting phase to compensate the time loss in unexpected shop floor occurrences. And final
production area would like the MPS to plan smooth workloads among the periods (O'Grady
P., 1986).
Output

Input
On hand inventory
BOM
Scheduled receipts
Master production
schedule

MRP
Netting
Lot Sizing
Offsetting
BOM exploding

- Planned order releases
- Change notices
- Exception notices

•Customer orders
•Forecasts
•Safety stock
•Seasonal plans
•Internal orders

Figure 3-3 Input and output of material requirement plan
Figure 3-3 indicates the information used for planning of material, the steps followed
and the resulting output. Since the stochastic part of the planning is handled inside the MPS
through certain forecasting methods, MRP steps are relatively straightforward. Net
requirement for a the period t is calculated by subtracting the previous periods on hand
inventory and scheduled receipts from gross requirement. Gross requirement is the amount
which is transferred to MRP from MPS.
Net requirement(t) = Gross requirement(t) – On hand inventory(t-1) – Scheduled
receipt(t)
Lot sizing is used to combine the production requirements of time periods by
following particular algorithms and limitations in order to optimize the trade-off between
inventory carrying cost from a time period to another, setup cost and economies of scale
through shipping discounts. Production lead times are then used in offsetting step of MRP to
find out the time adjusted net requirements. Planned order releases are the final outcome of a
MRP table which indicates specifically the time to start production together with the type and
quantity of the final product.
In phase three of the MRP hierarchy, depending on the MRP tables and the BOM of
the final products, production requirements are determined for each component and raw
material. The final decision before starting the production processes includes distribution of
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the workload over resources in shop floor. This distribution relates to several parameters having
direct impacts over the shop floor performance.
In principle, MRP determines periodically the type of material to be procured from
suppliers, the type of products which needs to be produced and the time and quantity to
order/produce them. Therefore, MRP is intended to do only planning of materials. However,
there are further dynamics in an enterprise which should be considered in the evaluation of
such planning decisions.
1. MPS is the main driver of the whole MRP structure in way that once MPS is
planned the bottom level planning activities of the hierarchy are subject to
realize it whatever problem they experience. Any error in the MPS ends up
with inaccurate output from the whole MRP.
2. The decisions taken in MRP do not consider the capacity constraints (Zäpfel
G. et al., 1993). In the first applications of MRP infinite capacity approach
is used in which the limitations of the capacity are not reflected onto the
planning and production schedules. Arising capacity problems were handled
at the time problem is recognized through patch solutions such as working
extra time, subcontracting etc.
3. There is no mechanism to track the progression of order in MRP. Therefore,
a change in the progression of an order caused problems in inventory
accounting, component counting and production lead times. Then these
problems, in turn, lead to further problems for the production in the
following periods of the MPS.
Closed-loop MRP systems are introduced as a natural response to these experienced
problems of the primary implementations of MRP. Closed loop MRP systems have basically
added feedback loops influencing MPS by following the deviations in the plan (Duchessi P. et
al., 1988). Besides infinite capacity approach is avoided by adding two capacity control levels in
the formation of MPS and aggregate plans (Figure 3-4). Through the rough cut capacity
planning activity the distribution of the work over the periods in the MPS is smoothed
according to the available capacity constraints. Hence, the limitation coming from the rigidity
of MPS and aggregate plans are relaxed to a certain extend. Besides through the input output
control activity on the shop floor level, the traceability of the orders are enabled which in turn
provides information feedback from the shop floor to control the execution of the plans.
Consequently, MPS is updated through the feedback loops to achieve more realistic schedules
using the data provided by capacity control activities and shop floor control approaches.
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Figure 3-4 Closed-loop MRP
Closed loop MRP systems are considered to be second-generation systems, and have
since being succeeded by manufacturing resource planning (MRP II) and enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems. While MRP systems were primarily concerned with materials used in
the production, MRP II and ERP systems integrated additional aspects including finance and
human resources.
MRP II is an extension of closed loop MRP systems which is based on the idea of
controlling the whole material and goods flow by integrating the plans of marketing, finance
and operations (Zäpfel G. et al., 1993). The concept of MRP II relies upon linking internal
operations to the financial function to provide the management board with relevant data about
sales, purchasing, production, inventory, cash flow etc. Besides, it is designed to perform whatif analysis to evaluate solutions against internal or external unexpected events (Wisner J.D.,
2011).
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Figure 3-5 An instance of MRP II structure (adapted from Hopp W.J. et al. (2011))
MRP II systems also follow the basics of the hierarchical PPC structures. Figure 3-5 is
an instance of an MRP II architecture divided into three planning horizons. It is called as an
instance since the planning activities might differ according to varying environments. The
main distinguishing characteristic of an MRP II system is its integrated functionality between
departments. It increases the awareness among the departments which in the end enables more
realistic and effective plans. It also allows improved customer service with higher quality,
shorter lead time and improved sales performance due to increased operational awareness.
Moreover the coordination between the production and purchasing ultimately increase
productivity and therefore reduce costs of both production and purchased items (Toomey
J.W., 1996).
Capacity control in a MRP II system is performed in two steps, rough cut capacity
planning (RCCP) and capacity requirement planning (CRP). To check the feasibility of the
MPS, a RCCP procedure is implemented. It determines whether the capacities are sufficient to
follow the master production schedule (Zäpfel G., 1996). The capacity requirements are
specified for each period of the MPS by calculating the total capacity need of final products
over the workcenters. Therefore, time span for calculation is long and the capacity calculations
are not detailed. For the workcenters with underloaded or overloaded capacities the user has
two options to follow; (1) adjust the MPS for a better distribution, (2) adjust the capacity by
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increasing resources. On the other hand, CRP provides a more detailed capacity control of
MRP generated plans compared to RCCP. Product routings, available WIP levels and
workcenter cycle times are included in the plan to achieve a better resolution of workload
distribution over workcenters. The principle approach used in the CRP is infinite forward
loading. It is called infinite because the CRP method does not change the workload
distribution according to capacity limitations whereas it only provides the time interval of
overloaded workcenters. And forward loading denotes the use of fixed lead times in order to
distribute the workload over time onwards. CRP is not offering any solution to capacity
problems whereas it only helps to identify the time intervals of overloaded workcenters.
Planner implements changes on MPS to achieve a smoothed distribution of workloads over
time. The new planned MPS can be simulated again and again until a feasible or satisfactory
solution is obtained.
MRP II approach is further improved to have a more comprehensive functionality in
the organization. Although it synchronizes the information system with other activities of an
organization and provides insights into the implications aggregate plans, MPS, capacities,
material plans and sales, its primary focus is on one unit’s internal operations. It lacks the
functionality of linking operations of many foreign branches of an organization with its
headquarters. Inter-organization collaboration is not viable along the supply chain. Therefore,
enterprise wide information systems are developed (Wisner J.D., 2011).

3.1.1.2. Enterprise Resource Planning
In the 1990s, the term Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is used first time by
Group of Stamford, Connecticut, USA as an extension of MRP II systems (Wylie L., 1990). Its
primary objective is to fulfill the shortcomings of MRP II from the supply chain management
perspective. The key difference between MRP II and ERP is that while MRP II is traditionally
focused on planning and scheduling of internal resources, ERP strives to plan and schedule
supplier resources as well, based on the dynamic customer demands and schedules (Chen I.J.,
2001). Hence, the concept of manufacturing information system evolved to directly connect all
functional areas and operations of an organization and also in some cases its suppliers and
customers through a common software infrastructure and database. This type of manufacturing
information system is referred to as ERP system (Wisner J.D., 2011).
ERP is considered as the information backbone of the companies which facilitates
countless advantages to enterprises which are given by Wallace T.F. et al. (2002) as such:
-

Providing an enterprise-wide set of management tools supporting to balance
demand and supply,

-

Having the ability to establish the links between customers and suppliers into
a complete supply chain,
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-

Employing proven business processes for decision making,

-

Enabling high degrees of cross functional integration among manufacturing,
sales, logistics, marketing, operations, purchasing, finance, new product
development and human resources,

-

Hence, it empowers the realization of high quality customer service and
improved production system efficiency.

ERP systems can be considered as an umbrella based on a centralized database which
preserves the information from different units of the organization (Figure 3-6). The connection
between different functionalities in the enterprise is established on a case by case basis
according to the needs of the enterprise and ERP system capabilities. It differs with its central
database from a MRP system in which multiple databases and interfaces are utilized resulting
frequently in duplicate and inconsistent information across different units within organization.
However, ERP system allows accessibility to the data for everyone once it is entered to the
system from any unit. Hence inconsistency and incompatibility are prevented with the use of
information at different units and interfaces (Wisner J.D., 2011).
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Figure 3-6 Generic representation of ERP
Main characteristics of ERP system are given by Uwizeyemungu S. et al. (2005) as
follows:
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•

Integrability of the system provides interconnection ability between functions
and hierarchical levels and also interaction between various business processes
(Markus M.L., 2001; Barki H. et al., 2002),

•

Completeness represent the generality characteristics which is enabled by wide
range of functions, applicability to many types of companies and connectivity
with the market (Brown J.P., 2001),

•

Homogenization signifies unique data referential, uniformity of interfaces and
systems administration (Brown J.P., 2001),

•

Real-time characteristic is used to represent accessibility of updated data in the
system (Österle H. et al., 2001),

•

Adaptability (flexibility) denotes the capability of the system to adapt to
changing rules and organizational dynamics,

•

Openness stands for the modularity and portability of ERP systems,

•

Transversality (process oriented view) represent the design of the system in
regard to the business processes necessary to achieve objectives with the focus
on value rather than authority flows (Klaus H. et al., 2000),

•

Best practices are used in a ERP system which prevents repetition of mistakes,

•

Simulation function allows trial of various methods and scenarios without
effecting the real system.

Shang S. et al. (2000) classifies benefits of ERP systems into five groups as:
-

Operational benefits are associated with cost reduction, cycle time reduction,
productivity improvement, quality improvement and customer services
improvement.

-

Managerial benefits relate to better resource management, improved decision
making and planning, and performance improvement.

-

Strategic benefits concerns supporting business growth, supporting business
alliance, building business innovations, building cost leadership, generating
product diﬀerentiation, and building external linkages.

-

IT infrastructure benefits are related to building business ﬂexibility, IT cost
reduction, and increased IT infrastructure capability.

-

And lastly organizational benefits relate to supporting organizational changes,
facilitating business learning, empowering and building common visions.
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ERP solutions became quickly widespread in industry since its introduction especially
for large companies. The total market size is 25.4 billion dollars for the year 2013. The wellknown ERP solution providers are SAP (24% market share in 2013), Oracle (12%), Sage
(6%), Infor (6%), Microsoft (5%) and many others covering the remaining 47% of the ERP
market (GartnerInc, 2014). ERP has several successful implementations at different industries
however the number of failed ERP implementations are probably not less than the successful
ones. There are several complicated decisions and factors in integrating an ERP system into a
company successfully (Chen I.J., 2001; Al-Mashari M. et al., 2003; Xu Q. et al., 2008; Velcu
O., 2010; Dezdar S. et al., 2011; Stukan A. et al., 2013) however this study does not cover the
implementation perspective of ERP systems.

3.1.1.3. Problems with hierarchical PPC approaches
The majority of the available PPC approaches used in industry today employ the
principles of hierarchical architectures by means of MRP solutions or their successors. Planning
is performed in a top down approach starting with an aggregate plan with rough time periods
for a long time span and it gets disaggregated at the bottom levels of the hierarchy with precise
data for shorter time spans. The control of the plan is accomplished at the lower levels through
monitoring production activities and providing the feedback to all the system levels(Lim M. et
al., 2004). In such a structure, a minor change or error in one level may significantly and
adversely affect the other levels in the hierarchy (Ryu K. et al., 2003). Therefore, planning
results can only be considered as a reference to the next level’s planning and execution (Wang
S. et al., 2002). In this regard, Wang L.C. et al. (2009) classifies the main drawbacks of
hierarchical planning systems in three groups:
•

Structural rigidity represents the difficulty in modifying the system since it is
generally requires the system to be shut down and all data structures of higher
levels to be updated accordingly (Van Brussel H. et al., 1998).

•

Difficulty of designing a control system comes from the large number of
interrelations in the system related to failures which requires programming
explicitly the relationships in order to get a fault tolerant system (Dilts D.M.
et al., 1991).

•

Lack of flexibility relates to structural characteristics of hierarchical planning
systems where production planner and scheduler of higher level controllers
assume deterministic behavior of their lower level components.

Although MRP, MRP II and ERP systems follow the same structural characteristics,
they have specific problems and shortcomings.
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Problems of MRP
MRP is generally perceived as a simple system with straightforward mechanisms
behind. Successful implementation is thought to be merely dependent on three main
constituents, namely (1) accurate production plan for final assemblies, (2) accurate BOM and
(3) accurate on hand inventory information. Although obtaining accurate BOM and accurate
on hand inventory information seems easy, in practical applications they are rarely achieved.
This is due to the processes employed, back-flushing material out of inventory based on
quantity of final assemblies produced, using BOM data for component quantities and adding
scrap/reject information to account for components lost due to failures (Kumar S. et al., 2002).
The main source of inefficiency in MRP systems is the difficulty in establishing accurate
production plans for final assemblies. Several forecasting methods are applied to overcome this
problem which are principally dependent on historical data however rapidly changing market
conditions decreases the predictability of future scenarios based on the historical patterns. Due
to decreasing rate of repeatability in the market and increasing variation, the viability of these
methods are questioned together with the reliability of MRP applications. Fundamental MRP
problems can be classified under the following titles (Nahmias S. et al., 2009).
Uncertainty; the underlying assumption of MRP systems is that all the required
information is known with certainty. Two main source of uncertainty are the forecasts of
future sales and the estimation of production lead times. In the offsetting step of the MRP,
estimated fixed lead times are used in the calculation planned order releases. In practice, the
lead times vary due to unexpected occurrences on the shop floor. If the estimated lead time
turns out to be shorter than the actual lead time, the order will not be released on time to
production therefore it will be tardy. On the contrary, if the estimated lead time turns out to
be longer than the actual one, the order will be released earlier which will in turn lead to
increased inventory level and early value addition. Since tardiness has higher weight on the
determination of order delivery performance, the tendency is to avoid estimating lead times
shorter than actual ones. To overcome this issue, two common precautions are taken, keeping
safety stocks or increasing the fixed lead time following a basic rule such as adding a certain
percentage of its value, adding fixed extra time etc. Consequently, the overall level of inventory
in the system is raised regardless of the chosen precaution. For the estimation of lead times in
the next period, the increased level of inventory will be considered in the decision and lead
times will be bloated repeatedly for each period. This cycle is called lead-time syndrome in the
MRP literature. This effect is exacerbated by uncontrolled releases of missing part which is not
unusual in real production environment (Zäpfel G. et al., 1993).
Capacity infeasibility; As mentioned previously, MRP systems do not explicitly
consider the capacity limitations in preparation of the MPS. Except the introduced feedback
loops from the lower planning levels into the MPS, capacitated lot sizing methods are
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introduced which target to overcome this problem however the capacity limitations are applied
only at one level of the system therefore overall capacity problem is not captured with this
approach. Review of capacitated lot sizing methods are available in literature (Maes J. et al.,
1988; Karimi B. et al., 2003; Quadt D. et al., 2008; Buschkühl L. et al., 2010).
Rolling horizons; MRP has a rigid structure however during the implementation it is
exposed to variation in the processes. For this reason, the planning system may have to be run
repeatedly at every period and the decisions should be re-evaluated. Rolling horizons relates to
taking decisions only for the first period of an N-period planning horizon. The plan is made
again at the end of each period to determine the planning decisions of the coming period. The
complexity of rolling horizons comes from the choice of long term planning period in taking
the decisions of the coming period. It should be long enough to ensure stability of the decisions
but certain demand patterns are such that even for long planning horizons, the first period
decision not remain constant(Carlson R.C. et al., 1982; Nahmias S., 2005).
System nervousness; refers to a large change in planned order releases resulting from a
small change in master production schedule. There are certain cases in which a minor change
in MPS invalidates or considerably change the MRP schedules. These include planned orders
released prematurely or in an unplanned quantity, unplanned demand, and shifts in MRP
parameter values, such as safety stack, safety lead time or planned lead time values (Vollmann
T.E. et al., 2005b). Typical actions against system nervousness are increased stability of MPS
through freezing and time fences, selective use of lot sizing procedures which proposes the use
of different lot sizing procedures at different product structure levels and the use of firm
planned orders which fixed the planned order releases against the changes (Blackburn J.D. et
al., 1985).

Problems of MRP II
Variability of the yield rate; generated material plans out of MPS are based on an
implicit assumption that all the produced items are correct and there is no defective items
produced. However, it is rarely the case. Compensating the production of defective products at
the next run might result in considerable changes on the balance of the production plan.
Besides the production quantities in MPS cannot be adjusted in line with the yield rate since
the yield rate is not a fixed value. For that reason; mostly statistical approaches are
implemented to overcome the problem of uncertainty in the yield rate. An analysis is presented
by New C. et al. (1984) for MTS, ATO and MTO companies in different process flow
structures to overcome the problem variability of yield rates with methods of changing fixed
quantity, safety time and bill of material. Inderfurth K. (2009) presents in his study by using
analyses from stochastic inventory control, how the performance of MRP-generated control
rules can be assessed and how appropriate control parameters for MRP can be determined. A
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review of quantitative lot sizing rules with random production and procurement yield rates are
presented by Yano C.A. et al. (1995).
Data integrity; The use of accurate data for inventory levels in a MRP II system is
fundamental. In order to ensure the integrity of the data used to determine the size and the
timing of lot sizes, physical stock-taking may be required at regular intervals (Nahmias S. et al.,
2009). Data integrity requires a certain level of attention of a great number of people in a
company to maintain accuracy. The fact that dynamics of MRP are handled mostly in
computers hinders their awareness of the use of MRP. This leads to lower level of commitment
from the necessary contributors to maintaining the accuracy of the data(Kumar S. et al., 2002).
Order pegging; Different type of end products share same type of components in some
cases. The production or procurement of shared component cannot be distinguished at the
lower level of planning activities. Pegging allows the planner to track source of the demand to
identify the end product which is linked to the component in question. By this means, in case
of a problem with the production of a component, it is possible to recognize the end product
which will be affected. However specifying each end product in a MRP II system at different
levels of the planning hierarchy adds a considerable complexity to the information storage
requirements of the system.

Problems of ERP
ERP systems are defined by Muscatello J.R. et al. (2003) as a suite of software
modules where each module is designed for a separate business function, or a group of business
functions. As a matter of fact, ERP developers follow a universalistic approach in the
development of the software functionalities in order to achieve wider applicability across
different industries. Although modularity in functionalities is designed for enabling
adaptability in implementing ERP solutions to varying industries, it provides limited
compatibility to specific operational characteristics of companies. As a typical approach
companies that are willing to implement ERP systems tend to redesign their processes in order
to fit to the system structure of ERP. This has led to a uncommon situation where a software
system establish the business practices and processes a firm should implement, instead of
designing the software to support existing business processes and practices (Wisner J.D., 2011).
In this regard, the concept of Business Process Reengineering (Hammer M. et al., 1993) has
taken attention which proposes radical changes in the management structure of companies to
achieve significant improvements in the performance (Zairi M. et al., 1995). However, the idea
of radical re-design of organizational processes in order to facilitate increased compatibility to a
software package was not accepted in the industry therefore business process re-engineering
concept did not survive long.
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Except the inflexible nature of ERP one of the major difficulties is its long
implementation time. Especially in large companies it can last up to 5 years. Besides it requires
a fundamental investment in the beginning to the modules and to the training to educate its
users.
Applicability of ERP systems to MTO companies is a notable area of research which
questions the viability of ERP systems in a non-repetitive production environment with high
variety of products. Stevenson M. et al. (2005) remark that the choice of a PPC solution is
often an ill-informed decision which is dependent on superficial software features rather than
on selection of features designed for a specific industry. Therefore, the characteristics of process
flow structures to which PPC solution will be applied are of primary importance. In the study
of Bendoly E. et al. (2004), it is shown that overall performance is reduced when the
operational strategy does not match with the ERP implementation strategy. MTS sector works
in a more predictable and repetitive environment in comparison to MTO sector. Yet the MTO
sector is increasing in importance because shortening product life cycles, increasing product
customization and diversification result in a shift for MTS companies toward MTO
production or an intermediate level between them (Kuroda M. et al., 1998). Considering that
most of the MTO companies are small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), the importance
of implementing a compliant PPC solution is dramatically increasing because of SME’s limited
financial resources. Applicability of ERP into MTO systems is particularly interesting in the
scope of this thesis in order to identify the shortcomings of industrial ERP implementations for
companies working in highly dynamic conditions. The most suitable shop floor configuration
for a MTO company is job shop oriented formations such as general job shop and pure job
shop (Safizadeh M.H. et al., 1996; Haskose A. et al., 2004). In a pure job shop, jobs can start
and finish at any workcenter and no dominant flow can be observed while in a general job
shop routings are multidirectional but a dominant flow exists. In this sense, the dynamic
operational characteristics and non-repetitive working environment of job shop type
production systems resemble the challenges that new production system paradigms target to
overcome. For that reason the applicability of ERP to MTO environment gives an insight into
its applicability and feasibility to perform in a shop floor which is equipped with cyber-physical
production system.
Although performance of various ERP implementations is assessed in the literature
from different perspectives(Rashid M.A. et al., 2002; Umble E.J. et al., 2003), there is limited
study investigating ERP adoption in MTO. Stevenson M. et al. (2005) analyzes the
applicability of hierarchical PPC solutions such as MRP and ERP onto MTO sector. It does
not have the focus on ERP systems therefore the analysis is not detailed. Emphasized key
points in this study are; (1) MRP-like PPC solutions has tended to better suit the larger
organizations with lower levels of variety; (2) Although capacity planning activities are available
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in MRP II, they do not specifically address the customer enquiry stage, nor adequately consider
capacity decisions at the point of job entry and job release. Therefore, the key decision support
needs are not fully addressed; (3) New software capabilities provided by ERP developers
increase functionality however the underlying planning and control assumptions have not
developed. For this reason, the problems arising from these assumptions in earlier primitive
MRP systems apply also to more advanced systems. Similar studies are conducted by Deep A.
et al. (2008), Al-Mashari M. (2002) and Moon Y.B. (2007). A contemporary assessment of
ERP applicability into MTO sector is presented by Aslan B. et al. (2012) where MTO decision
support requirements, the functionality of widely available ERP modules and the gap between
these two are addressed. In this study, the given decision support requirements in a MTO
company from production planning perspective are customer enquiry stage, design and
engineering stage, job entry stage, job release stage and shop floor dispatching stage. A
summary of the findings about how well today’s ERP solutions fulfill these requirements is
given in the following table.
Table 3-1 Consistency of ERP to MTO decision support requirements for planning
Decision support
requirement of MTO

Corresponding ERP
functionality

Customer enquiry
management (CEM)

- ERP CEM functionality,
available to promise
(ATP), advanced available
to promise (AATP) and
capable to promise (CTP)
functionalities.

- CEM functionality in ERP systems
provides easier data management when
entering orders. It lacks to provide
decision support functionalities.

- Product configurator

- Software has more relevance to ATO
companies rather than MTO due to
limited number of product variation.

Design and
engineering

- Product life cycle
management

Consistency

- ATP does not support due date setting
decisions while effectiveness of AATP
and CTP is unclear.

- The effectiveness of PLM in MTO
with varying product life cycles is
unclear. Therefore implementing PLM
can be highly risky for SMEs with
MTO configuration.
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Job entry

- Material requirement
planning

- Advanced planning and
scheduling (APS)

- MRP driven rigid replenishment
strategy is not consistent with the
dynamic nature of MTO companies.
- APS provides various planning and
scheduling solutions however their
applicability and effectiveness in MTO
context is questionable.
- Implementations of APS solutions
into SMEs might not be economically
viable.

Job release and
dispatching

- There is no support for job release in
ERP although a limited support used to
be available.
- Various dispatching rules are available.

The development of ERP solutions has mostly been driven by large companies
working with mass production principles. Therefore, it is oriented towards increased efficiency
for highly repetitive production. The adoption of such ERP solutions into the context of MTO
companies may not be feasible. First of all even for MTS companies, ERP is mainly providing
information from different sections in the organization in real time however decision support
functionalities are quite limited(Yusuf Y.Y. et al., 1998; Koh S. et al., 2000). At his point,
advanced planning and scheduling (APS) extension of ERP is developed which support
collective planning decisions. It is argued that APS systems provide broadly applicable planning
and scheduling solutions, especially at job entry stage (Stadtler H., 2005; Van Nieuwenhuyse I.
et al., 2011). Secondly, the most important restriction of ERP solution is its rigid structure
which does not allow frequent changes in the plan in response to dynamic conditions of MTO
companies.
Based on the structural characteristics of ERP and the analyses on implementation
difficulties of ERP in the literature, a consensus seems to be achieved at the surveyed papers
about strong indications that ERP lacks to fulfill the decision support requirements of highly
dynamic production environments as in the MTO context. Further research is necessary to
devise the required functionalities into the planning system based on the market dynamics of
the market.
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3.1.2. Advanced Planning and Scheduling
The hierarchical PPC systems started with the MRP where strategic material planning
is kept on the focus without accounting certain factors. Subsequently, MRP II approach
embraced control loops to avoid infinite capacity planning with integrated supply chain
functions. On top of the MRP II system, ERP provided centralized information backbone and
improved functionalities to all the departments in an enterprise. ERP basically improved the
visibility of information and it allowed easy access to updated data. Since ERP systems could
not go beyond providing information, planning decisions are taken by planners following
certain methods. Advanced Planning and Scheduling systems (APS) targeted to fill this gap by
providing optimized planning solutions by simulating several alternatives or implementing
mathematical optimization methods. There is no consensus in the literature on the definition
and application boundaries of APS neither on its name. There are similar systems with
overlapping functionalities such as advanced planning and optimization, supply chain
planning, advanced supply chain collaboration etc. Considering the use of APS in the context
of this thesis, the best fitting definition of APS is given in APICS (2011) as such;
“Techniques that deal with analysis and planning or logistics and manufacturing
during short, intermediate, and long-term time periods. APS system describes any computer
program that uses advanced mathematical algorithms or logic to perform optimization or
simulation on finite capacity scheduling, sourcing, capital planning, resource planning,
forecasting, demand management, and others. These techniques simultaneously consider a
range of constraints and business rules to provide real-time planning and scheduling, decision
support, available-to-promise, and capable-to-promise capabilities. APS often generates and
evaluates multiple scenarios. Management then select one scenario to use as the ‘official plan’,
The five main components of APS system are demand planning, production planning,
production scheduling, distribution planning and transportation planning”
In this regard, APS does not replace ERP whereas it supplements existing ERP
systems. The ERP systems handle the basic activities and transactions, for instance; customer
orders, accounting etc. while APS systems deal with the daily activities for analysis and decision
support (Hvolby H.-H. et al., 2010). A comparative study is presented between ERP and APS
in the following table.
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Table 3-2 Comparison of ERP and APS (Entrup M.L., 2005; Ivert L.K., 2012)
ERP system

APS system

Planning philosophy

• Planning without considering the
limited availability of key
resources required for executing
the plans.
• Goal: Feasible plans
• Push
• Sequential and top-down

• Planning provides feasible
and reasonable plans based
on the limited availability of
key resources
• Goal: Optimal plans
• Pull
• Integrated and simultaneous

Business driver

Manufacturing coordination

Satisfaction of customer
demand

Industry scope

Primarily discrete
manufacturing

All industries

Major business
area supported

Transaction: Finance,
Controlling, Manufacturing

Planning: Demand,
Manufacturing, Logistics,
Supply chain

Information flow

Top down

Bi-directional

Simulation
capabilities

Low

High

Ability to
optimize cost,
price, profit

Not available

Available

Manufacturing
lead times

Fixed

Flexible

Incremental planning Not available

Available

Speed of re-planning

Low

High

Data storage
and
calculations

Database

Memory-resident

An APS is composed of several software modules and each of them covers a certain
range of planning tasks (Rohde J. et al., 2000). Although these modules are generally developed
by many different companies, they are based on a common structure. The classification of APS
functionalities are represented generally over the Supply Chain Planning (SCP) matrix which is
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introduced by Meyr H. et al. (2002), given in Figure 3-7. This matrix indicates two
dimensions; y-axis refers to planning horizon and x-axis represents supply chain processes.
Procurement
Long Term

Production

Distribution

Sales

Strategic Planning
Master Planning

Medium

Purchasing
and
Material
Requirement

Short Term

Production
Planning

Distribution
Planning

Scheduling

Transport
Planning

Demand
Planning

Demand
Fulfillment

Figure 3-7 APS modules covering the supply chain matrix (Meyr H. et al., 2002)
The constituents of this structure and their associated functionalities show similarities
with a hierarchical PPC structure. Strategic planning covers a long planning period where the
decisions related with the location of production sites, warehouses and procurement and
distribution channels are taken. Demand planning incorporates both strategic sales planning
which includes long-term sales forecasts and mid-term sales planning. Given the structure of
SCP, master planning looks for the most efficient way of fulfilling the demand forecasts coming
from demand planning activity over a medium term planning interval (Stadtler H., 2005). The
most critical function of master planning is developing the production quantities with the
constraints of capacity. Production planning and detailed scheduling deals with the realization of
production plan coming from the master planning through lot sizing, machine assignments,
scheduling and sequencing decisions. Purchasing and material requirement planning conducts
the procurement process by following the plans from master planning and short term
production planning. Distribution planning and transport planning deals with the mid-term
tactical constraints within the distribution system, such as the regular transport links, the
delivery areas of warehouses, the allocation of customers to sources, and the use of service
providers etc. (Ivert L.K., 2012). And finally demand fulfillment and available-to-promise is the
interface to the customer which tracks customer orders from order entry via order execution to
order delivery. Besides order promising, due date setting and shortage planning is conducted by
this module (Stadtler H., 2005).
The coverage of an APS system in the defined SCP matrix might differ for companies
according to their characteristics of production and the requirements. However, main traits do
not differ much which are defined by Fleischmann B. et al. (2005):
•

Capability of integral planning of the entire supply chain from the suppliers
up to the customers of a single enterprise,
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•

Providing optimization by properly defining alternatives, objectives and
constraints for the various planning problems by using optimization planning
methods or heuristics,

•

A hierarchical planning system which is the only framework permitting the
combination of the two preceding properties.

On the other hand, Helo P. et al. (2005) classified the functionality of APS systems
under 5 classes; (1) supply chain inventory and lot size optimization, (2) available-topromise/capable-to-promise calculations, (3) inventory and transportation optimization; order
decoupling point definition, (4) reduced inventory points, and (5) material flow analysis. And
finally the most critical characteristics of an APS system are defined by Ivert L.K. (2012) such
as; (1) supporting short term, mid-term and long term periods planning, (2) generation and
evaluation of different scenarios, (3) simultaneous consideration of constraints, 4) use of
mathematical algorithms to solve optimization problems.

3.1.2.1. Handling uncertainty and dynamicity
There are proven shortcomings of hierarchically structured production planning
methods against unpredictable market dynamicity however various methods exist in literature
which are developed in order to handle these uncertainties. Uncertainty is defined as unknown
future events that cannot be predicted quantitatively within useful limits (Blackstone J.H. et
al., 2005). Categorization of uncertainty shows similarities in literature and mostly based on
the classification of Ho C.-J. (1989). There are two groups of uncertainty defined in his study
such as; environmental uncertainty and system uncertainty. Environmental uncertainty
involves all the uncertainties beyond the production processes for instance demand and supply
uncertainties whereas system uncertainty relates to uncertainties within production processes
such as machine failure, lead time variance etc. An alternative to this classification is proposed
by Koh S. et al. (2002) by using system theory which categorizes uncertainty according to its
source of occurrence. In system theory the constituents of a system are given as input, process
and output. In this regard, input uncertainty is defined as the uncertainty that occurs in the
external supply or demand from the MRP-planned manufacture. It resembles to the definition
of environmental uncertainty. On the other hand, process uncertainty is the uncertainty that
occurs at internal supply or demand from the MRP-planned manufacture. And output
uncertainty is associated with uncertainties related to finished products. A comprehensive
review about sources, factors and effects of uncertainty in the production context can be found
at Wazed M. et al. (2009).
The models to handle both environmental and system uncertainties in a PPC
environment at different levels are studied by Mula J. et al. (2006). These models are classified
into 4 categories by following the classification scheme of Giannoccaro I. et al. (2001) which
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are conceptual models, Artificial Intelligence (AI) models, analytical models and simulation
models. In the following table the involved methods under these classes are given.
Table 3-3 Classification of uncertainty models, adapted from Mula J. et al. (2006).
Conceptual Models
•

Yield factors

•

Knowledge management

•

Safety stocks

•

Over-planning

•

Safety lead times

•

Line requirements planning

•

Hedging

Analytical models
•

Mathematical programming

•

Deterministic approximations

•

Stochastic programming

•

Laplace transforms

•

Markov decision processes

Artificial Intelligence models
•

Expert systems

•

Neural network

•

Reinforcement learning

•

Genetic algorithms

•

Fuzzy set theory

•

Multi-agent systems

•

Fuzzy logic

Simulation models
•

Monte Carlo techniques

•

Network modelling

•

Probability distributions

•

Queueing theory

•

Heuristic methods

•

Dynamic systems

•

Freezing parameters

Conceptual models in this classification refer to the methods which approach to
problems with imprecise solutions. These models are also considered as Buffering and
Dampening (BAD) techniques which are studied by (Koh S. et al., 2000; Koh S. et al., 2002).
The commonality of buffering and dampening techniques is that both of these approaches
increase the input by certain methods to compensate the environmental and process
uncertainties for achieving the demanded outcome. Buffering techniques are referred to more
physical arrangements such as buffering raw material, semi-finished inventories whereas
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dampening techniques relate to intangible arrangements such as safety lead time, rescheduling
etc.
Yield factor relates to the amount of input which is required to fulfill a specified
output when the system is subject to various uncertainties which results in losses of articles in
different system levels. Hegseth M.A. (1984) uses yield factors in a deterministic way in bill of
materials of the final products. Modified BOMs are then used in the planning of materials to
compensate the losses resulting from the uncertainties. Murthy D. et al. (1991) presents
overplanning approach which basically increases the number of final product requirements in
the MPS in order to cope with the unexpected occurrences. Guide Jr V. et al. (2000) proposed
the use of safety lead time and safety stock as the key robust technique after a thorough review
of BAD techniques. However; on the other hand, some researchers advocated that the use of
buffer stocks stimulates the use of more stocks and increases nervousness (Sridharan V. et al.,
1989; Ho C.-J. et al., 1995). Similarly Buzacott J. et al. (1994) defended the use of safety lead
time against safety stock when the lead time variation can be forecasted correctly. Ho C.-J. et
al. (1995) introduced an uncertainty dampening framework to lessen system nervousness
caused by environmental uncertainties. Caridi M. et al. (2000a) proposes a methodology in
which dimensioning and positioning of safety stocks within products BOMs and production
processes are clarified. Apart from these, line requirement planning is introduced by Van
Donselaar K. (1992) which targets improved material coordination in a stochastic
environment. It is based on an approach where the final demand information is transmitted to
other levels in the supply chain for the purpose of avoiding information distortion. A
comparative study for line requirement planning with MRP systems in a stochastic
environment is presented at Van Donselaar K. et al. (2000). Another conceptual model is the
knowledge management approach. Although knowledge management has been applied to
production domain in several forms e.g. new product development, production management,
customer relationship management, supply chain management, online procurement etc., the
literature on implementation of knowledge management to managing uncertainty is limited. A
knowledge management model is introduced by Koh S.L. et al. (2006) to cope with the
uncertainty. The model is based on two rationale; (1) past experience on the use of specific
buffering and dampening techniques to tackle heterogeneous effects of uncertainty could be
transferred to a type of knowledge, (2) the randomness of uncertainty implies the random
occurrence of an unexpected event but the unexpected event could recur, which means that we
could reuse past experience learnt in the previous occasion when tackling the uncertainty in the
new but similar occasion. In the proposed model value added urgency approach is used which
focuses selectively on value adding changes that need to be made to counteract variations
caused by significant uncertainty.
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For some applications of APS systems, the distinguishing functionality is the
optimization approach which is based on constraint programming (CP). The principle idea of
CP is about providing an integrated framework for formulating and solving decision problems
based on a single programming language. The application of solution procedure in CP can be
controlled by the user. Therefore, in contrast to classical operations research techniques such as
mixed integer programming, the user in CP does not only formulate the decision problem to
be solved but also specifies how the search for corresponding feasible solutions should be
performed(Stadtler H. et al., 2000). CP is not based on mathematical programming methods
but on Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) which consist of variables, domains and
constraints. The definition of building blocks and principles in a CSP are given by Barták R. et
al. (2010) as follows:
Definition 1: A CSP consists of
- a set of variables X= {x1 , x2 ,…,xn }
- a set of domains D= {D1 , D2 ,…,Dn } such that for each variable xi ∈ X there is a
domain Di
- a set of constraints C = {c1 , 𝑐2 ,…,𝑐𝑘 } such that the scope of each constraint is a

subset of X
Definition 2: the domain of a variable is a set of all considered values that is allowed to
be assigned to the variable. Generally finite discrete domains are assumed.
Definition 3: An instantiation is a set of pairs (xi, ai) such that xi is a variable; ai is a
value from the domain of xi and each variable appears at most one in the instantiation.
Instantiation is identified as complete for a set of variables X only if all the variables in X
appears in the instantiation. If not, the instantiation is incomplete (partial) for X. It is said that
instantiation I extends instantiation J if I ⊇J.
Definition 4: A constraint is a pair (t,R), where t is a set of variables (called scope and
the size of scope is called arity) and R is a set of complete instantiations for t. Instantiation I
satisfies constraint (t,R) if there exists J ∈ R such that I extends J. Constraints can be satisfied
extensionally as a set of tuples or intentionally as a formula that defines the satisfying
instantiations.
Definition 5: A solution to a CSP is a complete instantiation of the variables in X
satisfying all the constraints in C.
Definition 6: A CSP is satisfiable or consistent only if it has at least one solution,
otherwise inconsistent.
The objective of a CSP is to assign a value to each variable of its domain in a way that
all the constraints are satisfied. To this respect, the fundamental difference of a CSP in
comparison to a classical mathematical optimization problem is the absence of objective
function. That is to say a CSP produces a feasible solution (if it is available) but not necessarily
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an optimal solution. However, a possible objective function can be presented within CSPs by
particular constraints and optimized by solving several CSPs consecutively (Stadtler H. et al.,
2000). In order to do so, a search technique needs to be chosen and they are classified as
complete search algorithms and incomplete search algorithms. Complete search approach
searches systematically the space of all the possible assignments of values to variables. In this
way, it is guaranteed that a solution, only if it exists, will be found. If a solutions does not exists
it is proven that the problem does not have a feasible solution. Typical complete search
approaches are backtracking search (Bitner J.R. et al., 1975), look-back algorithms(Gaschig J.,
1979) and look-forward algorithms (Haralick R.M. et al., 1980). On the other hand in
complete search methods do not search the whole problem space and tries to find a solution
within a restricted solution space. These approaches do not ensure to collect all the solutions,
nor to find a solution if there is at least one, not to detect inconsistency, but their
computational time are much shorter in comparison to systematic search techniques. These
methods, also known as metaheuristics, covers a very large class of resolution paradigms, from
evolutionary algorithms to local search techniques (Barták R. et al., 2010).
There are vast amount literature embracing analytical and AI approaches to solve
uncertainty based problems at different levels of the planning in the context of production. A
considerable part of these models is reviewed in (Ciarallo F.W. et al., 1994; Metaxiotis K.S. et
al., 2002; Sahinidis N.V., 2004; Liao S.-H., 2005; Erden M.S. et al., 2008; Grossmann I.E. et
al., 2010; Thomé A.M.T. et al., 2012; Cohon J.L., 2013; Ferreira J.D., 2013). The review of
these models is not primarily targeted in this thesis however the related ones are presented.

3.1.2.2. Demand oriented PPC concepts
Order-driven Planning (ODP) (Gunasekaran A. et al., 2005; Volling T. et al., 2008;
Volling T. et al., 2011) is released to fulfill the planning requirements of Build-to-Order
(BTO) systems. The requirements of mass customization in industry is confronted in such a
way that product configuration is postponed until the placement of customer orders whilst the
production of components and procurement are performed based on the predictions. This
approach is denoted as build to order. BTO is typically based on the same principles of
assemble to order. The reasoning beyond the development of the ODP is based on the claim
that the limited flexibility of the production systems in terms of production and procurement
capabilities prevents synchronized adjustment of capacity with the volatility of the market
environment. Therefore, there is a need of adequate control and planning approaches to
compensate the lack of flexibility. These encompasses policies for due date setting in response
to customer requests and their consolidation into production plans. The associated planning
tasks are referred to as ODP. It is conceptualized as a hierarchical system with two main
functionalities for order promising and master production scheduling as in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8 ODP framework (Volling T. et al., 2008)
The given ODP framework aims to balance customer order and supply with the
capacity on hand. In order to achieve this with a demand oriented approach a particular link
between master production schedule and order promising activities is established. By doing so,
available capacity limitations are reflected onto the order promising. Hence, an higher order
fulfillment rate can be achieved. The process cycle of ODP is described by Volling T. et al.
(2011) as such; incoming customer requests are evaluated individually upon their arrival in the
order promising activity. It results into determination of a production period for the specific
configuration of the order by taking into account the lead time, the currently available
capacities and sales quotas. Then, the quoted offer and the delivery date that results from the
production period are returned to the customer. If the order is accepted a preliminary
production order is generated and passed to the master production scheduling. Main objectives
of the master production scheduling are to coordinate production, procurement and sales on
the short run to achieve an efficient production mode (Vollmann T.E. et al., 2005b). The set
of accepted orders with specific configurations, quoted due dates and aggregate capacity
constraints are taken into account through this process. The master production scheduling
generates instructions for downstream planning tasks like material requirement planning and
sequencing planning together with updated data regarding unused capacities.
The decision taken in the order promising and master production scheduling activity
is complicated and it requires complex modelling. A mathematical model is presented by
Volling T. et al. (2011) for automobile production and a literature review is presented by
Gunasekaran A. et al. (2005) at supply chain level.
An agile planning and control framework is introduced by Van Assen M. et al. (2000)
for customer-order driven discrete parts manufacturing environments. The baseline for the
study stand on the fact that neither technical nor traditional manufacturing planning and
control frameworks are fit for agile production. Therefore, a framework is proposed for discrete
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parts manufacturing that enables and supports agile production with the emphasis on logistic,
organizational and socio-technical aspects. The presented framework is generic in the sense that
it consists of several general building blocks, with which it is possible to build planning
architectures for different manufacturers. In this approach, decentralization is benefited at four
stages of manufacturing which are; engineering, production, assembly and distribution. Each of
them has the same structure in a way that they all contain a planned order review module, a
planned order release module and an activity control module. On top of the manufacturing
stages, an information management system is located which has two relations with the
planning activities of manufacturing stages. It has two main tasks; to manage the input and
output of all modules and to take care of the feedback between the manufacturing stages. The
final component of the proposed planning framework is a central planning and control system
which lies at the top of the information management system. The main functions are the
customer order processing and the long-term capacity planning decisions.
In the study of Van Assen M. et al. (2000), the decentralized structure is applied
mainly to short-term planning activities. Long-term and mid-term decisions are taken by
higher planning activities which are then used by the decentralized manufacturing stages. In
this structure, a centralized control is located at the top of the hierarchy therefore the
implications resulting from the hierarchical planning architectures can be observed.
3C is proposed to overcome the shortcomings of a MRP II system by Gurrola-Gal
F.X. et al. (1999) which stands for Capacity, Commonality and Consumption. The foremost
objective of the 3C is to increase customer service levels by higher product availability together
with reducing operational costs. 3C is based on the determination of the maximum process
capacity, the full exploitation and usage of component and material commonality between
various finished goods and a more economical and reliable practice of replenishing elements
that actually had consumption during a given time period (Kumar S. et al., 2002). The 3C
system is therefore driven by component level maximum daily usage rates which are set
quarterly or annually. The first C, capacity, is the start of the method in which the maximum
process or plant capacity is determined. The maximum capacity is defined according to the
process which has the lowest production rate. Then the maximum sales rate is set accordingly.
Production of several product types is limited by the maximum sales rate parameter. Therefore
this parameter plays an important role for the material planning steps. The basic premise here
is that there is no need to plan for more material than the plant can process (Kumar S. et al.,
2002). The second C denotes commonality and it emphasizes that higher effectiveness can be
achieved by a high level of commonality of raw materials or components between the finished
goods. A higher commonality between the products allows higher flexibility for a mix
production and also less inventory holding costs. With the 3C approach the material planning
is performed at the component level unlike a conventional MRP system. MRP systems focus
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on the planning of end items and disaggregate the component requirements by the use of
BOM whilst the plan of components is on the direct focus for 3C and limited by the process
capacities with the parameter of maximum sales rate. This leads to the determination
maximum amount for a specific component that could be consumed in an identified time
period which is denoted as the rate bill. The last C, consumption, determines the rate of
replenishment for the components and therefore it drives the procurement activities.
Dynamics of 3C
Initial schedule

Weekly update

Forecast
(Maximum
sales rate)
Analysis of
Capacity &
Commonality
(Explosion of
rate bill)
Initial
purchase
orders for
components

Place
additional
purchase
orders

Figure 3-9 Planning activities of the 3C approach (Kumar S. et al., 2002)
The 3C is a broadly defined approach which is mostly based upon industrial knowhow. Besides, the commonality requirement in the approach conflicts with the conditions of
mass customization and mass personalization. That is to say, with enlarging product portfolios
for companies, keeping commonality at a high level might be infeasible.
Demand-driven material requirement planning (DDMRP), in other words Orlicky’s
material requirement planning, aims to keep the valuable core attributes of MRP but
eliminates the shortcomings while integrating the pull-based replenishment tactics and
visibility behind today’s demand-driven concepts into one system in a dynamic and highly
visible format (Plossl G.W. et al., 1994). DDMRP is designed to supply the actual required
demand through innovative approaches in inventory and product structure analysis. It makes
use of several advances in the demand driven approaches as given in the following figure.
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Figure 3-10 DDMRP approach (Ptak C. et al., 2011)
There are five core components of DDMRP concept (Ptak C. et al., 2011):
Strategic inventory positioning; In the DDMRP approach, the positioning of
inventories is considered more strategic in comparison to the amount of inventory to keep or
the time to replenish the inventory. There are six factors influencing the positioning of
inventory which are; customer tolerance time, market potential lead time, variable rate of
demand, variable rate of supply, inventory leverage and flexibility and lastly the protection of
key operational areas. These factors are applied in the DDMRP approach systemically across
the entire bill of material, routing structure, production facilities and supply chain to
determine the best positions for the produced items. In this sense, the core of the DDMRP
approach is based on the identification of the actively synchronized replenishment lead time
(ASRLT). On the inventory planning activities it is common to use the manufacturing lead
time, denoting the time to produce the end item under the availability of all the required
components, and the cumulative lead time, denoting the total time to obtain/manufacture all
the required components for the end item. However neither manufacturing nor cumulative
lead times represent the reality because some of the components are stored in the company
which shortens the cumulative lead time, Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11 Lead times over a hypothetical BOM
Therefore, ASRLT corresponds to a more realistic lead time which involves the
longest unbuffered sequence in a BOM for a particular end item. It is the key parameter on the
identification for where to position inventory, the size of the inventory, and critical date-driven
alerts and priorities.
Buffer profiles and level determination; placement of inventory positions is followed by
identifying target levels for those inventory points. In order to do this, buffer profiles are
generated which are the families or groups of parts for which common rules, guidelines and
procedures can be set. Classification is done under the consideration of four factors which are
(1) item type which distinguishes the items under manufactures, purchased or distributed
categories, (2) variability is considered from both demand and supply perspective in three levels
as high, medium and low, (3) lead time is classified into short, medium and long ranges and
lastly (4) significant minimum order quantity is used to set the minimum order amount for
each item type.
Dynamic buffers; Against the variability on the market conditions such as introduction
of new material and suppliers, opening of new markets, change on the technologies dynamic
buffer levels allow the company to adapt buffers over time through the use of several types of
adjustments. There are three types of possible adjustments which recalculated adjustments,
planned adjustments and manual adjustments.
Demand-driven planning; When the planning structure is modelled in a demanddriven way; generating, coordinating and prioritizing planning actions in order to respond to
the changes in the environment becomes much simpler.
Highly visible and collaborative execution; Conventional MRP systems do not give
support on real time and focused visibility to actual and relative priorities associated with
purchase orders, transfer orders and manufacturing orders. The execution of these orders
should be synchronized with the changes in the conditions. DDMRP approach provides an
integrated solution for the execution for all part categories in order to speed the
communication of relevant information and priorities throughout an organization and supply
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chain. It is accomplished through processing of the alerts that happens during the execution
period of the orders. These alerts are categorized into two; buffer status alerts focusing on
stocked parts and synchronization alerts covering non-stocked parts. These alerts are
broadcasted online in real time.
DDMRP approach reduces deficiencies of the conventional MRP in a certain sense.
Correct placement of the inventory on both the BOM structure and on the facility leads to
higher efficiency on inventory holding. Besides increased visibility with real time information
allows identification of the parts that are truly at risk of negatively affecting the planned
availability of the inventory. Hence the focus is kept on the right items.
Holonic production and control concept was introduced to facilitate the planning and
scheduling activities of holonic production systems which is initiated and improved in 1990s
(Christensen J.H., 1994). In the holonic approach the system is made up of holons which
adapts to dynamic conditions by certain characteristics. These are; autonomy which denotes the
capability of a manufacturing unit to plan and control the execution of its own actions and
strategies, cooperation which implies the process whereby a set of manufacturing units create
and execute mutually acceptable plans, self-organization refers to the ability of manufacturing
units to collect and arrange themselves in order to achieve a goal and re-configurability denotes
the ability of the function of a manufacturing unit to be easily changed (McFarlane D.C. et al.,
2000). These properties are enabled by the distributed architecture and specialized
communication infrastructure of the holonic systems which is composed of resource holon,
product holon, order holon and coordinator holon. The details of this architecture can be
found at Product-Resource-Order-Staff Architecture (PROSA) presented by Van Brussel H. et
al. (1998). Majority of the holonic system designs assumes that planning operations are already
performed and products are waiting to be produced with the available resources in the shop
floor. McFarlane D.C. et al. (2000) specified distinctive characteristics of the holonic systems
from the planning perspective as follows:
-

The interaction between the product holon and resource holon drives the
process of operation identification, selection and sequence determination.

-

The decomposition of an order into individual manufacturing tasks are
performed in a distributed and interactive way,

-

The sequence information is assigned to the product holon after the
completion of the planning which is then used in scheduling and execution
phases.

In this study, the requirement of a planning holon is also mentioned which has the
ability to intelligently deduce the required operations from the available orders and to compare
them with the available operations in order to find out whether there is a need of further
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resources. However, there is not a comprehensive approach including various planning
activities which is compliant with the characteristics of holonic production systems.

3.1.2.3. Multi agent based PPC approaches
An important application area of multi-agent systems (MASs) is PPC systems.
Definitions and details of Multi agent systems are given in the subsection 4.1. The focus of
multi agent applications in the shop floor is mostly about task assignment to resources, task
execution and control. Numerous negotiation and communication protocols are developed in
this area. However, quite limited applications of MAS are available in the area of production
planning and control.
MASs are capable of dealing with a large amount of data in a distributed way which
facilitates to handle the complexity and uncertainty in the PPC decisions for the following
reasons (Caridi M. et al., 2000b);
•

Large volume of data are distributed among the agents,

•

An overall objective function with high complexity can be avoided through
local objectives of the agents,

•

Co-ordination in the manufacturing system is obtained through the
intelligence of the agents,

•

Disturbance can be better handled through local negotiation among the
agents.

Similarly, the relevance of MASs for modelling and implementation of both
production systems and PPC systems is pointed out by Lima R.M. et al. (2006) based on 3
characteristics; (1) distribution, representing adequateness of MAS for the implementation of
distributed and complex systems, (2) autonomy, signifying autonomous decision taking ability
of agents and lastly (3) reconfigurability, which is enabled by proper coordination mechanism
of MAS.
A comparative analysis (Frey D. et al., 2003) is conducted between MAS and
operations research job shop algorithm using a simulation based benchmarking scenario. The
comparison is made on the basis of mixed model assembly line balancing and mixed model
sequencing problems with five variables which are disruption duration, number of operations,
lot size, disruption interval and workload. Average throughput time and standard deviation of
the throughput time are analyzed to evaluate the results. In the case of complex and
inhomogeneous decision space for mixed model sequencing problems MAS based decentralized
approach produces better results compared to centralized job shop approach in the existence of
disturbances since time dependent planning parameters are taken into account and waiting
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queues of line are handled more efficiently. As expectedly, the results also show that MAS
produces near optimal solutions due to the local approach in problem solving through
negotiation while operations research approaches produce more effective solutions in the nondisturbed environments due to their global point of view.
Based on its characteristics, MAS is mapped in the scope of short term planning
approaches under highly dynamic techniques with high effectiveness and low efficiency in the
class of Artificial Intelligence by Caridi M. et al. (2000b) as in the following figure.
Optimisation era:
• ~70s & 80s
• Strongly hiearchical
• Optimisation targeted
• Difficulty in
transforming the
complexity in reality
into models
• Works for static
environments

Heuristic era:
• ~80s
• Hiearchical
• Agility/simplicity
targeted
• Logical model is nearer
to real one
• Static models in nature
• Suitable for frequent
executions

Lowly dynamic techniques

Effectiveness
(optimality)

Highly dynamic techniques

Effectiveness
(optimality)

Complexity era:
• ~80s 2nd half
• Expert systems, neural
networks, genetic alg.
• Autonomous agent
architectures

Artifical
Intelligence

CIM

Heuristics
Efficiency (proccesing
time)

Interactive
schedulers
Efficiency (proccesing
time)

Interactive schedulers era:
• ~90s
• Lean/agile/versatile
manufacturing
• Simplicity in planning

Figure 3-12 Short term production planning techniques
In his study, heuristic and optimization approaches are compared with a proposed
autonomous multi agent based architecture for product sequencing problem on a mixed-model
assembly line. The results show that the optimization approach is more suitable for static cases
and it embraces algorithmic complexity with long processing time while the heuristic approach
is much more simple to apply in terms of algorithmic complexity and processing time therefore
it is more suitable for dynamic contexts. On the other hand, the prominent feature of the
autonomous agent approach appears to be its convenience to be used for changing
circumstances in this study. That is to say, new degrees of freedom such as the possibility of
working the same product on more than one assembly line indifferently or new objectives such
as minimization of setup time can be integrated without any heavy modification to the
available agent architecture. Therefore, MASs are feasible for highly dynamic environments
where the global optimization is not strictly targeted.
Lima R.M. et al. (2006) presents an agent based distributed PPC system based on
JavaSpaces technology. This system is able to select a resource in order to produce a particular
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order taking into account the resource’s agenda. It is based on three agent types; Agent Client;
represents the clients and initiates their orders into the system, Agent OrderMgm; performs the
negotiation and request processes with the available resources for the demanded order and
Agent Resource; denotes the available production resources. In this system, the order
fulfillment is handled by distributed resources with the authority of accepting or refusing
orders depending on their own agenda. Therefore, the resource’s autonomy at the shop floor
level is respected by the order management.
Lim M. et al. (2004) proposed a multi agent system with the aim of integrating
dynamic process planning and dynamic production scheduling to increase the responsiveness of
adaptive production systems. The system embraces several agent types, e.g. a Manager Agent, a
Process Sequence Agent, a Machine Grouping Agent, a Scheduling Agent, an Optimization
Agent, a number of product agents and various resource agents. In this framework, machine
utilization is optimized. Aside from integration of processing planning and production
scheduling, this study aims to optimize machine utilization through avoiding assignment of
jobs to resources that are to be overloaded based on the bids sent by machine agents. Besides,
alternative configurations of production system are possible to be assessed by the consideration
of machine re-location cost and conveyor system extension cost.
Wang L.C. et al. (2009) argues that development of flexible, highly configurable and
adaptive manufacturing systems requires intelligent, autonomous and distributed
manufacturing planning and control system which can quickly and dynamically respond to
external and internal changes. To achieve such an agile planning solution, a multi agent
planning framework is developed which employs RFID (Radio frequency identification)
technology to increase visibility, accountability, trackability and traceability for the shop floor
data. In the proposed architecture, RFID-based manufacturing control module is responsible
for controlling the manufacturing system where production items and resources actively
feedback production status and receive production and operations schedule from advanced
manufacturing planning module through the attached RFID tags. The assessment of
production and operations schedule effectiveness is performed by performance analysis module
which also monitors and evaluates the performance of shop floor execution based on real time
manufacturing information collected by RFID tags.
Similar use of RFID technology for planning solutions at different levels can be found
in a number of studies in literature (McFarlane D. et al., 2003; Tsai C.-J. et al., 2007; Thiesse
F. et al., 2008).
A quasi-heterarchical architecture with the employment of intelligent agents in three
different levels (Figure 3-13) is provided by Usher J.M. et al. (2000a) which targets to enhance
integration of planning and control of manufacturing systems. In this approach, the decision
making frequency is based on single-step production reservation principle in which the
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assignment of the tasks for a specific job is not decided before the introduction of the job to the
shop floor. That is to say, a task is assigned to a resource once the preceding task is completed.

Figure 3-13 Intelligent agent architecture (Usher J.M. et al., 2000a)
The proposed architecture with single-step production reservation principle is
compared with two other principles (Usher J.M. et al., 2000b). In the first one the jobs are
assigned to resources taking the number of jobs in the queues of the corresponding resources
into account while in the second one the total processing times in the queues are considered.
According to the experimented setup it is concluded that the proposed multi agent based
approach with the negotiation scheme produces around 12% better performance.
ProPlanT (Marik V. et al., 2000) is a multi agent based project-oriented production
planning approach with non-centralized structure. It is based on a specific type of acquaintance
model, tri-base acquaintance model, in which the information about capabilities and behavior
of the agents is stored in the wrapper of each individual agent (Lazansky J. et al., 2001). It has
two working modes; planning mode prepares possible variants of production and simulation
mode finds the best plan. Three classes of agents are utilized in this system; project planning
agent, project management agent and production agent. Through the use of these agents in a
distributed way, data about the departments such as their activities, workload, responsibilities
etc. is collected and in response to dynamically changing conditions continuous re-planning
activities are performed.
Holonic manufacturing systems and Fractal manufacturing systems are two of the
production system paradigms having complementary planning and scheduling studies.
However these studies are mostly limited on the shop floor level and developed for achieving
optimized solutions in assigning the tasks or jobs to the available resources through message
exchange and resource cooperation. Gou L. et al. (1998) proposed a holonic scheduling
algorithm through interactions among parts, machines and cells for a multi cell production
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system. The cooperation of holons follows lagrangian relaxation of mathematical optimization.
Babiceanu R.F. et al. (2007) proposed a holonic system using decentralized approach for
scheduling manufacturing tasks using artificial intelligence techniques which are employed in
the evaluation module of the developed architecture. ADACOR architecture, Adaptive holonic
control architecture, (Leitão P. et al., 2006) focuses to shop floor level especially with job shop
characteristics and intends to behave in a centralized way for optimization purposes and in a
decentralized way in presence of unexpected events and modifications. Further applications for
scheduling in HMS are available in the literature (Bongaerts L. et al., 2000; Babiceanu R. et al.,
2004) and some applications utilize real time data (Leitão P. et al., 2008; Verstraete P. et al.,
2008; Borangiu T. et al., 2009). Previous efforts for the development of planning and
scheduling approaches which are relevant to HMS are reviewed in McFarlane D.C. et al.
(2000). For the FrMS applications the concept of “Relation-driven Fractal Manufacturing
System”, r-FrMS, is developed by Shin M. et al. (2009) in which a hierarchy of resources called
AIR (autonomous and intelligent resource) is available in order to execute production orders
through announcing to the lower level of AIRs in the hierarchy. The negotiation is based on
Contract Net Protocol mechanism in r-FrMS implementation. In this way resource regrouping
can be handled in case of necessity.
Dynamically Integrated Manufacturing Systems concept, DIMS, is introduced by
Zhang D.Z. et al. (2007) which aims at optimal fulfillment of customer orders while
simultaneously considering alternative system configurations in response to changing
conditions. Related to this study a complementary agent based PPC framework, called
Hierarchical Autonomous Agent Network-HAAN, is developed which is integrated with
production system re-configuration and restructure. That is to say, a customer order or a
production task is first planned with the available configuration of production system to satisfy
the delivery time with near optimal operating cost. In case the available configuration is not
appropriate any longer, an alternative system configuration is considered to reach the planning
objectives. Overall architecture of the system is given in the figure below.
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Figure 3-14 Overall architecture of HAAN, adapted from (Zhang D.Z. et al., 2007)
HAAN is particularly designed for production planning and scheduling in MTO
companies. The hierarchy of resources in MTO companies is not only automatically controlled
but also self-organized in a cost-efficient and flexible way within structural constrains of the
system. The relevant hierarchical agent bidding mechanism is provided by He N. et al. (2013).
In case of necessity the change can happen across the system boundaries in response to varying
dynamics in a way that the manufacturing resources are regrouped flexibly but with minimum
disturbances to existing system structure.

3.1.3. Critical analysis
A commonsense approach to design the framework of a PPC system is based on the
Taylorism 1 with a hierarchical structure. In the availability of a hierarchical structure, the flow
of the decisions follows a top-down strategy. As in the MRP-like structures, the decisions taken
at different planning levels are entirely dependent on the information supplied from the upper
planning activities. The estimate of demand information is at the starting point of such a
planning hierarchy and its accuracy influences directly the performance of the planning
activities that are lower in the hierarchy. Therefore, accurately estimating the future demand
pattern is essential however it can rarely be performed correctly in reality. Yet another issue
with hierarchical approach is that the decisions taken at higher levels are applied at shop floor
activities however they do not employ existing limitations and conditions of it. Hence, basing
the planning activities to actual demand information with a bottom-up approach and
including shop floor dynamics into the planning decisions gain more importance. Nevertheless,
the fundamental requirement for such an approach is the re-organization of the planning
hierarchy together with the ability to quickly respond to changing circumstances.

1

efficiency.
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In essence, MRP approaches are initiated as a response to requirement of material
planning and developed in that direction without taking other planning issues such as capacity
planning or shop floor planning into account as the primary focus. The scope of MRP is then
extended in its later versions in order to cover wider areas in PPC which facilitate better
information visibility together with feedback loops in order to avoid invalid plans. The lack of
decision support systems in MRP based solutions are complemented with the techniques which
are grouped under the name of Advanced Planning and Scheduling. Although APS solutions
targeted to fill the gap in decision support systems for the MRP based systems, success it could
achieve is limited due to a number of reasons. APS provided solutions to decision points in the
existing structure of MRP-like systems. Therefore, structural problems could not be covered
appropriately. Furthermore, solutions remained restricted in the applied level of planning
system in its hierarchy which led to lack of integration across different levels of hierarchy.
Optimization which is applied to long term planning objectives might contradict with the
outcomes of short term planning targets. Yet another aspect is the deviations from the modeled
state of system. A solution can easily get invalidated due to these changes from the assumptions
and interruptions therefore execution of the model is needed frequently with the new
parameters after each interruption. Hence, the foremost problem with most of the APS
approaches is their incompetence in dealing with the changing conditions in an effective way.
On the other hand; Multi agent systems, as a tool in planning activities for decision
support, enable the use of distributed decision making with agents through integrated
communication and negotiation techniques. Distributed nature of the multi agent based
planning systems complies to dynamicity and responsiveness in comparison to techniques in
APS which seek optimization with rigid problem formulations. Therefore, the use of Multi
agent systems in production planning problems is increasingly promoted in the literature. On
the other hand, main drawbacks of agent-based planning and control systems are pointed in
the literature by Wang L.C. et al. (2009):
1. Lack of global information: Intelligence agents have autonomy to a certain extend
and attempt to achieve their objectives based on the set of data which reflect a part of the
whole system. Therefore the decisions taken by the agents to fulfill the local objectives might
contradict with the overall system performance (Dilts D.M. et al., 1991).
2. Difficulty in predicting system performance: Since the interaction of intelligent
agents may lead to unstable dynamics, it is difficult to predict system performance or the
behavior of individual parts (Duffie N., 1996).
Production planning and scheduling applications provide solutions to a restricted
problem area in the majority of the above defined approaches. For the purpose of providing the
foundation to achieve integrated approaches, supportive virtual infrastructures are developed in
order to enhance data transparency and holistic behavior across different layers. Various studies
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in virtual manufacturing and digital factory applications are available in literature (Panetto H.,
2007; Lucke D. et al., 2008; Constantinescu C. et al., 2010; Vallhagen J. et al., 2011;
Colledani M. et al., 2013; Tolio T. et al., 2013; Constantinescu C.L. et al., 2014).

3.2. WORKLOAD CONTROL
Workload quantity in a shop floor is of prime importance in achieving the operational
targets of the management. Workload level in a shop floor has direct effects on production lead
times since the queue lengths are based on released workload quantity. Likewise, resource
utilization and order fulfillment performance are other critical performance indicators which
can be improved with a proper workload control approach. In this sense, workload control
literature embraces varying methods aiming to regulate level of workload in a shop floor.

3.2.1. Just in time
Production control systems can be divided into push and pull (Cigolini R. et al.,
2002). Hierarchical PPC approaches relate to the push principles which are widely used in
mass production environments (Their characteristics, strength and shortcomings are
highlighted in sub-section 3.1.1). Pull systems, on the other hand, is based on the initiation of
production and/or planning activates in response to demand whenever and wherever it is
needed. The key difference with the pull system is the actuation of flow (which also
corresponds to release of orders) only when it is needed unlike a push system where the
initiation of activities does not take into account if there is a need or not. Based on this
principle, Just in Time (JIT) concept is introduced by (Ohno T., 1988).The pull system has
many potential benefits over a push system (Hopp W.J. et al., 2011).
-

It is more efficient in terms of WIP level since it can accomplish the same
throughput as a push with less average WIP,

-

The control is easier since the production is based on setting the WIP levels
rather than release rates as in the push systems,

-

It is more robust since the performance of a pull system is less effected by an
error in WIP level compared to a push system,

-

Pull systems are more supportive in improving the quality since low WIP
levels allows quicker detection of defects and less disruptions.

Primary JIT practices are based on three main principles; pull production, level
scheduling and Kanban control. The reasoning behind the pull production is to increase the
involvement of the demand (which can be either internal demand denoting the internal
requirements in the shop floor or external demand denoting the customer demand) and to
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initiate the flow of the processes and material accordingly. For instance; the flow in a final
assembly of a product consumes relevant components and sub-assemblies on the line which
leads to reduction in the WIP levels of those components or subassemblies. In turn, the
required procurement for the components or assembly processes for the sub-assemblies are
triggered.
In essence, the majority of advantages coming with the application of JIT originate
from the fact that WIP levels are kept under control with Kanban cards. That is to say, the
fixed number of Kanban cards between the stations prevents excess WIP by sending an order to
the upstream station only when the level of WIP falls below a limit at that specific inventory
point. This prevents also the starvation of the downstream station by keeping the limit at a
certain level. The control of WIP on the shop floor by the use of Kanban cards works well only
when two conditions are satisfied; (1) the variety of the products should be low and (2) the
fluctuation should be smooth in terms of volume. The variety of product types relates in such a
way that with the increasing number of product types, the type of required components
increases too. Therefore, the required number of inventory points on a shop floor rises
accordingly. The complexity increases also with the varying product routes. On the other hand,
when the fluctuation in volume is high, setting the boundaries of the inventory points becomes
also complicated. Inefficiencies can be frequently observed in such cases resulting from either
excess WIPs or starving resources. Ohno T. (1988) states that the significant variation in the
timings and quantities of the processed components by subsequent processes can only be
handled by keeping excess inventories.
The problems stemming from volume fluctuation can be avoided by leveling the
production. Leveled production schedules are established by averaging the long term demand
into monthly or weekly basis. In this way, a constant production rate can be achieved and a
relatively stable demand for components and subassemblies can be generated. Levelled
production schedule is a fundamental prerequisite for JIT implementations (Yavuz M. et al.,
2007) and therefore its lack is a source of failure for some of the JIT implementations.
Production levelling works well with foreseeable demand patterns and limited product variety
therefore it cannot really satisfy the requirements of the changing market conditions with
dramatically increased product variety.
To summarize, JIT based production control approach has rigid prerequisites for a
successful implementation and mostly applied for mass produced products with less variety and
low volume fluctuations. It does not perform well against mass customization and mass
personalization needs. It is even notified at the early stages of JIT by Hall R.W. et al. (1983)
that pull systems are inherently suitable for repetitive manufacturing and that they do not work
in a MTO environment. The main contribution of the JIT approach emerged from the
regulation of WIP levels with rate-based production. Therefore, different methods should be
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applied with the objective of workload regulation in dynamic environments. In this sense, the
literature about the workload control theory which targets directly the regulation of WIP levels
in a shop floor should be further investigated.

3.2.2. Bottleneck oriented workload control
Bottleneck oriented workload control approaches argue that the management of
production flow should be performed based on the bottleneck resources. The approach called
Optimized Production Technology (OPT)(Goldratt E.M. et al., 1984) is introduced based on
a philosophy which has nine principles (Vollman T. et al., 1988):
1. Balance flow, not capacity.
2. The level of utilization of a non-bottleneck is determined not by its own potential
but by some other constraint in the system.
3. Utilization and activation of a resource are not synonymous.
4. An hour lost at a bottleneck is an hour lost forever.
5. An hour saved at a non-bottleneck is just a mirage.
6. Bottlenecks govern both throughput and inventory in the system.
7. The transfer batch may not, and many times should not, be equal to the process
batch.
8. The process batch should be variable, not fixed.
9. Schedules should be established by looking at all of the constraints simultaneously.
Lead times are the result of a schedule and cannot be predetermined.
Based on these principles, the methodology in the OPT approach which is also
known as Drum-Buffer-Rope (DBR), follows five steps (Cohen O., 1988; Schragenheim E. et
al., 1990); (1) identification of system constraints, (2) exploitation of the constraints which can
be conducted in several ways such as increasing the batch size to decrease setup time for the
bottleneck resource, scheduling the bottleneck resource to maximize the output etc., (3)
subordinate everything else according to the exploitation methods, (4) elevation of the system
constraints and finally (5) if a constraint is eliminated, start from step 1.
Theory of Constraints (TOC) is another bottleneck oriented approach which shares
the main principles of OPT. Under the TOC philosophy, the production process is scheduled
to run in accordance with the needs of the bottleneck(s), as the bottleneck (constraint resource)
determines the performance of the whole production system (Stevenson M. et al., 2005). The
main difference of TOC is that it went beyond being a shop floor scheduling approach in the
manufacturing context and became a management theory of theoretical frameworks,
methodologies, techniques and tools. Focusing on the application of TOC in manufacturing
context, there are empirical studies highlighting the benefits of TOC (Wahlers J.L. et al., 1994;
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Duclos L.K. et al., 1995; Mabin V.J. et al., 2003). It is shown that TOC leads to improved
manufacturing lead time, cycle time, revenue and order fulfillment performances. TOC is
suggested in the availability of dominant bottleneck in comparison to MRP however increasing
product customization devastates this advantage of TOC over MRP. It is also argued that
TOC is a more complete operational solution in comparison to JIT (Rahman S.-u., 1998;
Plenert G., 1999).
In a flow shop with limited product variability it is expected that the bottleneck
resource can be easily identified and it remains stationary. However in a job shop environment
where the product routings vary considerably, the bottleneck resource changes based on the
product mix on the shop floor. Considering that the major characteristic of the TOC approach
is to plan the bottleneck resource, it fails to be implemented in highly dynamic environments.

3.2.3. Constant WIP – CONWIP
CONWIP is a pull based system in which the total number of jobs in a shop floor is
targeted to be kept constant. In the JIT systems with Kanban cards, the number of jobs is kept
constant between the stations through a constant number of cards. Whereas CONWIP keeps
the total number of jobs in a shop floor constant through authorizing the release of a new job
only when a job departs from the shop floor. In this way the workload level is kept under
control Figure 3-15.

Figure 3-15 Push, Pull and CONWIP
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There are two fundamental assumptions in the CONWIP approach (Hopp W.J. et
al., 2011) which are:
1. The line consists of a single routing along which all parts flow,
2. Jobs are identical so that WIP can be reasonably calculated in units.
In a shop floor where any of these assumptions are violated, the performance of the
approach decreases considerably. The first assumption rarely fits to real production
environment therefore certain approaches are proposed to relax that restriction. Products are
grouped based on their routing, i.e. the type products following the same sequence of machines
are considered identical, and the constant workload level is set for these group of products
(Spearman M.L. et al., 1989). The workload level is kept constant for each routing in this way
(Spearman M.L. et al., 1990).
The second assumption, on the other hand, can be considered as the weakest point of
this approach since the types of product in a shop floor is generally more than one. Assuming
all the jobs as identical when calculating the workload level in a shop floor appoints more or
less workload value to the jobs than they actually have. This, in turn, leads to overloaded or
idle resources during the production run. In the workload theory section below, this problem
will be better highlighted and CONWIP will be analyzed further in comparison to other
workload control approaches.
A detailed review of CONWIP methods under three issues such as operation,
application and comparison is provided by Framinan J.M. et al. (2003).

3.2.4. Workload Control theory
There is a common drawback for all the above mentioned workload control
approaches which is their inability to handle high number of product variety in regulating the
workload. The underlying reasons are:
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•

These approaches work well especially when there is a dominant flow on the
shop floor with limited product variety. None of these approaches are
suggested for job shop like environments due to irregular product routings on
the shop floor.

•

Repeatability in a shop floor is the foundation for a successful
implementation. For instance, pulling the jobs through Kanban cards between
two stations is based on the premise that certain product types will always be
transferred from upstream station to downstream one. And the number of
Kanban cards between these two stations keeps number of jobs between
certain limits. However; a shop floor with frequently changing product mix
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entails modification of Kanban cards in terms of their type, location and
quantity every time a change occurs in product mix. Therefore, their
applicability is not viable without a high level of repeatability.
At this point, workload control (WLC) theory comes to the picture with its
convenience of applicability at even low level of repeatability. WLC is a sophisticated PPC
solution which is particularly designed for highly complex production environments such as
job shops and the MTO industries (Stevenson M. et al., 2008). The term “Workload Control WLC” is used with “Order Review and Release –ORR” interchangeably in the literature. For
the sake of simplicity WLC is used throughout the thesis.

3.2.4.1. Fundamentals of Workload Control theory
WLC theory targets to approach to deficiencies of the traditional PPC systems
through controlling the WIP level. Among these deficiencies the major concern for the
traditional PPC approach is the poor link between the scheduling and capacity planning
decisions. Lead time syndrome results from this concern and it leads to several inefficiencies. As
described earlier, lead time syndrome is a chain of processes which is shown in Figure 3-16.
WLC aims at breaking the circle through releasing the orders in a controlled way in order to
keep the WIP level under control.
Increased
planned lead
times
Due date
missed

Orders
released
earlier

Increased
actual lead
times

Increased
workloads
Lenghtened
queue times

Figure 3-16 The vicious cycle of production control (Plossl G., 1988)
Ability of controlling WIP in a shop floor is of great importance since it has direct
influences on the following parameters (Breithaupt J.-W. et al., 2002):
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•

Average throughput time. Higher WIP levels mean longer waiting times in
queues of resources and it results in longer throughput time.

•

Utilization of capacities. In a loaded shop floor with a high level of WIP, it is
less likely that resources starve.

•

Due date performance. More work in process leads to longer average flow
times and to a greater impact of the priority rule applied for sequencing
decisions.

•

Average setup times. If the setup times are sequence dependent, longer queues
give the planner more possibilities to reduce setup times by appropriate
sequencing of the jobs.

The underlying dynamics behind the regulation of workload comes from the basic
relation between throughput rate, work in process (WIP) and production lead time which is
described theoretically by Little J.D.C. (1961).

𝐿=𝜆∗𝑊

3.1

L = average number of items in the queuing system,
W = average waiting time in the system for an item,
λ = average number of items arriving per unit time.
Accordingly, constant introduction of orders into a shop floor leads to increased
queue lengths for the workcentres which in turn creates longer lead times for the orders. The
rate of production, on the other hand, will stop increasing when the shop floor reaches to
steady state in which case one or more workcentres get fully utilized. After this point,
production lead times keep increasing due to accumulating WIP without any increase in the
throughput rate. This is an obvious indication to the existence of a critical WIP level in the
system. In this respect, workload control concept aims to adjust WIP level in a shop floor in
order to smooth production, prevent resource starvation and stabilize lead times.
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III

I

IV

II

Figure 3-17 Relation between WIP, average throughput time and output (Wiendahl H., 1987)
In Figure 3-17, the relation between average throughput time, throughput and WIP
level is explicitly shown. In this graph, it is possible to express the advantages of regulating the
WIP level in a shop floor. For instance, the increase of WIP level from Level-I to Level-II leads
to a considerable increase in the throughput whereas the increase in the average throughput
time is negligible. A significant improvement on the system output can be achieved in this way
through improved capacity utilization without causing congestion in the shop floor. Similarly a
decrease of WIP level to Level-III for a shop floor running at Level-IV, will result in a
substantial shortening of average throughput time without a significant decrease on the system
output. In this way, the adjustment of WIP facilitates to shorten queue lengths of the resources
in a way that the capacity utilization is not affected much. Thus the average throughput time
decreases a lot against the cost of a minor reduction in the output.
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The application of the WLC theory is based on an architecture with three decision
points (Bechte W., 1988). This architecture is the unifying characteristic of the developed
WLC methods with order entry, job release and priority dispatching decisions as shown in
Figure 3-18.

Figure 3-18 Decision levels in WLC
A WLC approach, LUMS (Tatsiopoulos I., 1989; Hendry L. et al., 1991), which is
based on input output control, I/OC, employed a similar architecture with another layer of
decision for customer enquiry shown in Figure 3-19. The extra stage includes the decision of
bidding for an order and, if so, what the due date and price should be.

Figure 3-19 LUMS approach to WLC (Thürer M. et al., 2011)
The decision levels which are commonly employed in the WLC theory have the
following functions:
Order Entry Phase is the interface of the WLC which collects arriving orders. The
decision of accepting or rejecting an order is given at this stage. Order Entry phase is divided
into two functions which are customer enquiry and job entry in the LUMS approach. The
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customer enquiry stage is located between customer making a request for quotation and an
order being accepted/rejected (Kingsman B. et al., 1996). The enquiry about the order is
performed and relevant due date and price is set if a bid is given. In the job entry stage the
preparation in the shop floor is made and the required material is obtained. Once the order is
ready to be delivered to shop floor, it is transferred to job pool to be considered for the release.
Job Release Phase is where the release decision is taken among the jobs which are stored
in the job pool (also named as pre-shop pool). All the jobs in the job pool are processed in the
order entry phase and ready to be submitted to the shop floor. These jobs are queued in the job
pool following certain sequencing rules. Some of these rules are; first come first served used by
Baker K.R. (1984), earliest due date (Ragatz G.L. et al., 1988), earliest release date (Bechte W.,
1988; Perona M. et al., 1996), critical ratio (Bobrowski P.M., 1989) and capacity slack based
rule (Philipoom P. et al., 1992). Apart from these rules, Planned Release Date (PRD) and
Lowest Workload Imbalance (LWIB) rules are commonly used in WLC approaches (Land
M.J. et al., 1998; Fernandes N.O. et al., 2011; Thürer M. et al., 2012). Sequencing with
planned release date is based on projected release time of a job and there are two ways to
determine as shown in equation 3.2 and equation 3.3.
PRDj = 𝐷𝐷𝑗 − ��𝑤𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖𝑖 �
𝑖∈𝑅𝑗

3.2

PRDj = 𝐷𝐷𝑗 − �(𝑡𝑖 )

3.3

IMBAj = � |𝑁𝑘 − 𝑊𝑘 |

3.4

𝑖∈𝑅𝑗

PRDj represents planned release date of job j, Rj = the ordered set of operations in the
routing of job j, DDj = due date of job j, wi = constant for the estimated waiting time of the ith
operation in the routing of a job, pij = processing time at the ith operation in the routing of job
j, ti = constant for estimated throughput time at the ith operation in the routing of a job.
LWIB sequencing rule aims to prioritize jobs which leads to a better balance on shop
floor (Van Ooijen H., 1998).

𝑖∈𝑅𝑗

IMBAj = the workload imbalance of job j, Nk = workload level of workcentre k which
performs the ith operation in the routing of a job, Wk = workload measure at workcentre k.
The decision on sequencing in WLC architecture is separated under the pre-shop
pool management phase in the study of Bergamaschi D. et al. (1997). Once jobs are
sequenced, critical decision is on when to release and how many jobs to release. This is where
the majority of the WLC literature concentrates on. The set of criteria which defines type, time
and quantity of jobs to be released each time the job pool is inspected is usually named as
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“triggering mechanism” or “input control mechanism”. The information used in this process
comes from three sources (Bergamaschi D. et al., 1997):
•

Status of the job pool to utilize the actual state of the jobs waiting to be
released,

•

Shop floor status, in order to see the already released jobs and investigate if
there is enough capacity for the next release,

•

Planned shop performances, in terms of manufacturing lead times and due
date performances.

Thus, by looking at the workload of shop floor after analyzing the jobs in the job
pool, next release decision is given to achieve best planned shop performances. There are
several approaches in releasing the jobs and they will be handled in this chapter.
Priority Dispatching Phase, represents sequencing rules in queues of resources after
they are released to shop floor. Priority dispatching rules have been on the research focus
especially in 1980s and 1990s however with the control points before shop floor, they became
less significant (Thürer M. et al., 2011).
The focus of the WLC literature has been mainly on the job release stage since it is
the core of the WLC theory and it has direct impacts on targeted performance parameters on
shop floor. It is important to restate that the emphasis in this thesis is on the job release stage
with the condition that tested production system has the capability of rapid re-configuration in
response to changing product mix. Therefore, developed methods in literature at the job release
stage are investigated further below.

3.2.4.1. WLC methods under eight dimensions
WLC approaches target to attribute the total workload which is accumulated from
jobs in the job pool and from jobs in the shop floor over the workcentres. Based on both the
workload level of workcentres and the workload bounding approach, next release decision
made. In the series of these processes, WLC methods distinguish form each other under the
following eight dimensions (Bergamaschi D. et al., 1997).
D-1 Job release mechanism applies to triggering technique in releasing jobs from job
pool into shop floor. There are two types; load limited and time phased job release
mechanisms. In the load limited approach, release of jobs is carried out based on workload level
of shop floor at the time of decision. Load limited release complies generally with periodic
release methods. Finite forward loading, FFL (Bobrowski P.M., 1989; Sabuncuoglu I. et al.,
1999), aggregate workload trigger work in next queue, AGGWNQ (Melnyk S.A. et al., 1989;
Hendry L. et al., 1994) and path based bottleneck, PBB (Philipoom P.R. et al., 1993;
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Sabuncuoglu I. et al., 1999) are some of the methods using load limited release. Time phased
job release, on the other hand, does not consider workload level for release decision of a job
whereas it sets a time for each job to be released. The jobs are released to shop floor at their
pre-set release time no matter how loaded the shop floor is. Therefore decision variables for the
time phased job release approach are only associated with job-specific data such as due-date,
jobs workload or routing. Time phased approach is claimed to provide improved performances
in comparison to load limited approach (Shimoyashiro S. et al., 1984; Onur L. et al., 1987).
D-2 Timing convention represents possible release time slots for release of a job. It can
be either discrete or continuous. Methods using discrete timing convention apply periodic
release decisions meaning that job release can only occur at the beginning of each period which
can be shift, day, week etc. For the discrete order release it has been shown that length of the
period is a delicate decision, which has a considerable impact over shop floor performance
(Land M., 2006). Long periods may end up with excessive order delays whereas short period
lengths have the risk of hindering release of orders that could contribute to stable workloads
and of orders with high processing content and long routings, negatively affecting the timing of
release (Fernandes N.O. et al., 2011). Methods with the periodic job release approach are
generally the first considered and preferred option on applying the WLC theory to real
production environments due to its simplicity. It does not require frequent updates from the
shop floor nor from the job pool since the release decisions are given for each period based on
the information at the time of the decision. However any change in the conditions throughout
the period can easily invalidate the decision and lead to inefficiencies on the shop floor. Per
contra, continuous timing convention permits the release at any time therefore it provides a
better resolution on the validity of the decisions. Continuous monitoring of the shop floor and
relevant non-periodic job release methods have the potential to overcome the difficulties of
periodic release in terms of production smoothing, resource starvation and stabilized lead
times. It is emphasized also in the WLC literature that continuous release should be
investigated even further (Land M., 2006; Stevenson M. et al., 2008).
Continuous release methods mostly use a triggering mechanism to release a job at any
moment in time which is the key difference from the discrete methods. Instead of setting limits
to workload level (described in workload bounding D-6), starvation avoidance for resources is
kept on the focus. Therefore the release of a job is initiated when the workload level falls below
a limit. In this sense, it is similar to inventory re-order point policy (Bergamaschi D. et al.,
1997). In other words, periodic methods push jobs to shop floor without violating the
workload limitations, whereas continuous methods pull jobs only when the workload level falls
below a critical level. Continuous methods differ from each other in measuring the workload at
distinct levels such as bottleneck, workcentre and total shop load (described in workload
aggregation in D-4). In the bottleneck controlled continuous WLC, only the jobs having the
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bottleneck resource in its routing are managed and once the load level in the bottleneck
resource falls below pre-defined limit the first job in the job pool is released. Varying
sequencing might be used in the job pool and its shown that the sequencing rule has direct
impact on the performance of WLC methods (Thürer M. et al., 2014). Some applications of
this type are proposed by Glassey C.R. et al. (1988) in the starvation avoidance method
(STARVE) and by Enns S. et al. (2002) in the bottleneck load oriented release method. When
the workcentre workload level is taken as reference for a new job release, the choice is made
among the jobs whose first resource in its routing is the resource starving in the shop floor. In
this way, an immediate solution is provided. Some applications are available at (Melnyk S.A. et
al., 1989; Hendry L. et al., 1994; Sabuncuoglu I. et al., 1999). Finally, when the total shop
load is used in triggering the job release, jobs are introduced to shop floor based on the
sequencing rule applied in job pool. Relevant WLC approaches are aggregate workload trigger
work in next queue (AGGWNQ) by Melnyk S.A. et al. (1989), WIPload control method by
Qi C. et al. (2009).
Above mentioned continuous WLC approaches are referred as classical continuous
release methods in the review of Thürer M. et al. (2014) since their primary objective is to
avoid starvation in the shop floor. Relaxing this objective in the continuous WLC approaches
led to better performing methods where instead of setting starvation avoidance as the primary
objective, workload bounding is applied with three rules in the context of continuous workload
control (Land M.J. et al., 2010; Fernandes N.O. et al., 2011). In the first rule, an upper bound
is applied together with the corrected aggregate load method(Oosterman B. et al., 2000). In
this approach workload of a job is distributed over the resources in shop floor in proportion to
their sequence in the routing of the job. In this sense, the first resource in the routing of a job is
attributed the full load whereas the second resource is attributed half load, and the third
resource is attributed one third and so on. Assessing the jobs in job pool for the next release
occurs based on the total workload in each workcentre which is composed of actual workload
and the additional workload coming from the job candidate. If the total workload does not
violate upper boundary for any workcentre, job is released. In the second rule, an upper bound
is used but this time the release procedure is triggered whenever a process is completed or a
new job arrives to job pool. Although there is no continuous monitoring in this approach the
interval between release processes is quite short therefore imitating continuous release. In the
last rule, instead of strictly limiting the workload for workcentres, a workload balancing
approach is used. The aim is not to prevent jobs from release which contribute to a better
balance or to a starving workcentre when they exceed workload boundary in a workcentre. It
allows the release of a job even if it violates the workload limit at a workcentre as long as the
overload is smaller than the under-load that is reduced at other workcentres (Thürer M. et al.,
2014).
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D-3 Workload measure in the WLC denotes how to quantify the load on a shop floor.
This is one of the most critical dimensions influencing performance of a WLC method in the
sense that a rough workload measure is easy to determine but provides poor solutions whereas a
definite workload calculation has the potential to achieve improved solutions but this time it is
harder to obtain data. There are two common ways measuring the workload; number of jobs
and work quantity. When the number of jobs is used in computing workload level on a shop
floor, differences in job characteristics are not taken into account. Jobs with varying routing,
processes and processing times are all counted as one without being distinguished. This
diversity in job characteristics results in weak control over the workload which might end up
with major problems in workload balancing over resources. CONWIP approach as explained
in sub-section 3.2.3 is a typical example to this type of workload measuring. And also Mean
Number Jobs (MNJ) is another method proposed by Ragatz G.L. et al. (1988) using only
number of jobs for release decisions. On the other hand, measuring workload based on the
work quantity approach considers processing times of jobs in shop floor. By this means jobs
with varying routing and processing times are handled in a better way in comparison to
counting only number of jobs. Thus enhanced regulation of workload can be achieved.
Majority of workload control methods use work quantity approach however they diverge from
each other on how to employ the data for the decision of job release which is given in the next
dimension.
D-4 Workload measure aggregation represents how to assess measured workload for the
release decision. Especially for the load limited approaches (D-1) aggregation of workload
measure plays an essential role since it reflects the workload level in shop floor. First approach,
called total shop load, takes into account the total workload of all uncompleted jobs on a shop
floor. This value is then used to assess if the next job should be released or not based on the
workload bounding approach which will be specified in WLC dimension six. Melnyk S. et al.
(1988) used total shop load to prevent the workload level on the shop floor to fall below a
certain limit and introduced new jobs to keep the workload of uncompleted jobs over the limit.
The major shortcoming of this approach is not to consider the workload levels of workcenters
separately. With changing product mix and production volume, distribution of workload over
the workcenters also changes. Consequently some workcentres starve for work whereas some
are overloaded. When the target is to regulate only the total shop load there is no control over
the idle or overloaded workcentres. Especially when the bottleneck resource is idle, throughput
time of the jobs is negatively affected which results in higher number of tardy jobs and poorer
delivery performance at the end. An alternative way to total shop load approach is to control
only workload of the bottleneck station to prevent its idleness (Glassey C.R. et al., 1988;
Lingayat S. et al., 1991). The first problem with this approach is the dependency of bottleneck
to product mix which leads to floating bottleneck for job shop environments. The other
problem results from poorly distributed workload over non-bottleneck stations which
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contribute to balancing problems and shop floor congestions. In the last approach of the
workload measure aggregation dimension, the load of each workcentre is controlled in order to
eliminate the shortcomings of both total shop load and bottleneck load. In this way enhanced
regulation of workload can be achieved however monitoring of workload for each workcentre
requires more effort in comparison to others.
D-5 Workload accounting over time is the way to attribute workload of jobs over time.
That is to say, it devises distribution of a job’s workload to the workcentres on its routing over
the time line. Since it is not known explicitly when the workload of a job will be assigned to a
specific workcenter, at the time of the release decision an approximation is needed. When the
workload measure aggregation in D-4 is chosen to be separate for each workcentre as in the
great majority of WLC methods, then the workload contribution of jobs play a crucial role on
the performance of the WLC method. Bechte W. (1988) classified contribution of jobs over
workcentres into three groups based on their distance to relevant workcentres such as load on
hand, load in transit and released load. However estimation of the load in transit and the
released load generally do not differ therefore in the WLC literature it is very common to
classify the workload into direct workload (corresponding to load on hand) and indirect
workload (corresponding to load in transit/released load).
a. Direct workload represents the total amount of workload of the jobs which
are either waiting in the queue of a specific workcentre or being processed
in that workcentre.
b. Indirect workload denotes all the workloads expected to arrive from the
jobs at upstream workcentres.
At the time of decision, calculation of total direct workload for a workcenter is
straightforward however that of indirect workload is one of the major challenges in the WLC
theory. The difficulty comes from the attribution of indirect loads over both workcentres and
timeline. The approaches can be categorized into three groups in terms of their workload
accounting.
Aggregate load approach (also known as atemporal approach) (Bertrand J. et al.,
1981) does not separate direct and indirect workloads and simply sum them up. Therefore the
position of a workcenter in the routing of a job is not taken into account which effects when
the load will actually arrive. Total workload for a workcentre is basically the sum of processing
times in that workcentre of all the jobs visiting it. Although the sum of workload is accurate,
their distribution over the period is not considered in this approach. In other words, those
workcenters at the end of a job’s routing are early-booked because the aggregated workload
amount is attributed to it when the job is released. However the job has to first go through the
upstream processes until the workload actually arrives to the end stations. In this sense,
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aggregate load is a typical application of a space-wise load control. In order to overcome this
problem corrected aggregate planning approach is presented (Land M. et al., 1996) where the
aggregate workload amount assigned to workcentres is correlated with the position of the
workcentre in the routing of jobs. That is to say, aggregate workload is divided to the position
of the workcentre in the routing of the job thereby posterior workcentres are assigned less and
earlier workcentres are assigned more. In this way, early assignment of aggregate workload to a
workcenter is aimed to be prevented. Although the distribution of workload is regulated based
on the position of a workcentre of a job’s routing, it does not improve the time-wise regulation
of workload control. Some applications of this type are available at (Hendry L. et al., 1991;
Philipoom P.R. et al., 1993).
Probabilistic approach, the second workload accounting method, approaches to this
problem by assigning workloads to workcentres based on a specified weight for each
workcenter. Weights are determined by using a depreciation factor which is associated with the
position of workcenters in the routing of jobs. When a job is released, its processing time partly
contributes to the input estimation; the contribution increases as the job progresses
downstream (Bechte W., 1988; Thürer M. et al., 2011). Conversion of the load in this way set
the base for Load Oriented Order Release, LOOR which then formed the core of Load
Oriented Manufacturing Control, LOMC concept (Bechte W., 1988; Bechte W., 1994;
Wiendahl H.-P., 1995).
The last approach of workload accounting is called time bucketing in which release
period is divided into time buckets and workload of jobs are assigned to these time buckets
based on scheduled completion time of operations of the job. Both forward and backward
scheduling can be used in allocating the workloads over time buckets. Time bucketing
approach tackles the difficulty of indirect load distribution over time through allocating only
direct load to corresponding time bucket. The accuracy of load distributed is influenced by the
length of the time buckets and the accuracy of lead time estimations in scheduling the jobs over
the time buckets. In this approach, distribution of workload over timeline is enabled through
allocating the workload over the time buckets. Therefore together with space-wise regulation,
time-wise regulation is also possible with time bucketing which is a considerable advancement
from the first two workload accounting approaches. However; since this approach requires
scheduling and processing beforehand, it has not received much attention neither in the
literature nor in the practice (Bobrowski P.M., 1989).
D-6 Workload bounding (workload control), is the procedure that constrains the
amount of workload in the shop floor. A common approach is the upper bound approach in
which the release of a job is not permitted if the workload of any workcentre in its routing
exceeds the pre-set norm value (upper bound) after its introduction to the shop floor (Bechte
W., 1988; Bobrowski P.M., 1989). In the upper bound approach main target is not to exceed a
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pre-set norm value no matter which workload accounting approach is used. Therefore there is
no measure to prevent starvation of workcentres. Especially when there is a dominant
bottleneck workcentre, the starvation of non-bottleneck stations is hard to deal with.
On the contrary, lower bound approach sets a lower limit and initiates the job release
only when the workload falls below that limit. It aims to prevent starvation of the bottleneck
resource to improve lead time performances. However continuous monitoring of direct
workload in the bottleneck station is a prerequisite for the implementation of the lower bound
approach. And also frequently changing product mix in a job shop environment leads to
floating bottleneck which then prevents the applicability in dynamic environments. Some
applications of lower bound are available in (Glassey C.R. et al., 1988; Lingayat S. et al.,
1991).
There are also hybrid applications accommodating both upper and lower workload
bounding. In this approach jobs are released only if the resulting workload of the resources
after the job release are within the limits (Hendry L. et al., 1991).
Above mentioned workload bounding approaches target to set strict limits in order to
regulate workload in shop floor however it does not directly contribute to a better balance
between the workcenters. For instance, release of a job which exceeds slightly the upper bound
can contribute to a better balance between the workcenters. To this respect, workload
balancing approach targets to decrease deviation from the pre-set norm value instead of strictly
limiting the workload. Jobs are released aiming to minimize the sum of deviations from
aggregate balance of each workcentre. An implementation of this method can be found in
Fernandes N.O. et al. (2011) where a balancing index is implemented based on the following
equation.
BI= � � | Fij - rwi |
j

i

3.5

Balancing index (BI) is defined as the subtraction of the workload for each resource i
after addition of job j (Fij) from the norm value of resource i (rwi). The major difference of this
approach is that bottleneck stations do not cause starvation for other resources and
consequently allowing more jobs to be introduced. Hence better workload balance is achieved
through this approach by choosing the jobs attaining minimum BI.
D-7 Capacity planning in the WLC theory represents the capability of a method in
adjusting the capacity on shop floor. It is active when the WLC method has the authority and
capability to adjust the capacity during the system operation (Hendry L. et al., 1991) and
passive when the capacity adjustment is not considered as one of the decision parameters.
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D-8 Schedule visibility relates to how extensive time horizon is considered in workload
control decisions. This dimension is classified as limited and extensive visibility. Limited
visibility refers to taking into account only the present or the entering planning period for the
release decisions. In this case, workload and shop floor performances are improved only for the
coming period no matter how the forthcoming periods are affected. On the other hand,
extensive schedule visibility covers even the periods which are beyond the present period in the
decisions. Therefore improved performances can be achieved in comparison to limited visibility
through more inclusive optimization with several periods. This is because poor shop floor
performances can be tolerated for a period in some cases for the sake of a better global
performance. Almost all the WLC methods in the literature target only the present planning
period for decisions and therefore there is a lack of study and methods with extensive schedule
visibility.
The dimensions of WLC portrayed above enclose the possible individualities that a
WLC method is comprised. Depending on these dimensions it is viable to classify developed
WLC methods in the literature. In this sense, fundamental WLC approaches are summarized
in a table below which is based on the study of Bergamaschi D. et al. (1997) and Fredendall
L.D. et al. (2010).
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Table 3-4 WLC rules under eight dimensions
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Table 3-5 Relevant studies for the WLC methods
MIL –
loading

Modified

infinite

(Ragatz G.L. et al., 1988; Philipoom P.R. et al., 1993;
Lingayat S. et al., 1995b; Sabuncuoglu I. et al., 1999;
Sabuncuoglu I. et al., 2000)

FFL – Finite forward loading

(Bobrowski P.M., 1989; Ahmed I. et al., 1992; Hendry
L. et al., 1994; Sabuncuoglu I. et al., 1999; Sabuncuoglu
I. et al., 2000)

AGGWNQ
aggregate
workload trigger, work in next
queue,

(Melnyk S.A. et al., 1989; Hendry L. et al., 1994)
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PBB - path based bottleneck

(Philipoom P.R. et al., 1993; Sabuncuoglu I. et al.,
1999)

BNI/O – Bottleneck input
output release

(Russell G. et al., 1997)

BOTL – Bottleneck strategy

(Roderick L.M. et al., 1992)

STARVE

(Glassey C.R. et al., 1988)

MNJ – Mean number jobs

(Ragatz G.L. et al., 1988; Melnyk S.A. et al., 1989)

LOMC – Load oriented
manufacturing control

(Bechte W., 1988; Bechte W., 1994; Wiendahl H.-P.,
1995)

WCEDD – Workcentre earliest
due date

(Melnyk S.A. et al., 1989; Hendry L. et al., 1994)

CONWIP – Constant work in
process

(Spearman M.L. et al., 1990; Lingayat S. et al., 1995a;
Framinan J.M. et al., 2003)

MLC
–
conversion

(Fredendall L. et al., 1996)

Modified

load

3.2.5. Critical analysis
Workload control theory points explicitly the significance of workload levels in a shop
floor over average flow time and capacity utilization. Although high WIP levels provide higher
capacity utilization, increased length in queues leads to longer average throughput times. This,
in turn, degrades foreseeability of throughput times for the orders. Due to this reason orders
are released earlier in the next period for achieving safer delivery performances and it escalates
poor throughput performance even further. At this point, WLC theory breaks the cycle
through controlled release of orders into shop floor for the purpose of achieving controlled
WIP levels.
Based on this fact, employment of a WLC method on a shop floor to regulate the
WIP levels contributes considerably in achieving better shop floor performances. This is
realized by three layer architecture where job release is of great importance. Job release involves
the decision of type, quantity and time of orders for next release. Quality of this decision is
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strongly attached to its soundness and frequency in utilizing actual shop floor and job pool
information.
For the periodic release methods, when a release decision covers a long period, any
unexpected occurrence during this period destruct the validity of decision and it results in poor
delivery performances. Therefore targeting long planning periods in WLC methods embraces
the risk of applying decisions which becomes irrelevant from the shop floor reality due to
unforeseeable disturbances. Also from the job pool perspective, any change in the job pool
happening during the planning period can only be assessed at the end of the planning period.
It is highly possible when the planning period is long that a cancelled order during the
planning period will result in either unnecessarily produced order or underutilized resources.
Correspondingly an urgent order cannot be handled properly for long planning periods.
Over the studied WLC methods, one of the major concerns appears to be the
enclosure of indirect workload in assessing the load contribution of job candidates over the
workload level of workcentres. The diversity in product routing empowers this problem since
high variety of products hinders a dominant flow on shop floor and resembles to a job shop
environment. When this problem is approached with the aggregate WLC methods,
distribution of workload over the resources is controlled in aggregated terms however
distribution of workload over time is neglected. Additionally; variation in job size (i.e. different
number of processes in routing and total production time) has substantial impact over the
performance. When a large job is released, it will have a big contribution to all the workcentres
over its routing even when it is processed or being queued elsewhere (Thürer M. et al., 2010).
This will then give rise to poor control on distribution of workload which might end up having
idle workcentres on one side and overloaded workcentres on the other side. Even though better
performances are achieved by probabilistic and time bucketing approaches by avoiding from
aggregated workload, time-phased distribution of workload with improved precision on
timeline still lacks.
Based on the WLC literature, following points are observed to be critical in the
performance of a WLC method especially under the consideration of applying them into shop
floor with cyber-physical systems.
-
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Periodic release embraces in itself a kind of system nervousness. It requires
accurate approaches for workload measurement, aggregation and workload
accounting over time. However it is not viable to achieve a precise control of
workload since the time span is generally long and the uncertainty is high.
Therefore certain approximations are used as in aggregate, probabilistic and
time bucketing approaches. The deviations caused by these approximations
results in poor shop floor performances which are then fed back to certain
estimates such as queueing time, production lead time etc.
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-

Continuous release approaches has higher potential compared to periodic ones
in achieving better control on workload levels since it is possible to react to
occurrences over a continuous time span. In this way, it allows making more
frequent decisions and therefore contributes to yield foreseeable system
performances.

-

Especially for the continuous workload control methods monitoring and
acquisition of data is of great importance. Execution of a WLC method with
real time data from both shop floor and job pool is one of the key
requirements in achieving a sound workload control approach with high
degree of accuracy.

-

Flow characteristic of a shop floor has direct impact over the performance of a
WLC method which is studied in Oosterman B. et al. (2000). Accordingly, a
shop floor with pure job shop characteristics where the likelihood of
conveying from one station to another is equal, individual control over each
workcentre becomes crucial for a WLC method to perform well. Likewise
aggregated approaches do not generate good performance for pure job shops
whereas they yield better performances in flow shop configurations.

-

Space-wise workload control is approached by different methods however
time-wise control of workload was restricted only with the aggregated figures
through the length of a period. This leads to uneven workload distributions
over workcentres and there is a high potential in achieving better WLC
performances by a time-wise control of workload with fine granularity over
time.

-

The main challenge in obtaining the actual workload level of workcentres in a
shop floor is estimating the arrival time of indirect loads from upstream
workcentres to a specific workcentre. Aggregate approaches do not distinguish
indirect load from direct load and therefore generates poor performances.
Proper treatment of indirect load is an absolute must for a legitimate control
of workload for each workcentre because degree of accuracy in approximating
the indirect load contribution over the workcentres has direct impact over the
performance of WLC methods.

-

Workload bounding methods serve to particular performances. That is to say,
upper bound prevents shop floor congestion whereas lower bound prevents
resource idleness. Both upper and lower bounds applied together delivers poor
balancing of workload over the resources. In this sense, it is difficult to
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propose a dominating approach among them being independent from shop
floor features.
-

Schedule visibility of WLC methods is generally considered for one period in
the literature and it is an obvious limitation to achieve higher effectivity in
WLC solutions. On the other hand, extended visibility in controlling
workload, meaning to incorporate the periods beyond the present one into
analysis and solution, provides better optimization in distributing the
workload in a balanced way.

3.3. CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
Capacity management is defined as the function of planning, establishing, measuring,
monitoring and adjusting levels of capacity so that sufficient capacity is available to permit
execution of the manufacturing schedules (Cox III J.F. et al., 1995). It is handled under three
planning horizons as long term, medium term and short term.
The long term capacity planning which typically covers 5-10 years deals with
matching of long term demand forecasts with existing and new product lines and processing
technologies subject to budget constraints. Facility location, plant capacities, major suppliers,
production technologies etc. are some of the main concerns of the long term capacity planning.
Medium term capacity planning applies to a shorter time interval e.g. from one to five years.
Decisions cover mainly employment levels, inventory policies, utility requirements, facility
modifications, outsourcing and major material supply contracts (Chen C.-S. et al., 2009).
Reaction to demand fluctuations is employed at this level in aggregate terms by adjusting the
capacity through rough cut solutions. The main trade off is incorporated between the cost of
capacity level adjustment and the cost of unmatched demand. In order to reduce the deviation
between the actual demand pattern and the planned capacity, higher frequency of capacity
adjustments is fundamental. However it results in high cost and requires warm up period until
the production reaches to steady state. Therefore every capacity adjustment involves certain
risks especially for MTS companies with traditional production system technologies and
control. Lastly, short term capacity planning targets to optimize the use of resources subject to
available orders assigned to be produced in that specific time interval. The main objective is to
ensure the best match between the resource availability and capacity needs of a production plan
at the workcenter level.
A number of criteria feature in capacity planning processes (Lödding H., 2012). Order
fulfillment is the rate of orders which is accomplished successfully in response to customer
expectations and it is theoretically targeted to be kept at maximum possible level. Stock levels
are of great importance in the capacity adjustments since stocks can replace capacity
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requirement for a certain period of time. Therefore capacity control is indirectly coupled to
customer demand through stocks. Backlog denotes orders which cannot be delivered on time
and therefore high level of backlog is considered as a warning signal of lack of capacity.
Deviations from the planned capacity happen when the actual capacity does not match the
planned capacity due to unexpected occurrences and leads to inefficiencies on the whole
capacity schedule. Probable lateness of orders correspond to an proactive capacity approach
which estimates the completion time of orders through forward scheduling and take actions in
case of necessity. Level of WIP before or after a workstation is critical indication of capacity
inefficiencies.
There are two fundamental principles of effective capacity planning approach
(Lödding H., 2012); (1) capacity should be oriented with the actual customer demand. Any
deviation from demand will incur cost. If the actual output is less than actual demand there
will be either delayed order completions or lost revenue whereas if the actual output is more
than actual demand there will be accumulated inventory or early completion of orders.
Holding extra inventory is not less risky than late order deliveries in terms of competitiveness
of enterprises especially with the changing market conditions where product lifecycles and
production volumes are shortening. (2) The capacity control should envisage the bottleneck
principle. As in the theory of constraints limiting workcenters should be specifically considered
in a capacity plan. For instance, an increase in the capacity of a workcenter without aligning
with the bottleneck workcenter would lead to increase in in-process inventories without
contributing to productivity of whole line.
In the development of production planning approaches capacity management plays a
driving role as in the consequent development of MRP-MRP II-ERP. An important issue in
capacity planning is the question of what level of detail is applicable for which planning
horizon (Wortman J. et al., 1996). Figure 3-20 represents the capacity planning methods
which are associated with the planning levels based on their common application areas.
Rough Cut Capacity Planning, RCCP, is the simplest method in which aggregated
units of end products are used without considering the subassemblies, components, routing
specifications and setup times. Therefore it is applicable to investigate the validity of master
production schedule although the accuracy is quite low. There are different RCCP methods
which vary based on their allocation of aggregated production over the workcentres and level of
details (Wortman J. et al., 1996). The first method of RCCP is based on production volumes
in which the capacity check is conducted by comparing the total volume of production
required with the available capacity. The aggregation is based on a common unit of measure
which applies for all product types and only end products are considered. The second method,
RCCP with overall factors, uses historical data and standard times in estimating the capacity
requirement of a number of product types. Total load for each period is calculated by first
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Figure 3-20 Capacity planning approaches, adapted from Tenhiälä A. (2011)
summing the capacity need for each end product (multiplication of required amount, coming
from MPS, and standard time) and secondly distrusting the total load to workcentres in
proportion to historical distribution of product types to workcentres. Third RCCP approach is
done with the concept of RCCP routing which is also called as capacity bills (Vollman T. et al.,
1992). In this method, the workload of end products’ components in its BOM is also
attributed in capacity calculation. Together with the production data from MPS, the total
required capacity for each period is calculated. In this approach when the production lead time
of a product is long enough to go across the periods in MPS, the accuracy in capacity
calculations decrease. Therefore in the last RCCP method resource profiles are utilized in
which the workload of end products is distributed over time periods. Hence the required
capacity is calculated at the relevant time period instead of attributing all the workload of end
products at its period in MPS.
Table 3-6 RCCP approaches
RCCP type

Capacity requirement of a workcentre

Production volumes

Σ(MPS-item quantities)

Overall factors

Σ(MPS-item quantity*total capacity req.)*workcenter share

RCCP routing

Σ(MPS-item quantity*workcenter requirement)

Resource profiles

Σ(MPS-item quantity* workcenter (t) requirement)
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All the RCCP methods are based on significant simplifications (Wortman J. et al.,
1996). These are:
•

Lot sizes are assumed to fixed,

•

Inventories of lower level components in BOM are not taken into account in
calculating the capacity requirements,

•

Disturbances in shop floor do not have any influence to subsequent capacity
calculations,

•

Only MPS data is used in calculations without considering additional orders,
reworked products etc.

Capacity Requirement Planning, CRP, delivers more detailed plans of capacity in
comparison to RCCP due to engagement of subassemblies, routing data, utilization for each
workcentre and setups in the plan. Workcentre demands are calculated for each period based
on backward scheduling. In the backward scheduling the workload of an order is attributed to
workcentres on its routing at relevant periods starting from its due date and planning
backwards based on lead time estimations at each operation. This enables to generate load
graphs for each workcentre showing the demand at each period. There are two types of CRP
which are infinite CRP and finite CRP. The former visualizes the capacity graph showing both
the available capacity and demanded capacity for each period and workcentre however it does
not have any effect on the capacity planning process. Planner has the responsibility of
managing the overloaded and underloaded periods by taking certain actions such as over time
works, sub-contracting and early starts of some orders. This revision generally requires several
iterations and does not ensure the viability of the capacity plan (Burcher P.G., 1992; McKay
K.N. et al., 2004). Finite CRP, on the other hand, does not only generate the capacity graph
but also involves it into the planning process by feeding back the problematic periods and
workcentres. Major advantage of finite CRP is to avoid inviable solutions and human errors in
the planning process. To achieve the best capacity plan several iterations are conducted by APS
in order to level the capacity (McKay K.N. et al., 2004). In this way the best distribution of
demanded capacity over the available capacity is targeted. Capacity leveling process can also be
performed by following certain optimization methods such as maximizing productivity,
minimizing setups or downtimes (Davis D.J. et al., 2000).
Triggering activity for controlling and re-setting capacity level is mostly based on
periodicity. At predetermined time intervals capacity adjustments are conducted if needed.
Longer planning periods allow better balance in distribution of orders over workcentres
however actions to any capacity inefficiency are delayed until the end of the period. Event
oriented capacity control, on the other hand, reacts to deviations from the planned capacity on
the spot however it requires advanced control and algorithmic support.
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The relation of process types and capacity planning methods is studied by Tenhiälä A.
(2011) with contingency theory approach and envisaged as in Figure 3-21.

Figure 3-21 Correlation of process types and planning methods (Tenhiälä A., 2011)
In this study, RCCP is proposed as the best fitting approach for job shop
environments since low repetition level on shop floor and high variety of products complicates
detailed capacity planning methods. CRP is the fitting approach for batch process type of flow
since higher repetitiveness compensates the use and maintenance of data records. Finite loading
methods fit to both batch processes with bottleneck control and flow lines. Finite loading
works in a batch process with the condition that bottleneck station is fixed and does not float
among the workcentres.

3.3.1. Critical analysis
Competitive advantage of efficient capacity planning for an enterprise is increasing
over time especially with increased expectations in customization, advanced process
technologies and shorter product lifecycles. In the traditional understanding of capacity, a
sophisticated capacity approach is not fundamental because market fluctuations are handled by
high level of inventories or keeping excess capacities. Although inventory incurs costs and
operational risks, it might still be a feasible and profitable solution in the earlier market
conditions. When lifecycle of a product type is long and no customization is involved in the
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production and assembly, producing additional amount than the actual need has undeniable
advantages such as rapid delivery, compensation for disturbances on shop floor, high capacity
utilization etc. However such capacity tactics have no chance to survive in the existing
conditions of the market and probably neither in the future. Holding inventories has high risk
of ending up with obsolete products in today’s conditions. There might be varying reasons; a
disruptive technology might change the trend and make the stored products obsolete or
customers might not be willing to purchase standard products when they have the option to
buy its customized versions at a similar price somewhere else. As an alternative to holding
inventories, excess capacities can be hold which results in underutilized resources however on
the positive side it will enable faster response to market conditions.
Given capacity planning approaches in this chapter share the same fundamental steps
although they differ by their level of detail in planning parameters. These steps are (Bakke N.A.
et al., 1993):
(1) MPS is created based on a mix of actual and forecasted orders,
(2) Demanded load is calculated for each capacity unit (the level of aggregation and
the planning horizon changes with the chosen capacity approach) taking into
account certain parameters (e.g. routing, due date, product specifications) based
on orders in the MPS,
(3) Overloaded and underloaded stations are identified and actions are taken in order
to achieve a balance.
Structural problems arising in such capacity planning approaches are highlighted in
the study of Bakke N.A. et al. (1993) as follows,
Master production schedule embodies long term and forecast-dependent data which
generates unreliable capacity plans because the synchronization of decisions between varying
levels fails. In this sense, frequent update of MPS is required however then increased
nervousness might occur.
Division of planning levels and time horizons escalates uncertainties. Plans generated
for long periods based on aggregated data might not generate a feasible solution for short term
plans which are mostly based on actual orders. At the end several inefficiencies can be met such
as unbalanced workcentres (which are planned to be balanced at the aggregated level), tardy
jobs etc. Yet another problem is that bottleneck workcentre at the short term plan based on the
product mix planned to be produced at that time interval might be different than the
bottleneck at the aggregated level.
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Planning horizon
Short
Middle
Aggregated
Level of detail of plans
Detailed

Long
MRP
systems

Shop floor control
systems

Figure 3-22 Division of planning levels and aggregation
Scheduling approaches on shop floor lack providing a systematic distribution of loads
over workcentres which impedes reliability of time phased capacity plans. Irregular distribution
of workload give rise to deviating lead times for products however in the time phased planning
of resources lead time is taken fixed. Thus it results in temporary bottlenecks and idleness at
workcentres.
Loss of capacity due to early start of orders is yet another problem. There is a
tendency to start orders earlier when lead times are long or when non-bottleneck workcentres
remain idle. However it causes a capacity loss of 2-5% (Bakke N.A. et al., 1993).
Once a capacity imbalance is observed, generally the first attempt for the solution of
overloaded periods is to move some orders to previous or later periods. Moving the orders to
earlier periods might not be possible due to precedence constraints, or even if it is possible it
might lead to capacity inefficiencies coming with the early start of the order. On the other
hand, moving an order to a later period results in tardiness which should be strictly avoided in
today’s competitive market. Therefore adjustment of available capacity levels based on
demanded capacity for each period would be the ideal approach to deal with the complexity of
uncertainty. However this time the major problem appears to be long warm up periods and
costly solutions in increasing the capacity on shop floor. For that reason the real challenge lies
in rapid scalability of production systems.
Plug-and-produce ability of cyber-physical production systems allows quick
integration of modules into existing system. This feature facilitates capacity expansion without
causing long setup times for integration of additional capacity units. For that reason, enhanced
system adaptability of CPPS can provide more precise capacity solutions with improved
scalability.
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4

CYBER-PHYSICAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Cyber-physical production systems are a supplementary concept in this thesis. In this sense,
Chapter 4 discloses main characteristics of cyber-physical systems, multi agent systems and evolvable
production systems.
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4.1. CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are next-generation, network connected collection of
loosely coupled distributed cyber systems and physical systems monitored/controlled by user
defined semantic laws (Tan Y. et al., 2008). Baheti R. et al. (2011) defines CPS as a new
generation of systems with integrated computational and physical capabilities that can interact
with human through new modalities. The physical part can embrace sensor, actuators,
processing equipment while the computational part contains software for computations in
relation to physical processes (Verl A. et al., 2012). Technologies developed through the
combination of physical and cyber system domains have extensive application areas in
automotive, construction, smart grid, manufacturing and more. Although CPS can still be
considered an ill-defined term, some characteristics show commonalities across different
contexts. The defining features of CPS are given as follows (Shi J. et al., 2011):
•

Closely integrated physical processes and computational power,

•

Cyber capability in each physical entity and resource,

•

Networked at multiple and extreme scales which exploits certain
wired/wireless networks in distributed way,

•

Dynamic re-organization/re-configuration skills which facilitate adaptation
capabilities to changing circumstances,

•

High degree of automation and control loops are embraced,

•

Being large scale and complicated systems, reliability and security are of great
importance.

Cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) correspond to application of cyberphysical system features in the specific context of production. It engages recent developments
in computer science, information and communication technologies and manufacturing science
and technology. CPPS consists of autonomous and cooperative entities and sub-systems that
communicate with each other across all levels of an enterprise from the process up to supply
chain level (Figure 4-1). The drawbacks resulting from top down control approach with
hierarchical architecture is targeted to be eliminated through distributed control entities which
communicate and cooperate across different levels. Entities of CPPS control certain tasks
through acquisition and processing of data and also interact with human via frictionless
interfaces(Monostori L., 2014).
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Enterprise level
Plant management level
Process control level
Cell level

Plant Control
Planning
Control System
Cell Control
Machine Control

Field level

Actuator

Sensor

Process

Conventional automation hierarchy

CPPS distributed automation

Figure 4-1 CPPS automation
There are a lot of aspects that can possibly be linked and applied under the context of
cyber-physical systems such as plug and produce, self-X characteristics (e.g. self-organization,
self-maintenance), real-time control, transparency, robustness at each level, safety, security,
machine learning, big data, internet of things, cloud systems and so on (Wang L. et al., 2015).
Some of these concepts overlap partially with the characteristics of existing production system
paradigms. Therefore building blocks of CPPS inherit from concepts which is researched and
developed under varying production system paradigms such as re-configurable production
systems, biological manufacturing systems, holonic manufacturing system and evolvable
production systems.
Focus of this thesis is not to attempt to define CPPS and relation to its constituents,
neither to elaborate its structural and mechanical specifications. Yet, the main study covers
dynamic and responsive planning strategies for a shop floor which has highly adaptable skills
for both of its mechanical and control structures. High adaptability on shop floor level is a
fundamental requirement and common denominator for CPPS applications. For this reason,
the use of this study can be considered in the domain of cyber physical production systems.
Evolvable Production System, EPS, is an established paradigm which incorporates
shop floor level adaptability thanks to its multi agent based distributed control architecture and
process-oriented skill-based modularity. These characteristics make the EPS paradigm a viable
approach to reflect the shop floor dynamics of CPPS and to employ planning methods on top.
Hence, EPS agent development environment is used in the development of test-bed to simulate
shop floor dynamics with applied responsive planning methods. In order to highlight the shop
floor characteristics which are used in this thesis, fundamentals of multi-agent systems and EPS
main characteristics are provided below.
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4.2. MULTI AGENT SYSTEMS
4.2.1. Autonomous agents
Multi agents systems find wide application areas in several domains such as air traffic
control, manufacturing, philosophy, electronic commerce, games etc. The underlying reason
behind this fact is its eligibility to design and implement several classes of complex distributed
systems. Applications of multi agent systems are accelerated with advancing information
technologies which enable the required infrastructure. Although there are a number of agent
definitions (Wooldridge M., 1997; Jennings N.R., 2000), the essence of agents is defined by
Beer R.D. (1995);
“An autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses
that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect what it
senses in the future.”
The fundamental characteristic of an agent is its ability to perceive the environmental
conditions and to act accordingly. The autonomy in an agent comes from the internal
assessment of the information without any external involvement. They have control over their
internal state and over their behaviors. Although the use of agents are wide-ranging in variety
of applications, the common characteristics can be summarized (Franklin S. et al., 1997;
Monostori L. et al., 2006):
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Autonomy – agents are autonomous considering their independent control
over their internal states and behaviors.



Rationality – agents are rational due to the reasoning ability of the perceived
information in order to achieve the goal.



Adaptability – agents can learn and modify their behaviors according to the
environment to better achieve their goals.



Reactivity – agents can change their behavior according to the perceived
information.



Proactive – agents do not only act according to perceived information but
they should also take initiative in anticipation.



Social-ability – agents can communicate with other agents to collaborate in
order to achieve more complicated goals.



Mobility – agents can move insider their network and maintain their internal
state and knowledge.
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An autonomous agent is an embodied system which refers to the fact that an
autonomous agent has a body which delimits and isolated the agent from its environment
(Franklin S. et al., 1997). There are different kinds of embodiment (Ziemke T., 1998).


Physically embodied agents are able to interact in a physical environment
through the use of sensory perception and motor control.



Simulated embodiment is used to simulate the acting and roaming of physical
agents in a simulated environment. Thus physically embodied agents can be
simulated without a real implementation to increase the maturity of agent
characteristics.



Software agents work in software environments without any physical body.

Figure 4-2 Agent embodiment (Schumacher M., 2001)
Autonomous agents perform in their environment with continuous long term
interactions. Generic agent architectures enable the common basis for the multi agent systems.
They are grouped into three classes as mental, reactive and hybrid architectures (Wooldridge
M. et al., 1995a).
Mental architectures are based on an explicit symbolic model of the environment
where the agents run. The data obtained through sensory perception are used in the decision
making through logic reasoning with symbolic data manipulation and pattern matching. A well
know architecture based on mental agents are the BDI agents (belief, desire and intention) by
Rao A.S. et al. (1995).
Reactive architectures, on the other hand, do not exploit on any environmental model
whereas they base their architecture on simple routines schemes. Agents respond to
environment in a stimulus-response fashion by executing the simple routines corresponding to
a specific sensor stimulation (Schumacher M., 2001). The subsumption architecture by Brooks
R.A. (1986) is a typical application of reactive agent architectures.
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Hybrid architectures enable the use of both mental and reactive architectures together
in order to surmount their weaknesses. The mental layer deals with the accomplishment of
higher level goals whereas the reactive layer enables the ability to quickly respond to
environmental situations. The InterRAP architecture is an example for hybrid architectures
(Müller J.P., 1996).

4.2.2. Characteristics of multi agent systems
Multi agent systems (MAS) are macro systems with specific goals coordination
methods. MAS is defined as a loosely coupled network of individual entities working in a
harmony to solve the problems which are beyond the individual capabilities of agents (Durfee
E.H. et al., 1989). The characteristics of MAS are defined in Jennings N.R. et al. (1998);
-

Every agent has a subjective view with limited and incomplete environmental
information.

-

Global control of the system is not applied because the interaction with the
environment is executed at the individual agent level. Agents are able to
modify their behaviors in response to changing environmental conditions. At
the same time, they are able to act on the environment.

-

The data is decentralized being distributed to the agents of the system.

Multiple agents working in an organizational context provide a number of advantages
over a single agent system in terms of robustness, and scalability and reusability. In the case of
the failure of an agent, another agent can take over the uncompleted work which contributes to
the robustness of the whole system. On the other hand, addition and removal of agents serve
for the scalability.
Interaction ability of the agents in a MAS is the crucial enabler to achieve a global
behavior. Sophisticated patterns and global organizational states emerge through the
establishment of dynamic interaction networks between the individual agents (Ferreira J.D.,
2013). The interactions among the agents are based on specific communication means which
are classified into four main categories as in Figure 4-3 Figure 4-3 Means of agent
communication (Schumacher M., 2001);
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Peer-to-peer communication; messages are sent directly to particular agents and
address is known beforehand.



Broadcast communication; messages are sent to every entity in the system. A
response may return from the message receiving agents.



Group communication; message is sent to a certain group of agents.
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Generative communication; message transmission is established through a
blackboard which holds the messages available for the other agents. The reading
of the message can be performed at any time.

a

b

c

d

Figure 4-3 Means of agent communication (Schumacher M., 2001)
Multiple numbers of agents are able to accomplish tasks which are beyond the
capabilities of single entities. In this sense, the collaboration among the agents can be attained
in different means (Jennings N.R. et al., 1998).
Cooperation – agents work together in order to accomplish certain high level goals.
Coordination – agents create a plan and commit to behave in accordance with it to
perform problem solving activity.
Negotiation – An agreement which is acceptable to all involved partners is sought
among the agents through exchange of messages.
The autonomy of the individual agents means that each agent has control over its
actions and internal states. The combination of this self-awareness and semantic nature of
established agent interactions promotes the capability of MAS to consequently reach high levels
of autonomy and complexity. Therefore MAS is the utmost approach for the complex systems
since they provide a natural way to formulate the distributed complex structures. In this sense,
the decentralization and self-awareness of the individual agents handles the complexity with
highly decoupled systems. The inherent complexity of distributed systems implies that it is not
possible to foresee the type of interactions between the agents, their timing and their reasoning.
Therefore the system is supposed to make decisions during run time. In this way the reaction
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to unexpected events is performed quickly with the instant initiation of interaction (Ferreira
J.D., 2013). Although responsiveness to unexpected occurrences is achieved with MAS, shop
floor foreseeability is decreased owing to run time decision making. When scheduling decisions
are made based on agent interaction, it might not be possible to identify beforehand the
specific resources that a job will be processed. It is of great importance for planning activities to
increase resource efficiency.

4.3. EVOLVABLE PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Evolvable Production System paradigm was first introduced by (Onori M., 2002) and
provided the theoretical background with an attempt to identify analogies between natural
systems and the manufacturing reality (Barata J. et al., 2010). The concept has been developed
through European projects (EUPASS, IDEAS) and achieved applied results (Onori M. et al.,
2012; Ribeiro L. et al., 2012). At present, EPS is an established paradigm which provides the
basis in varying manufacturing related domains such as business models (Maffei A. et al., 2011;
Maffei A., 2012), self-organization (Ferreira J.D., 2013), system evaluation and learning
(Neves P. et al., 2011; Neves P., 2012) and diagnosis (Barata J. et al., 2007; Ribeiro L., 2012).
In today’s market, the production environment is changing so unpredictably that the
responsiveness of a company to demand is becoming an essential requirement in order to stay
competitive. Production system capabilities remain restrictive in providing a long term feasible
solution as far as the traditional technologies are concerned. The evolution of production
systems has progressed from 19th century low-volume, low-standardization, high-customization
craft production towards 20th century high-volume, high-standardization, low-customization
mass production, which is commonly enabled by advanced automation technologies. Between
these two production characteristics many studies have been conducted to achieve preeminent
solutions tackling trade-offs involving volume, customization and standardization. However
these studies were constrained in the boundaries of existing production technology at the time.
To be able to relax these constraints and to reach viable solutions for mass customization and
mass personalization, the indispensable way is to develop new technological developments
which provide the production systems with effective re-configuration capabilities (Akillioglu H.
et al., 2013). In this sense, EPS targets overall system adaptability through process oriented
modular architectures with the capability of short deployment time at the shop floor level
(Onori M. et al., 2006). This is enabled by an agent based distributed control architecture.
Mechatronic agents which consist of physical components to perform encapsulated skills and
intelligence, facilitated by the embedded processors, are able to make autonomous decisions
(Onori M. et al., 2010). In the EPS approach, collaborative behavior of autonomous agents
enables a dynamic network to form in order to deal with changing targets, constraints and
requirements (Ribeiro L. et al., 2008).
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4.3.1. Process oriented modularity
Modules are the smallest building blocks of a system and they are individualized
according to the process characteristics through an ontology (Onori M. et al., 2009).In the
traditional approach of product realization there is a unidirectional flow where product
requirements are imposed to production systems by leaving freedom to product designers and
assigning complexity to production systems. This encourages development of product specific
equipment. However that equipment becomes obsolete and cannot be re-used when life cycle
of the product comes to the end. Instead, process oriented modular approach fosters reutilization of modules for different configurations due to the fact that they are designed subject
to process characteristics. Then fine granularity in the decomposition of module functionality
becomes fundamental in module design. Central to the EPS paradigm is the concept of skill
(Barata J., 2003). Process-oriented modules feature skills that can be mapped into the
processes and therefore in the product requirements. Each task in a process can be exploded as
a series of operations that involve a variable number of basic activities. This means that a
process needs a rather big set of skills to be performed. The equipment owns these basic skills
and when different modules with the right skills are put together, an instantiation of EPS is
achieved (Maffei A., 2010).
According to its characteristics skills are classified as:
•

Atomic Skills denote the essential functionalities of the module. It represents
the lowest granularity process levels supported by the module.

•

Composite Skill supports the design of processes compositions through the
parallel, sequential and conditional execution of other atomic skills and
composite skills.

Based on these characteristics, EPS provides two different reaction mechanisms to
changes and disturbances which are evolution and adaptation (Ribeiro L. et al., 2011).
Adaptation is a short term process and it concerns the reorganization of structural layout and
redesign of set of processes and products. The extension of the adaptation process is as big as
necessary to overcome requirements or disturbances, within the constraints of the physical
system. On the other hand, when the adaptation process is insufficient to comply with the new
circumstances, a more long term process is required. Evolution implies the development and
integration of new equipment/modules in the system, to explore alternatives in the system reconfiguration, leading to a new evolutionary state where the system is also able to meet the new
requirements (Ferreira J.D., 2013).
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4.3.2. Reference architecture
A reference architecture for EPS is developed within the European project, IDEAS
which had a strong focus in the development of embedded devices with integrated agent
technology. IADE (IDEAS Agent Development Environment) is the developed platform for
agent management (Ribeiro L. et al., 2012). It elaborates JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment
framework) which is compliant with FIPA (The Foundation for Intelligent Physical
Agents)(Bellifemine F. et al., 1999).
EPS adopts a multi-agent approach as this allows dynamic re-configurations and local
adaptability. Mechatronic agents, being the main building block in the EPS architecture,
embody equipment, controller and agent in order to run the function it is designed for. The
IDEAS multi-agent architecture is composed of four types of mechatronic agents and two
auxiliary agents (Figure 4-4):


The resource agent (RA), accommodates atomic skills that mechatronic
modules can perform and execute upon request,



The coalition leader agent (CLA), manages different atomic skills in order to
realize higher level processes and complex skills which are defined by the
user.



The transportation system agent (TSA), is responsible for delivering transport
related services. In this study however transportation activities and times are
neglected.
IADE core

Deployment Agent

Product Agent
Transports

Search skills and
subscribe
notifications

Coalition Leader
Agent
Aggregates
and
Orchestrates

Yellow Pages
Agent

Publish/Unpublish Skills

Resource
Agent

Informs Position

Transportation System
Agent

Figure 4-4 Multi agent system architecture, adapted from (Ribeiro L. et al., 2012)
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The Product agent (PA), is the logic abstraction of the product. PA contains a
workflow which is specific to a certain product type and embraces the
sequence and dependencies of the required processes.
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The Yellow pages agent (YPA), is an auxiliary agent where the agents can
publish their functionalities in the platform. It provides information about the
agents to any agent that is registered as subscriber of the YPA services.



The Deployment Agent (DA), is another auxiliary agent which rebuilds the
agent based on received serialized description of a CLA or RA and deploys it
in the controller where the DA agent is running.

Based on this structure, execution of a pick and place composite skill is illustrated on
the following UML sequence diagram.

Busy time
Value adding time
Idle time
WS Process time
Transportation time

Figure 4-5 UML sequence diagram of pick and place composite skill

4.3.3. Operational working principles
Skill concept is the common denominator in the EPS which can be used to devise
both product and production system characteristics. The former is realized through a workflow
file in which product specifications are transformed into tasks and operations which can easily
be matched by existing skills in the system. On the other hand, the latter one uses the skill
concept on the design of the modules. That is to say, process oriented modules are designed
and developed in response to skill requirements. Henceforth, the skill concept bridges product
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and production systems fostering the influence of product design by the production system in
early design stages (Akillioglu H. et al., 2010).
Flow of products is realized by following the process sequence located in the workflow
file. Workflow encapsulates the list of required processes, their parameters and the precedence
constraints. Processes are performed by matching available skills deployed in the system, which
can be atomic or composite skills, or by introducing new skills into the system according to
changing requirements. Product agents (PAs) can dynamically make routing decisions subject
to the precedence constraints through the interaction with resource agents (RAs). Basic
hierarchy in a workflow is given in Figure 4-6 with relation to their execution level in the
system structure of EPS. Process requirements of a specific product are decomposed into tasks
in the workflow file which are executed either by a single module or by a combination of
modules. At the lower level, tasks are represented by operations which are executed at the
module level. CLAs manage the execution of tasks with more than one operation by organizing
related RAs whose skills match to the operations of the required task (Akillioglu H. et al.,
2013).

Workflow

System
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WorkStation 2
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CLA

Coalition
Leader
Agent 2

Coalition
Leader
Agent 1

...

Coalition
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Agent 2
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Module

Module

Module

MRA
Move

Agents

Open G
Close G

Move

System structure

Figure 4-6 Workflow realization in EPS
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Main advantage of EPS comes with instant plug and produce feature with no
reprogramming effort during the changeover process. This characteristic can be attained under
three classes of changes (Lohse N. et al., 2006) such as parametric, logical and structural
changes.
Instant re-configuration ability in a production system can eliminate certain
optimization efforts which are strictly necessary in traditional shop floors. For instance, lot
sizing is a critical decision for shop floors with long setup times. Big lot size reduces the
downtime by decreasing number of setups however it also leads to high variation between
demanded and produced amounts since produced amount should be in multiples of the chosen
lot size (Akillioglu H. et al., 2011). Besides bigger lot sizes impose more workload to bottleneck
station for only one specific product variety which worsens the performance of other product
varieties. Small lots on the other hand allow better match between demanded and produced
values however it ends up having long downtimes due to setting up the machinery from one
type to another. Principally, a fully adaptable shop floor facilitates one-piece-flow for a mixed
model line if only parametric or logical changes are required. In practice, physical replacement
of modules would take certain time however re-programming effort would be eliminated. In
such a near-zero setup time environment, the whole effort on achieving optimum lot sizes in
mixed model lines becomes inessential as, theoretically, changing from one type of product to
another results in negligible downtimes (Akillioglu H. et al., 2012). Therefore, the primary
focus shifts to sequencing of different product variants and timing of their release to shop floor
in order to better utilize deployed resources.
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DEMAND RESPONSIVE PLANNING

Based on the given literature study and in line with the research aims, the proposed
framework, called Demand Responsive Planning, is presented in this chapter in detail. Its definition,
the context it belongs to, all its components and the relation between them are disclosed.
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5.1. CONTEXT AND DEFINITION
In order to define the concept of Demand Responsive Planning (DRP), the context to
which DRP belongs and surrounding conditions are elucidated in Figure 5-1. It is shown that
DRP’s aim is to respond to planning needs of changing trends in both production system
technologies and market conditions.
Production planning employs several activities attaching customer orders to shop floor
facilities for realization of final products. Market conditions impose increasing complications to
these planning activities especially with the mass customization and mass personalization
trends. Customers are not only the buyers anymore, yet they are even eager to design their own
products and expect it to be produced at a cost equivalent to its mass produced value.
Therefore, rate of common parts among product families and varieties in an enterprise decrease
considerably. This leads to a transformation from economy of scale to economy of scope in the
goal of companies. The ultimate point in this transformation is to achieve high value
differentiation where infinite product differentiation can be achieved for the production of
singular needs of each customer.
Trend changes in the market are the main drivers for development of production
system technologies toward increased adaptability. Dedicated production systems are developed
in response to the needs of mass production where the level of repetitiveness is quite high and
each production run covers only one or a few product variants in high volumes. Production
equipment are therefore dedicated to product needs in order to achieve superior economy of
scale. However; with the increased customer involvement, necessity to frequently re-setting
production system emerged in order to process many different product types in low volumes.
Hence, a number of production system paradigms are developed with the target to easily
change system configuration for a planned set of product requirements. Although flexibility is
achieved to a certain extent with these paradigms, the trend towards mass personalization and
high environmental uncertainty in the market indicated that flexible equipment for a planned
set of products can easily become obsolete. Hence, fully adaptable production systems should
become the norm in the absence of repetitive production. In this sense, cyber-physical
production systems provide the means to rapid system re-configuration in response to changing
product mix. Evolvable production systems which can be considered as an instantiation of
CPPS embody mechatronic components with fine granularity. It enables improved
transparency with easy access to shop floor data and therefore enables to integrate shop floor
data into higher levels of an enterprise.
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Figure 5-1 Placement of DRP over the evolution of production and market trends (adapted
from Mourtzis D. et al. (2014))
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As far as production planning development is concerned, it can be observed that
MRP-based planning solutions dominate the mass production era. Primary focus in the
development of this planning solution has been to fulfill particular needs of the mass
production. Therefore, MRP systems face fewer problems in an environment with high
volume and less product variety. However; when customer involvement is increased and
product characteristics are diversified, MRP-based systems suffer in providing effective plans.
Apparent reason is that structural characteristics of MRP systems do not comply with the
changing market conditions because they are not designed for the needs of it. With decreased
level of repetitiveness in market and shop floor, improved decision support systems are
developed on top of the existing structure of MRP-based planning systems. Within this
context, advanced planning and scheduling systems aim at achieving optimal or near-optimal
solutions at particular decision points. However; today, even more increased complexity in
market due to increased customer involvement, infinite product differentiation, low volumes,
shorter product lifecycles, and decreased degree of foreseeability obligate planning systems to a
transition from non-recurring, static planning into continuous re-planning and reconfiguration of systems. Two traits in planning systems are of great importance:
1- Dynamicity; planning systems have to embody high degree of adaptability which
facilitates the ability to handle extensive problem areas in an efficient way. This
can be achieved with integrated planning structure enclosing shop floor dynamics
and re-planning capability in order to orient production processes, material
planning and capacity adjustments to changing conditions. Fundamental
prerequisite is to avoid restricting structural rigidness (originating from leveled
and poorly integrated planning activities in the hierarchy) in the planning
architecture with a coherent and integrated approach.
2- Responsiveness; when an existing plan gets invalidated or needs to be updated,
rapid response (i.e. frequent re-planning ability) is fundamental. However, it
needs to be complemented by the use of precise data from both market side and
production system side. Precise data from the market side denote actual demand
information which does not contain forecasts whereas precise data from the
production system side denote real-time shop floor information with adequate
degree of granularity. In this sense, true responsiveness in planning systems can be
attained by the use of precise data both from market and production system with
adequate frequency of re-planning.
DRP objectives align with the requirements of planning framework in the study of
Zhang D.Z. et al. (2007) for an operational platform whereby planning and control decisions
are considered, together with system re-configuration and re-structure. They are given as
follows:
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1. adequately contain the structural constraints of an existing production system
which can be hierarchical, distributed and heterogeneous,
2. conducting optimal planning and control within the structural constraints of
the existing system to satisfy individual customer orders at minimal cost,
3. searching for resource re-configuration by gradually relaxing system
constraints when the current system structure can no longer cope with
demands,
4. allow for the detection of alternative system configurations from the results of
planning and for the evaluation of detected configurations as options for
system restructuring,
5. be able to re-configure and re-program low-level control to implement new
configurations,
Within the context of described market trends and developing production system
technologies, Demand Responsive Planning targets to achieve dynamicity and responsiveness
in planning activities for cyber-physical production systems. The DRP is a reference
architecture in the domain of production planning and control at an industry independent
abstraction level. It incorporates planning activities, their respective elements and relations
among them for an enterprise with cyber-physical production system characteristics on shop
floor. In the DRP, required methods are also pointed out at respective locations as shown in
the following reference architecture sub-section. In a system architecture, which is an
instantiation of the DRP reference architecture, these methods need to be developed based on
specific system objectives, limitations and requirements (Akillioglu H. et al., 2013).
Tenhiälä A. (2011) emphasizes in the contingency theory that the success of a PPC
concept is directly affected by its suitability to conditions of a given production environment
and also underlines the importance of developing approaches that are contingent on key
characteristics of enterprise. The DRP is an integrated reference architecture which emanates
from the workload control theory in terms of its decision structure considering market
conditions and enhanced characteristics of production systems. WLC is a contingent approach
being designed for coping with the complexity of MTO industries where job-shop
configuration is commonly applied (Stevenson M. et al., 2005). Underlying reasons for
proposing the WLC theory in the development of the DRP are as follows:
•

WLC originates from the needs of MTO type production environment which
accommodates non-repeat production, variable routings and less foreseeable
market conditions. These needs resemble those of oncoming market trends,
i.e. mass customization and mass personalization.
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•

It is shown that WLC approaches can be employed in job shop like
configurations. Cyber-physical production systems acquire rapid reconfiguration ability and this characteristic is especially profitable for job shop
like systems.

•

It incorporates job entry and job release stages focusing on due date
adherence.

•

It is convenient for inclusion of customer enquiry stage for delivery date
setting, based on the available job pool and shop floor states.

•

It is applicable also for SMEs unlike ERP solutions.

Additionally, WLC theory targets to increase system performance and system’s agility
in responding orders through regulation of workload levels. WIP level in a shop floor is the
determinant factor both for the order fulfillment rate and shop floor performances. At the ideal
level of inventory; throughput time for an order can be minimized which is essential both for
fulfillment of urgent orders on time and for due date adherence, while resource idleness is
avoided.
One of the main concerns in the development of the DRP is to integrate mediumterm planning activities with short-term scheduling. Scope of application is demonstrated in
the supply chain planning matrix (Meyr H. et al., 2005) where x-axis indicates value chain and
y-axis indicates time horizon. Strategic long-term decisions, distribution and sales activities are
not involved in the DRP while short-term and medium-term procurement and production
activities are the main focus.
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Figure 5-2 DRP boundary in the supply chain planning matrix (adapted from Meyr H. et al.
(2005))
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The DRP aims at coping with both environmental and system uncertainties.
Environmental uncertainty relates to all type of uncertainties beyond enterprise boundaries
such as market, supplier and customer uncertainty whereas system uncertainty relates to all
internal unknowns such as disturbances at production system, unplanned changes etc.

(Real-time data & Actual demand)

Use of precise data

(frequent re-planning ability )

Responsiveness

Dynamicty

(Integrated planning activities)

Demand Responsive
Planning

Cyber-physical production systems
(highly adaptable shop floor)

Figure 5-3 Constructs of the DRP
In dealing with uncertainty, the DRP is based on three main constructs as shown in
Figure 5-3 which are dynamicity, responsiveness and use of precise data.
Dynamicity corresponds to capability and easiness of adapting planning solutions to
conditions which do not originate from structured environments. In order to better specify the
concept of dynamicity in planning, a comparison with the approach in the MRP-based systems
should be conducted. In the MRP-based systems, the scope in planning activities is narrowed
down from long-term decisions based on aggregated information toward short-term planning
with detailed level of information. Decisions are taken at separate systems in this hierarchy and
it leads to problems with the coherence of decisions across the planning levels. For instance, a
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capacity load balance at an aggregated level based on simplified BOM might not produce a
balanced workload at workcentre level. Besides, problems are identified too late in the short
term planning level such as late identification of bottlenecks and underutilized resources. It
happens due to the use of actual data only by the short-term planning level and loose coupling
to high level planning decisions. In this sense, the DRP aims to overcome these problems by
means of integrated planning activities with improved information transparency across
planning decisions. Coherent decisions can then be taken with the aid of information flow
among planning layers and shop floor. Cyber-physical systems play a fundamental role in
providing these capabilities to planning systems with their mechatronic entities which allows
improved information visibility (Figure 5-4). Hence superior dynamicity can be afforded
against both environmental and system uncertainties.
Pull-based material handling based on shop floor
needs

Material Planning

Process Planning
Skill-centric process planning

Cyber-Physical Production Systems

Capacity Planning
Dynamic capacity adjustment

Figure 5-4 Linked planning activities to shop floor
The notion of responsiveness signifies how sensible a planning system to new
circumstances is. Planning systems with high level of responsiveness are capable of providing
solutions by re-orienting planning activities in response to even small changes in order to
achieve more efficient solutions. Whereas planning systems with low level of sensitivity cannot
get the best out of the existing conditions of the system. For instance; in the case that a
production plan in MRP-based systems gets invalidated due to a reason (e.g. arrival of an
urgent order, disturbances in shop floor), a patch solution is searched to be able to follow the
MPS (which is decided based on long term aggregated data) since it is very likely that a change
in the MPS leads to system nervousness. In this example, structural rigidness prevents frequent
re-planning and as a result high level of responsiveness can hardly be achieved. The DRP aims
to relax the constraints resulting from structural limitations in its framework in order to
provide an appropriate environment to achieve improved responsiveness. Embedded
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algorithmic approaches to the DRP framework for a specific system architecture plays a
significant role in accomplishing responsiveness.
As the last pillar of the DRP, the use of precise data signifies the importance of data
accessibility from different domains and its utilization across the planning levels. More
specifically, it implies to execute planning activities subject to actual demand and shop floor
information. Considering that the use of aggregate information and division of time horizons
in planning hierarchy are the source of several inefficiencies, the DRP proposes that the
dependency to aggregate and forecasted information can be decreased if dynamicity and
responsiveness in planning system is achieved with highly adaptable cyber-physical system at
shop floor. A holistic approach which is established by incorporation amongst production
system and planning system facilitates to dynamically change system configuration (both the
planning decisions and production system configuration) in response to actual demand data. In
carrying out such a holistic response, incorporation of shop floor into planning decisions can
be performed by engagement of real-time data from production system. Thereby, best
configuration can be attained in response to actual market dynamics based on existing
conditions of production system.
Enhanced information transparency is one of the main facilitators of dynamicity and
responsiveness in the DRP architecture. The DRP approach intends to cope with complexity
with a reactive behavior on the basis of enhanced dynamicity and responsiveness capability. A
proactive approach (aiming to take measure in regard to foreseen scenarios) in the defined
application context of the DRP can hardly deal with the existing level of uncertainty.

5.2. REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
Reference architecture of the DRP, Figure 5-5, encloses main planning activities, their
respective elements and interrelations among them in the production planning and control
domain. This reference framework is proposed as a means to achieve three fundamental
constructs of the DRP (shown in Figure 5-3) in a planning system. Even though it does not
provide context-specific solutions, decision points are shown at respective locations where
context-specific methods can be applied.
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5.2.1. Demand management
The demand management block encompasses all aspects related with customer. At
this block, reaching to a balance between system capabilities and market expectations is aimed.
Communication with customers is getting even more important with the personalization era in
the market. Companies have to deal with high number of product varieties and compete with
several others therefore it is particularly challenging to align the production to market demand
in the most profitable way. Especially for MTO companies, involvement of customer is
essential at several steps of production such as; order quotation, product design, delivery
conditions etc. In this sense, demand management block deals with analyzing, sensing, shaping
and synchronizing customer demand based on existing conditions of production system.
In conventional consideration of demand management, forecasting and synchronizing
are two main functionalities. Type and applicability of forecasting methods are determined by
demand variability and volume matrix in the study of Croxton K.L. et al. (2002). Accordingly,
data-driven statistical forecast approaches perform best at low demand variability for both low
and high demand volumes. In this way, it is aimed to produce beforehand with the intention
to benefit advantages of push system. However, they do not generate accurate forecasts at high
levels of demand variability. Therefore; with increased variability in demand, people-driven
forecasts are proposed which use more human input from sales and customers. However, in
any level of demand variability, using forecasts as main production trigger leads to several
inefficiencies especially in today’s degree of uncertainty. For that reason, the tendency should
be towards coupling actual demand and production operations in order to avoid these
inefficiencies. To this respect, the demand management block of the DRP put more emphasis
on synchronizing production and customer demand based on actual demand information.

5.2.2. System competency
Next planning block in the flow of orders is called system competency. Its main
function is to evaluate eligibility of received orders in terms of process and operational
perspectives. There can be several iterative revisions of orders to better match the existing
conditions of production to customer expectations. Final decision can be acceptance, rejection
or revision of order.
System competency block employs critical and sophisticated activities aiming to
achieve high order fulfillment rate and high customer satisfaction in the most profitable way.
Evaluation of system competency is performed under two planning activities as process
planning and operational enquiry (Figure 5-6).
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Figure 5-6 System competency block
Process planning transforms product design and specifications into manufacturing
and assembly processes, and details the sequence of operations (Chang P.T. et al., 2000).
Conventional process planning techniques are generally linked to knowledge based systems
where previous successful plans are exploited to generate solutions in response to new product
requirements. However, frequently changing product specifications void this approach since
the scope of product variety is not limited neither foreseeable. Main challenge in such an
environment lies in translating product specifications into production system process
capabilities. For this translation, first condition is finding out a common denominator which
can be used to represent both the product and production system side. Process planning
activity can be accomplished based on this denominator which can then be linked to available
equipment. However, the essential point in such an approach is to define the common
denominator with high degree of process granularity and these sub-processes have to own reconfiguration ability to be dynamically re-arranged. Cyber-physical production systems employ
loosely coupled entities which can be re-configured based on changing process needs. This
catalyzes to overcome the main process planning challenge. The EPS use skills as the common
denominator to link process requirements from product side and module representation from
production system side. It does not only enable mapping of process capabilities of system but
also restrict the process plan by providing available process capabilities beforehand. Hence,
with the established skill-centric link from production system to product requirements ensures
the feasibility of solution on process sequences and dependencies (Figure 5-7).
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In the skill-centric approach, production system capabilities can easily be identified
based on available skills in repository and matched with arriving product requirements. In the
case that available system skills do not meet one or more product specifications, there are three
ways to follow in order to find a solution; product re-design, process re-desing and new module
development (Maffei A., 2010).
•

Product re-design can be carried out in order to match product features into
available skills in repository. In this way, it is provided that existing modules
can be re-used by changing certain features of product such as geometry and
fastening method. This alternative is especially viable for new product types at
the beginning of their life cycle.

•

Re-designing process is the second alternative to match system skills into
product requirements where certain process characteristics such as use of preassembled components, changing gripping surfaces are re-formulated. It is also
possible that an hybrid aproach is used whereby product and process are both
re-designed to achieve the best match.

•

Development of a new module is an alternative when there is no feasible way
of matching product and available process characteristics. Especially when the
product is foreseen to be needed in high volumes or to deliver strategic
advantage in future, a new module can be ordered or leased from module
suppliers.

Operational enquiry is the second planning activity of the system competency block
which evaluates the operational conditions for arriving orders to make certain decisions. These
decisions relate to customer enquiry management-CEM, and order acceptance. CEM is a
critical decision point for the DRP where due date (delivery date) setting is carried out in
response to a request for quotation for certain type of products. Competitive quotations, i.e.
earlier completion, provide strategic advantage against rivals. They have to be also realistic in
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the sense that they need to be based on capacity availability and shop floor conditions. Method
used in the CEM needs to monitor workload distribution of accepted orders over workcentres
and identify the shortest possible due date for the requested quotation. Due date setting
procedure has to utilize real time shop floor data and capacity data for each of the requested
quotations individually due to the reason that the product variety can be too high and
production system configuration can frequently be altered.
The main function of the job release method, located between order collating and
shop floor, is to regulate WIP level in shop floor while the function of the operational enquiry
is to regulate WIP level in the whole system. Regulation of total WIP in system is realized by
order acceptance decision or due date and price setting. Especially for companies with limited
capacity, the integration of operational enquiry and job release methods is of great importance
to exploit existing capacity in the most profitable way.
At the end, decision of order acceptance is the result of both process planning and
operational enquiry. An order can be rejected due to lack of skills when new module
development is not feasible or due to operational limitations such as capacity infeasibility.
When an order is accepted, all of its attributes should be finally decided in this block such as
due date, price and workflow. Job acceptance and due date setting methods in the system
competency block requires extensive research since they are at a critical decision point where
both market and system conditions have to be considered however there is quite limited study
in literature especially under the context of workload control theory.

5.2.3. Order collating
Accepted orders are then transferred to order collating block which is the final
planning block before the production of orders (Figure 5-8). The notions of order and job
differ from each other in the way that an order can involve one or more jobs. A job represents a
specific type of product with own workflow file containing required set of skills to be processed
and also their sequence and dependency.
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Figure 5-8 Order collating block
All accepted orders are accumulated in the main job pool when it arrives to order
collating block. Main job pool contains only actual demand information with known product
types and characteristics. There is no long term aggregated demand information included in
the main job pool. In this sense, it is a countermeasure to avoid problems arising from
disaggregation of long term forecasted data into short term planning horizon with fine detail.
Unquestionably, using only actual demand information has certain drawbacks. One of the
major problems in such an approach might appear due to need of frequent re-configuration of
production system. As far as the MRP-based planning systems are concerned, production plans
are stabilized for coming planning horizons by an early settlement of MPS. Thus, a rigid plan
allows producing in batches and therefore minimizing the number of system re-configuration.
However; in the DRP approach where only actual demand information is taken into account,
the number of system re-configuration will probably be much higher. At this point, cyberphysical production system with the ability of quick changeover from one configuration to
another is the key enabler on the way to achieve elimination of uncertain demand information.
Using solely actual demand information might not be desirable for some reasons;
there might be expected seasonal demands based on historical data or a level of safety inventory
might be kept for final products. In such cases, addition of foreseen orders into planning
system can be implemented through main job pool and afterwards those orders are considered
as actual demand by the system. In this sense, although the DRP approach targets to
coordinate production with actual demand, it can also be utilized with inclusion of stochastic
demand information. Yet another source of stochastic demand which might be beneficial to
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incorporate into main job pool can be quoted orders. Based on historical data and certain
criteria, success rate of quoted orders can be determined and respective percentage of existing
quotations can be combined with actual orders.
In the order collating block there are also active job pool and intermediate job pools.
They are for clustering of existing orders in the main job pool in order to classify them based
on specified criteria by capacity planning block. This classification allows consolidation of time
dimension in a way that orders are divided into distinct job pools based on their time-related
parameters such as due date, total processing time etc. There are several decisions to be made at
this point such as duration of planning horizon to determine the coverage of each job pool,
number of intermediate job pools, allocation of jobs into job pools and their sequence. This
classification and allocation of jobs into job pools are ruled by capacity planning block.
All the jobs having the highest priority in terms of their time-phased classification are
located into active job pool. The active job pool therefore includes jobs waiting to be produced
by the end of planning horizon. Job release method set the rules for these jobs in deciding what
job to release, when to release and how many jobs to release into shop floor in regard to
conditions of shop floor. Challenge for the job release method in the DRP is the dynamicity
from both production system and active job pool side. That is to say, it is unlikely that a rigid
approach covering an extensive time span with release of a big batch of jobs can produce
efficient solutions in meeting system objectives. Therefore, job release approach needs to reevaluate existing situation every time a release decision is to be given and decision frequency
should be high enough to avoid outdated solutions.

5.2.4. Capacity planning
The main responsibility of the capacity planning block is to monitor capacity
requirement and to adjust capacity accordingly (Figure 5-9).
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Figure 5-9 Capacity planning block
Capacity planning block is in close connection with the order collating block for
time-phased allocation of orders into intermediate and active job pools. This allocation follows
some decisions:
1. A job pool sequencing rule should be set which aligns the jobs in the main job
pool over a timeline. This helps to prioritize jobs by using simple dispatching
or other rules.
2. Number of intermediate job pools should be decided. This number is
dependent mainly on the applied capacity planning approach.
3. A capacity interval length is set which is used to define boundaries of each job
pool. This interval defines also the frequency of capacity controls.
Number of intermediate job pools and interval length together define the planning
horizon that capacity control is conducted. Same length of planning horizon can be covered
either by low number of intermediate job pools with long interval length or high number of
intermediate job pools with short interval length.
The allocation is fundamental in identifying capacity needs in the sense that each job
pool represents a capacity period in which particular capacity requirement exist based on
contained jobs. This requirement is then compared to existing capacity for each period to
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pinpoint capacity needs. Capacity control activity monitors available capacity keeping track of
existing modules in both module repository and shop floor. Accordingly, capacity management
block comes up with a solution on the basis of applied capacity adjustment approach. Capacity
smoothing can be applied among the job pools which allows better distribution of jobs over the
job pools in terms of capacity need. It will sacrifice due date performance since relocated jobs
will be produced either earlier or later than they are supposed to. Besides, it will incur extra
inventory costs for early completed jobs or backlog costs for tardy completions. On the other
hand, when there is lack of capacity and when capacity smoothing is not sufficient or preferred
to solve capacity need, extra resources should be introduced to meet the demand. Decision
about the required type and quantity of resources is made by the capacity adjustment method.
First place to look at is the module repository which involves all available modules which are
not deployed in shop floor. If the required type and quantity is available there, it is ordered to
be deployed into shop floor to be able to provide required capacity for the jobs in the active job
pool. In the case that module repository does not contain necessary modules for missing
capacity, module supplier is ordered to buy or lease new modules.
Practices in business models are also in need of extensive re-structuring considering
the complicating dynamics in the market and disruptive technologies in production systems
such as realization of plug and produce concept. Some stakeholders might lose their role in
supply chain while need of new players might be revealed on the way to achieve better value
differentiations. For instance, easy re-configurability on shop floor reduces dependency to
system integrators. At the same time, it reveals the need of module suppliers where customized
modules can be obtained or leased. As in the Evolvable Production Systems, achieving reconfigurability with fine process granularity enabled to re-orient system characteristic with
considerably increased rate of re-usability in production system equipment. This allows
production systems to be modified only for specific processes. That’s why module suppliers
play an essential role to provide required functionality. In this sense, the DRP approach can
accommodate itself to changing business model practices and it can exploit new business
models which are structured around changing conditions (An extensive study about business
models for disruptive technologies can be found in Maffei A. (2012)).
From the capacity planning perspective, that module suppliers provide leasing
possibility enables temporary capacity increase on shop floor. Especially when the due date
adherence is vital and therefore capacity smoothing among job pools is not viable, temporary
capacity increase at peak periods of capacity requirement remain as the best solution.
Furthermore, it allows companies to avoid investment for certain processes of a new product
type whose life time is not known.
Involvement of the capacity planning block into the order collation block provides a
compliant approach in achieving the DRP objectives. Through this integration, allocation of
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jobs and adjustment of capacity can be carried out dynamically in regard to the use of precise
data. In essence, distribution of jobs to job pools corresponds to a sort of master production
schedule which accommodates information about product variants and their respective
quantities to produce at each capacity interval. Considering that the capacity planning block
feeds information about capacity condition to the operational enquiry activity in the system
competency block before acceptance of order and that the capacity management has control
over the order collating block (i.e. production plan), dynamicity is strengthened in the DRP
architecture. Problems at the MRP-like planning structures where complexity is pushed to
production system level due to a top-down hierarchy are aimed to be overcome by the DRP
through involvement of capacity and shop floor conditions into higher level planning activities.
Allocation of jobs into job pools subject to capacity and shop floor limitations permits a sort of
dynamic MPS since duration of planning horizon for each job pool and contained jobs into
these pools can be altered during run. Consequently flexibility in planning can be improved.

5.2.5. System re-configuration
System re-configuration block orchestrates configuration changes in production
system according to inputs from order collating and capacity planning blocks (Figure 5-10).
Process needs of jobs in active job pool are used to determine required modules to be deployed
into shop floor. Before production of jobs in active job pool starts, system re-configuration
block ensures availability of modules which embody all required skills in the shop floor.
Capacity adjustment decisions are also implemented through this block.
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Figure 5-10 System re-configuration block
The module repository is a sort of resource warehouse containing modules with
varying skills. Information about possessed process capabilities can be obtained from the
module repository. Its content can be enlarged in order both to provide new process needs
which is decided in the process planning activity and to increase capacity of already existing
modules.
Layout planning method in this block is responsible to set rules for organization of
shop floor through locating workcentres with frequent relations closer to each other. Objective
is to achieve efficient material flow among workcentres in terms of distance traveled, cost and
time.

5.2.6. Material planning
Material planning block is responsible from availability of material and components
needed for completion of orders (Figure 5-11). Information about the requirement of material
is obtained from the main job pool which contains all accepted orders in the system. Through
the use of bill of material for each product type and order quantity, total requirement can be
found for each specific component.
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The challenge in material planning processes is to provide right components, to right
location at right time in shop floor. To be able to cope with this challenge; required
component type and its quantity should be known together with its delivery destination and
time. However, it is hardly known especially in the complicated nature of CPPS where
dynamic scheduling approaches are applied on shop floor with loosely coupled resources.
Assignment of products to resources might not follow a pattern or any rigid rule in the CPPS
as in the agent based systems where decisions are made after several iteration of agent
communication. Therefore, estimating coupling of products and resources on shop floor with
right timing might not be a viable way to follow in the DRP approach.
Starting point for a possible solution approach in such a dynamic environment can be
the link between the embodied process characteristics of production system modules and
possible components that these modules can process. Principally, each module can process one
or a few different types of components. If these components are kept available on buffer areas
at respective workcentres where they can be consumed, products can be processed when they
arrive to workcentres. Buffer size for each workcentre can then be determined by processing
time and frequency of use of workcentre with a safety factor. In this way, being independent
from the scheduling decisions, components can be supplied from inventory to workcentres to
keep buffers full. In fact, this approach represents a typical pull system and size of buffer
capacity for each workcentres can be determined similar to number of Kanban card
calculations.
Inventory management activity carries out monitoring of inventory levels and setting
inventory replenishment rules. In response to changes in inventory levels, orders are given to
respective suppliers. Trade-off for this activity is to keep inventory holding costs at minimum
without leading to scarcity in any material which prevents continuity of production.
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The Demand Responsive Planning is an architecture which devises intra and inter
relations of planning activities with empowerment of cyber-physical shop floor system.
Considering the level of conceptualization of this reference architecture, its validation might
not be possible without deriving a system architecture out of it where context-specific
limitations and specifications are defined properly. Even for a system architecture with welldefined boundaries, scope of the DRP is too wide to be covered in this thesis. Therefore, main
focus of this thesis is kept on the system collating block where several critical decisions are
taken which has direct impacts on both shop floor performances and order fulfillment
performances. Besides, in the content of this thesis a supporting capacity planning approach is
also developed which complements order collating block in terms of aligning market
requirements with shop floor processing capability. To be more specific, in the order collating
and capacity planning blocks, following decisions are of great importance and covered in this
thesis:
1. Time-phased clustering of orders where all accepted orders are grouped into job
pools based on their certain characteristics.
2. Sequencing of jobs in the active job pool where there is a critical trade-off
between due date performance and shop-floor performances in terms of
balancing and resource utilization. When due-date urgency of orders are taken
as the main sequencing criteria, shop floor performances worsen.
3. Workload control approach and Job release decision which regulate introduction
of orders into the shop floor based on information from both shop floor and
existing orders.
4. Capacity adjustment decision which monitors
increase/decrease system resources when necessary.

capacity

need

and

As mentioned earlier, Evolvable Production System paradigm embodies dynamic reconfiguration capability on shop floor enabled by process oriented modularity and multi-agent
based distributed control. It inherits fundamental characteristics of cyber-physical production
system which is described in chapter 4. Therefore, EPS is chosen as the shop floor platform
where workload control and capacity related development in this thesis is structured over and
tested.
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6

CONTINUOUS PRECISE WORKLOAD CONTROL

A novel workload control approach, Continuous Precise Workload Control, is presented in
this chapter as one of the fundamental components of the Demand Responsive Planning framework.
Followed method, its implementation structure and results are given in detail. The comparison of the
developed method to available workload approaches is also disclosed at the end.
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6.1. METHOD DESIGN
In the hardening market conditions, demand-driven production becomes unavoidable
since forecast-driven approaches contain high economical risks. Production processes,
therefore, have to be conducted based on actual orders to eliminate possible risks. To be able to
do that, Make-to-order or Engineer-to-order principles started to be commonly applied in
several industries, especially for SMEs. In this environment, Workload Control Theory has
been pointed in literature as the best fitting production control approach in comparison to
CONWIP, ERP, JIT and TOC. Thus, main WLC principles are investigated and utilized in
achieving demand responsive planning.
WLC follows three decision layers which contain dispatching rule on shop floor, job
release rule from job pool and job acceptance/due-date setting rules. In this thesis, job release
decision is given emphasis. EPS manages scheduling decisions on shop floor dynamically with
regard to communication and negotiation protocols between loosely coupled entities.
Therefore, first decision layer of the WLC is involved in the dynamics of multi-agent system
structure. Another reason why shop floor dispatching is not studied in this thesis is that an
appropriate job release rule from job pool is proven to reduce the impact of dispatching rules
on shop floor performances. On the other hand, job acceptance/due-date setting decision is not
chosen either since it is author’s belief that a well-structured job release approach with real-time
shop floor data involvement provides the base for enhanced job acceptance/due-date setting
procedures.
Literature study about the WLC methods in job release uncovered the fact that
majority of these approaches follow periodic release based on aggregated workload information.
In the aggregated WLC methods, major problem originate from the fact that direct and
indirect loads are not distinguished from each other when workload levels are calculated in
shop floor. Being independent from the chosen aggregation of workload measure (an element
from 4th dimension described in sub-section 3.2.4.1), combined consideration of direct and
indirect load results in severe workload balance problems among the workcentres since
workload levels are regulated only in aggregated terms in the course of period length. Addition
of time dimension to workload distribution over resources with improved granularity is of great
importance in eliminating inefficiencies caused by aggregated WLC approaches. In this sense,
continuous release approaches come into prominence as the trending WLC approach. Under
the light of the analysis made in sub-section 3.2.5 about workload control, Continuous Precise
Workload Control, CPWLC, is the proposed workload control approach in the frame of the
Demand Responsive Planning which is compatible to Cyber-Physical Production systems’
working principles.
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Development of the CPWLC method is grounded on following premises which are
based on literature study about the WLC, distinguishing features of CPPS in comparison to
traditional shop floor and intrinsic characteristics of the DRP.
•

Dynamicity of market and shop floor conditions cannot be controlled by
periodic WLC approaches. Any change in conditions throughout the period
length can easily invalidate the WLC plan. Therefore, workload monitoring
and decisions should be conducted on a continuous time line in order to
facilitate quick identification and response to occurrences.

•

In line with the previous reasoning, frequency of WLC decisions should be
high enough for an improved coordination between job pool and shop floor
conditions. Thus, invalid decisions can be avoided and improved
performances can be achieved with both order fulfillment and resource
utilization.

•

WLC decisions should be based on actual shop floor and job pool conditions.
Therefore, continuous access to data from shop floor in real time is essential
for improved WLC performance. CPPS infrastructure allows real-time data
access from shop floor owing to embedded processing power in its entities.

•

The way to attribute indirect loads to workcentres has direct impacts over the
WLC performance. A poor indirect load calculation leads to workload
balance and workload bounding problems. The optimal approach for indirect
load management should foresee when and to which resource a job
candidate’s workload is distributed. In this way, both time-wise and spacewise control of workload levels in workcentres can be achieved.

The CPWLC approach aims at precise control of workload on continuous timeline
based on real-time information from both job pool and shop-floor by the use of direct load
graphs. Decision flow of the CPWLC is presented in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 Decision flow diagram of CPWLC
Accordingly, when a release decision needs to be made, first step is to collect shop
floor information from deployed resources and released products (resource agents and product
agents in the context of EPS). A resource might employ a number of skills for different type of
products therefore the number and type of all deployed skills are extracted from shop floor. In
addition, information from released jobs are collected which contain fulfillment of their
workflow. That is to say, remaining processes are gathered for each product on shop floor. In
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this way, shop floor workload situation is mirrored for each release decision to generate direct
load graphs. Direct load graphs reflect workload distribution of released products over the
deployed resources.
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Figure 6-2 Actual direct load graph of a resource
Actual direct load graphs are generated by shop floor emulation which mimics
behavior of EPS shop floor. In the EPS, scheduling decisions are made depending on a multiagent system architecture. In regard to this, system emulation mimics system behavior by
running agent communication and negotiation protocols in a decoupled way from the actual
shop floor in order to foresee the distribution of product agents over the resource agents in
shop floor. In this way, shop floor decisions can be emulated and workload levels of each
resource agent can be identified. Since the emulation looks only a limited period of time ahead,
foreseen shop floor decisions match with the actual ones. Figure 6-2 is an exemplary
illustration of an actual direct load graph for a specific resource. At the time shop floor data is
collected (t=0), there are three product agents in the queue of this resource (A, B and C) whose
total processing time is 25 time units. Based on the system emulation, it is seen that product D
arrives from upstream resources at time 10 and load level increases as much time as product
D’s processing time in this specific resource. In this way, direct load distribution of released
products over each deployed resource can be created. Hence, inefficiencies caused by
aggregations and estimations of indirect loads can be eliminated. It is important to underline
that processing times of resources are considered to be constant assuming that highly
automated resources in CPPS have ignorable process time variation. Even though automated
processes also have deviation in time, it is author´s belief that generating actual load graphs
every time a release decision is to be taken according to shop floor state will eliminate impact of
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processing time variation over efficiency of the CPWLC. Yet another simplification is that
transportation between resources is not specifically considered. However, transportation can be
added between resources as another process.
Once the actual direct load graphs are generated for each resource on shop floor,
actual state of the active job pool is collected. Only the information about existing job types are
drawn from the active job pool since each job type has its own load distribution pattern over
resources (Akillioglu H. et al., 2014b).
Next step is simulating release of each job type in the active job pool over the actual
direct load graphs. To exemplify, Figure 6-3 visualize the change in workload level of a
resource when job E is queued at time 20. There are two possibilities for this graph to occur;
either this resource is the first resource in workflow of Job E and release of Job E is simulated at
time 20, or release of Job E is simulated at a time before t=20 and it comes from a upstream
resource and queued at this specific resource at t=20 and alters the workload level accordingly.
Green dashed line represent the workload level before Job E arrives to this resource.
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Figure 6-3 Simulated direct load graph
In the end, introduction of all job types are simulated at each time slot (a time slot
can possibly be a second) and direct load graphs are generated for each resource for the
duration of simulation length, L. Simulation length is a pre-set parameter which limits the
generation and analysis of load graphs and also the time slots where different product types are
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simulated. Basically, load distribution beyond the simulation length is not taken into
consideration.
Total number of alternatives to be considered for release decision is equal to product
of total number of job types and total number of time slots. The decision is then made based
on Priority Index, PI, value of each alternative as shown in equation 6.1 (Akillioglu H. et al.,
2014a).

PIj,t

PIj,t = � ��
r

tnow +L

tnow

(Nr − WLrj (t)dt)�

6.1

: Priority index value of job type j at the time slot t

Nr

: Norm value of resource r

WLrj(t)

: Workload distribution function of resource r when job type j is released
at time t.

The priority index for job j represents sum of area between the norm value and the
workload distribution function from the time of simulation, tnow, until tnow+L for all deployed
resources in system after addition of job j into shop floor at time t.
𝑃𝑃𝑗,𝑡

𝑃𝑃𝑗1,1
=� ⋮
𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗,1

⋯ 𝑃𝑃𝑗1,𝐿
⋱
⋮ �
⋯ 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗,𝐿

6.2

All the PI solutions establish a m x L matrix where m is number of job types and L is
simulation length. Afterwards, minimum PI in this matrix is identified and release decision is
given according to corresponding job type j and time t. That is to say; if minimum value is at
PIA,20 , release of job type A is executed at time 20. Sometimes a simulation run might not
generate a feasible solution because of workload norm violation. If simulation of a job release
exceeds pre-set norm value of any resource, then its PI value is assigned to large number in
order to prevent its introduction. In this way, upper-boundary is applied in the CPWLC where
workload levels of all resources are kept below the pre-set norm value. Each job release is a
result of a simulation run, however each simulation run does not necessarily end up with a job
release since the simulation length might not be long enough for finding a feasible time slot to
release a job without breaking the norm rule. This can especially be the case for small norm
values and loaded shop floors. In this case, simulation run is executed after waiting a certain
period of time. During the time, jobs are processed and workload levels of resources are
decreased. Then the procedure starts from the beginning in order make a release decision based
on updated shop floor information.
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When a minimum PI value is achieved, time of next release is waited and when the
time arrives decided job type is released. As soon as job release is conducted, the CPWLC
procedure runs again with updated information in order to find out the time and job type of
next release.
Duration between job releases in the CPWLC is not a pre-set parameter with fixed
length. CPWLC follows consecutive approach in which simulation runs are executed just after
each job release. There is no simulation run until the next release is accomplished. Therefore,
there is dynamicity in the frequency of job release. Consequently, excess need of processing
power is avoided without a loss in solution quality.

6.2. IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE
Implementation of the CPWLC method is supported by a multi-agent architecture
(Figure 6-4). The rationale behind the use of multi-agent architecture is that it enables the
basis to avoid complexity in planning decisions and it allows continuous re-planning in a
distributed way with respect to dynamically changing circumstances. According to Caridi M. et
al. (2000b) the complexity and uncertainty can be handled by the use of multi-agent systems
due to the following reasons; (1) co-ordination is performed through the intelligence of agents,
(2) large volume of data can be distributed among the agents, (3) a complex overall objective
can be split into manageable pieces, (4) disturbance can be overcome by the negotiation skill of
the agents. Although the decision in the CPWLC approach is not made in a distributed way,
implementation architecture is based on a multi-agent structure for improved data handling
and complexity management.
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Figure 6-4 CPWLC implementation architecture
There are three main agents in this architecture (Akillioglu H. et al., 2014a):
Job Pool Agent (JPA), is the agent that manages jobs which are already accepted and
waiting to be released in the active job pool. The active job pool represents group of jobs which
are considered for next release. JPA handles all job related information in the active job pool
such as job type, due date, quantity, routing etc.
Shop Floor Assessment Agent (SAA), is the planning agent carrying out significant part
of the CPWLC method. SAA collects information from the jobs and resources available in the
shop floor every time a simulation run is initiated by the job release agent. It also collects
information about all job types from the JPA. Load graphs are then generated, all job types are
simulated and associated PI values are calculated in this agent. Creation of actual and simulated
direct load graphs are conducted in collaboration with shop floor emulation. Finally, decision
of the next job release is made and transmitted to job release agent. This decision includes next
job type to be released and its release time.
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Job Release Agent (JRA), is the agent which is responsible for deployment of jobs into
shop floor according to the information supplied from the SAA. Release of a job by the JRA
initiates also next run of simulation for the following release decision to be made.
Order Generate Agent (OGA), produces required number and type of orders to
replicate market environment.
For the realization of this architecture, a test-bed is develop by Java programming
language which is preferred due to its simplicity, code compactness, expandability and
robustness (Hoshi T., 1999). Java has a sound descriptive ability and a high level of
development efficiency (Lim M. et al., 2004). Java is especially appropriate for the
implementation due to three main features (Joseph P.B. et al., 1998); (1) Autonomy; for any
application programme to be autonomous, it must be a separate process or thread. In this
regard, Java supports threaded applications and event-processing mechanism is used to pass
user-defined events. (2) Intelligence; it ranges from hardcoded procedural or object oriented
logic to reasoning and learning capabilities. Java provides all of the functions needed to support
these behaviors. (3) Mobility; Java’s portable bytecode and JAR files allow groups of compiled
Java classes to be relocated easily.

6.3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND METHOD IMPROVEMENT
In order to see the performance of the CPWLC approach a test-case is prepared with
the given product and resource agent characteristics in Table 6-1. In this table, RA_# and Sk_#
stands for resource agent and skill identification respectively. For the sake of simplicity each
resource is generated with only one skill in it. Even if more than one skill were involved in a
resource, workload level would still be calculated for each resource. Therefore having more
than one skill in a resource does not have any contribution to analysis but higher complexity.
Similarly, each order is assumed to have only one job type. Even though orders might involve
more than one job types, in the experimentation each job is evaluated separately. All jobs in an
order share the same order attributes such as due date, therefore analyzing jobs separately in the
CPWLC does not change performance whereas it simplifies the complexity coming with batch
production of jobs.
In the experiment, four types of product agents are generated with the given process
requirements and total processing times. The skills in the product workflows are not chosen in
any specific way and re-entrant loops are avoided in the workflow sequence. At the beginning
of each experiment, 25 pieces of each product types are generated and totally 100 product
agents are inserted into the active job pool. Resolution of time slots are set to 1 sec which
means that release of each job type is simulated over the actual direct load graphs from tnow
until tnow+L for each second.
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Table 6-1 Experiment design for preliminary testing
Resources
Embedded skills
Process Times (sec)

RA_1
Sk_1
3

RA_2
Sk_2
5

RA_3
Sk_3
7

RA_4
Sk_4
8

RA_5
Sk_5
2

Products
Product-X Product -Y Product -Z Product -W
Workflow
1
Sk_2
Sk_3
Sk_4
Sk_5
(process
2
Sk_5
Sk_2
Sk_1
Sk_1
sequence)
3
Sk_3
Sk_4
Sk_5
Sk_2
4
Sk_3
Total processing time
14
20
13
17

Performance evaluation is carried out through certain parameters from shop floor
which are; makespan value, i.e. total time to process all products in the active job pool,
resource load distribution graphs, average sequence of product types and average WIP. The
average sequence is calculated for each product type and it corresponds to sum of sequence
numbers (from 1 to 100) of all products for a specific product type divided by total number
𝑖=25
of products (25 for this case). The average sequence can be minimum 13 ∑𝑖=1
𝑖 ⁄25) and

𝑖=100
maximum 88 ∑𝑖=76
𝑖 ⁄25) for this test case. This parameter is especially considered in order
to evaluate how job types are prioritized with changing parameters. In calculating the average
WIP value Little’s law is used with a hypothetical product composed of all the available
product types. It is calculated with the following formula.

Total number of products ∗ Average throughput time
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

6.3

Extracted values are the average of the simulation runs which ensure 95% of
confidence with 5% error rate around the mean value according to student’s t-distribution.
In order to evaluate performance of the makespan value, analysis is carried out in
respect to theoretical minimum makespan boundary which corresponds to total processing
time of bottleneck resource. When all 100 products are converted into total processing time
requirement for each resource based on their workflow, resource 3 appears to be the most
demanded one with a total time of 525 seconds. And since skill 3 is the first process for
Product-Y and the last process of both Product-X and Product-W, 525 can be considered as
the reference point. It is important to notify that this value might not be the minimum feasible
makespan value, however it is for sure that the minimum makespan cannot be less than this
boundary.
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In each experiment, pre-set norm level is applied to all the resources. Application of
different norm levels among resources is not studied. Three norm values are experimented
which are as tight norm (N-30), moderate norm (N-60) and loose norm (N-120). Besides, the
simulation length is set as 100.
Following graph visualizes the change in workload level of all the five resources when
norm value is set to 60 and simulation length is 100. As can be seen, workload levels in
resources are kept under 60 with an exception for RA_4 between time 289 and 307. Similarly,
workload level is controlled in Figure 6-6 below the norm 30 with an exception for RA_3.
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Figure 6-5 Workload level of resources with N-60; L-100
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Figure 6-6 Workload level of resources with N-30; L-100
Although workload levels are kept under control, significant idleness is observed in
workload distribution among resources.
On the other side, makespan and average WIP values for three norm levels are
generated and envisaged in Figure 6-7. With the increase of norm level, makespan value
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decreases and WIP increases as expectedly due to increased length of queues in shop floor.
However makespan values are considerably above the minimum boundary. Main reason of the
excessive makespan values is the idleness as shown in the previous workload graphs of
resources.
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Figure 6-7 Makespan and average WIP for three norm levels
In the light of the preliminary outcomes, two major problems are identified leading to
poor performance of load distribution and makespan values. Firstly, assessed area to calculate
PI values in simulated load graphs and the duration to simulate introduction of different
product types are both limited by the same parameter which is the simulation length, L. This
results in exclusion of loads beyond the simulation length from PI calculation and happens
mostly when a product’s introduction is simulated at a time slot which is close to simulation
length. Secondly, through the calculation of PIs, the area below the norm is calculated without
distinguishing idle times from loaded times. Therefore products are introduced without
concerning idleness of resources. In this sense, two improvements are applied to the CPWLC
method:
1. Introduction of Simulation Range (SR) and Assessment Range (AR) and
discarding simulation limit (L). In response to above mentioned problem SR
and AR are introduced in order to separate functions of L (Figure 6-8). The
SR is the range, limiting the time for simulation of product release and the AR
is the length of load graphs used for the calculation of PI. Through this
separation it is possible to keep SR smaller than AR, so that impacts of
simulated product’s release over load graphs can be captured much better for
calculation of PI.
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Figure 6-8 Simulation range and assessment range
2. Introduction of idleness penalty factor (P). Idleness of resources is targeted to be
decreased by introducing a penalty factor. In this improvement, areas over idle
times in load graphs contribute to PI with a multiplied value which is called
idleness penalty factor. So, each remaining idle moment of a resource in
simulated load graphs will contribute more than non-idle moments; hence, PI
values with longer idle moments will increase and in turn, its chance to be
chosen for the next release is decreased. Consequently release alternatives
causing less idleness will be prioritized over the others. Hence the PI equation
becomes;
PIj,t = � ��
r

tnow +L

tnow

𝑝(WLrj (𝑡)) = �
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Penalty function, p(WLrj(t)) is based on workload distribution function, WLrj(t),
because if WLrj(t) is zero, it means resource r remains idle at time t after the introduction of job
j. In that case the penalty factor is applied to PI calculation as shown in equation 6.4.
More runs are executed with introduced parameters. They are set as SR=10, AR=100
and P=5. In the new settings, idle times are penalized with factor of 5 hence release decisions
will be biased towards the products generating less idleness. On the other hand, the products
are simulated for the following 10 seconds however the PI values will be calculated over the
load graphs plotting the following 100 seconds. In order to evaluate contribution of these
parameters separately, experiments are designed by changing one parameter at a time. So 4
cases are compared as shown in Table 6-2;
Table 6-2 Experiment design
AR (sec)

SR (sec)

P

Case-1

100

100

1

Initial conditions

Case-2

100

100

5

Only with penalty factor change

Case-3

100

10

1

Only with simulation range change

Case-4

100

10

5

Both with penalty factor and simulation range

Resulting makespan and average WIP levels are illustrated in the following diagram
(Figure 6-9).
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Figure 6-9 Makespan and average WIP results with respect to 4 test-cases
Based on the graph, following results are observed:
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•

Introduction of both penalty factor and simulation range parameters
improved makespan performance.

•

Resulting makespan values indicate that impact of SR introduction (case 3) is
bigger than the impact of penalty factor (case 2) for all norm levels in
comparison to makespan values of case 1.

•

For the case 2, improvement in makespan value of the tight norm (N-30) in
reference to case 1 is much less than that of the moderate norm (N-60) and
the loose norm (N-120). Makespan value is decreased 5.2%, 18.4% and
16.3% for tight, moderate and loose norm levels respectively. The reason is
that tight norm levels restricts total load in shop floor; therefore, resources are
not efficiently utilized and makespan performance decreases. Hence, impact of
penalty factor remains limited.

•

Case 4 achieves the lowest makespan value for all norm levels among the other
cases which incorporates both the penalty factor and simulation range
parameters in the solution. Realized makespan values are quite close to
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minimum boundary which is a strong indication that optimal solution is
approached closely if not achieved.
•

As far as the average WIP levels are analyzed, it is observed that there is very
small change from case 1 to case 2 for all norm levels and from case 3 to case 4
for N-30 and N-60. In both of these cases, only the penalty factor changes.
Considering that the makespan values decrease when average WIP levels
remain almost same, it can be deduced that penalty factor facilitated improved
distribution of workload over resources on the way to achieve a better balance.
Hence; with the same level of average WIP, improved makespan values can be
achieved.

Figure 6-10 demonstrates average sequence of norm levels with respect to 4 test-cases
for each product type. Product-Y has lowest values compared to other product types which
means that it is prioritized at all norm levels. Obvious reason is that Product-Y has the longest
total processing time and for that reason it can achieve lower PI values.
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Figure 6-10 Average sequence of norm levels with respect to 4 test-cases
In order to understand the behavior better, same data is plotted vertically for each
test-case as in Figure 6-11.
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Figure 6-11 Average sequence of product types with respect to norm levels
Comparison of case 1 and case 3 gives a clear indication how the introduction of SR
parameter enabled improved assessment of load distribution over resources of the introduced
products during calculation of the PI values. As seen in case 3, job types are aligned based on
their total processing times for all norm levels since jobs with longer total processing times are
prioritized and released earlier.
On the other hand, comparing the case 1 to case 2 and case 3 to case 4 in the above
figure reveals how the introduction of penalty factor affected choice of product types for
release. Especially the change from case 3 to case 4 indicates how the penalty factor changes the
prioritization between product types; thus, improves load balance among resources. It should
also be noted that the prioritization of product types in case 4 converges to a sequence as in the
case 3 with increased norm values. As seen in N-120, product types tend to align based on their
total processing time. This shows that the impact of idleness penalty factor is dependent on the
norm value.
Idle time of resources with the impact of idleness penalty and simulation range
parameters over workload distribution can be seen on Figure 6-12. Compared to its previous
distribution as in Figure 6-5, decreased idleness can easily be observed.
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Figure 6-12 Workload level of resources with N-60, AR-100, SR-10, P-5

6.4. FURTHER ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Assessment range represents the limiting point at simulated direct load graphs until
when the priority index value is calculated for each job type. The experiments made in the
previous sub-chapter takes the assessment range fixed. It should be further analyzed with
respect to varying norm values in order to investigate validity of the CPWLC method in terms
of its precision on keeping workload levels of resources under norm value.
Experiment is designed at a shop floor with five resources and four product types as
given in Table 6-3. The resources in the product workflows are randomly chosen and reentrant loops are avoided. In the beginning of each experiment, 25 pieces of each product types
are generated and totally 100 products are inserted into the active job pool.
The evaluation is performed with five norm levels (20, 40, 60, 80 and 100), four ARs
(30, 60,100, and 150) and two penalty factors (1, 5). The SR value is set to 10 for all
experiments. Variety in norm levels among resources is excluded and same level of norm is
chosen for all the resources in an experiment.
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Table 6-3 Experiment design for further analysis
Resources
Embedded skills
Process Times (sec)

RA_1
Sk_1
10

RA_2
Sk_2
8

RA_3
Sk_3
12

RA_4
Sk_4
9

RA_5
Sk_5
15

Product-X Product -Y Product -Z Product -W
Products
Workflow
1
Sk_4
Sk_1
Sk_2
Sk_5
(process
2
Sk_1
Sk_3
Sk_3
Sk_3
sequence)
3
Sk_2
Sk_2
Sk_1
Sk_4
4
Sk_5
Sk_4
Total processing time
42
30
39
36

In order to investigate the precision of the CPWLC, norm excess is calculated by
summing areas over the norm for each experiment. In this way, effect of the assessment range
and excluded area in simulated direct load graphs (shown in Figure 6-8) can be explored over
the range of sight in controlling workload levels.
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Figure 6-13 Norm excess with respect to assessment range for different norms
Above figure shows resulting norm excess values with respect to experimented
assessment ranges for all norm values. Precision of workload control is considerably improving
from AR-30 to AR-60 since the error values are approaching to negligible values. Main reason
of this decrease with increasing AR is that the sight of the PI calculation in simulated direct
load graphs increases; therefore, norm excess can be avoided by preventing release of jobs
creating norm excess. However with short AR values, norm excess remains beyond the AR
limit and release of jobs leading to norm excess cannot be recognized and prevented (Akillioglu
H. et al., 2014b).
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Figure 6-14 Norm excess with respect to norm for AR-30
Results in Figure 6-14 demonstrate how norm excess increases based on ascending
norm values for the assessment range of 30. It increases exponentially since jobs are released
based on the workload levels of the following 30 secs from the time of simulation. Higher
norm values create more space to release more job, then these jobs accumulate at excluded areas
and therefore exceed the norm level considerably higher than lower norm levels. This is a clear
indication that setting of the AR parameter is critical in the CPWLC method in the sense that
very low AR values can result in poor control of the workload especially for high norm levels
(Akillioglu H. et al., 2014b).
Since norm excess is very high for the AR-30 at all norm levels, following results
exclude AR-30. In order to analyze performance of the CPWLC by changing AR values with
respect to norm and idleness penalty factors, makespan results are compared as it reflects
idleness of resources. In the following graphs, makespan values are shown with respect to
changing norms for the three remaining ARs (AR-60, AR-100, AR-150) with idleness penalty
1 in Figure 6-15 and 5 in Figure 6-16. In both figures, there is an apparent descending trend in
makespan values with increasing norm levels for all the ARs. Higher norm values allow longer
queues at resources for that reason descending makespan values are observed in both graphs.
At Figure 6-16, the resulting makespan values are lower in reference to Figure 6-15 at
all norm values. That means, as proven before, the penalty factor of 5 has improved makespan
performance in the experimented conditions.
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Figure 6-15 Makespan results with respect to norm levels for tested ARs with penalty-1
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Figure 6-16 Makespan results with respect to norm levels for tested ARs with penalty-5
For penalty 1in Figure 6-15, it is not possible to obverse any superiority among the
AR values since the minimum makespan for changing norm values is achieved by different AR
levels and they are close to each other. There is no obvious dominance of any AR value over the
others. On the other hand, in Figure 6-16 the minimum makespan values are achieved by AR60 at all norm levels. Increasing AR values results in increased makespan at any norm value.
The underlying reason of increased makespan with increasing AR value is the behavior of the
penalty factor. Penalty factor serves to the purpose of decreasing idleness of the resources over
the assessed area of the simulated load graphs. When the AR level is low; after the idleness is
minimized, the released products prolong the queues of resources in the shop floor. Due to the
longer queues makespan values decrease. On the contrary, when the AR values are high, the
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products are released at a later time which in turn leads to shorter queues in the shop floor and
therefore results in longer makespan values.
Idleness penalty factor contributes to an improved balance of workload among
resources through penalizing the jobs based on their effect on resource idleness in the test-cases.
Basically, the area between norm value and workload function in simulated load graph is
multiplied by a factor for each idle time slot. Hence more idleness results in higher PI value
and less chance to be chosen for next release. To understand the impact of increasing penalty
factor it is tested with fixed norm value at 60 and AR value at 100 for five different idleness
penalty factor levels which are 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20.
Penalty factor 1 represents the case in which idle time slots of resources make the
same contribution as busy time slots to priority index value. Therefore, products causing
idleness when released are not additionally penalized. With the increasing penalty factor,
balance between workload contribution to PI value and idleness prevention over release
decisions is expected to alter.
Figure 6-17 below demonstrates effect of the increasing penalty factor to total idle
time of each resource. It is observed that total idle time of resources decrease up to a certain
extend and starts to increase afterwards. It indicates that the increase of the idleness penalty
factor has an adverse effect after a point. That is to say, idleness penalty factor dominates the
release decision in respect to workload load contribution of jobs.
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Figure 6-17 Total resource idleness with respect to increased penalty factor for each resource
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As far as the makespan value is concerned in response to increasing idleness penalty
factor, Figure 6-18 reflects that similar behavior is also achieved here. The makespan value
decreases up to a point and starts increasing afterwards. Reason of the increasing makespan
value after a point can be justified by the fact that the effect of idleness penalty factor
overwhelms the workload contribution of the products which results in increased makespan. At
this point, adverse impact of the idleness penalty factor is initiated. In other words, release
decision becomes mostly dependent on the prevention of resource idleness in load graphs and
workload contribution is underwhelmed. Pattern is not as steady as in the total idle times of
resources as in the previous graph because idleness penalty factor affects directly resource
idleness however makespan value is dependent also on other factor.
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Figure 6-18 Makespan with respect to increasing idleness penalty factor for changing norms

6.5. CHARACTERIZATION OF CPWLC AND DISCUSSION
The CPWLC aims at precise control of workload for a cyber-physical production
system on a continuous timeline. The approach to achieve its aim can be best portrayed
through eight dimensions of WLC which is described in sub-chapter 3.2.4.1. In this regard,
characteristics of the CPWLC are tabulated in Table 6-4 below (Akillioglu H. et al., 2014a).
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Table 6-4 Characterization of CPWLC

Aggregation of
4
workload measure

3 Workload measure

Timing
convention

Order release
1
mechanisms

- Aggregate load
- Probabilistic
- Time bucketing

- Total shop load
- Bottleneck load
- Load for each workcentre

- Number of jobs
- Work quantity

- Continuous
- Discrete

- Load limited
- Time phased

Upper bound – In the presented application of the CPWLC
method, workload is limited by a norm value.

Precise load control – Workload accounting over time is carried
out by norm limited direct load graphs for each release decision.

Load graph for each workcentre – Load graphs are generated
separately for each workcentre.

Work quantity – The load of the jobs are defined by their
processing times.

Continuous –Job release decisions are made based on consecutive
release on a continuous time line.

Hybrid – It is load limited since decisions are dependent on actual
load levels and norm value, and time phased since order type for
release and its release time is decided in advance.

CPWLC method

Workload
5 accounting over
time

- Upper bound
- Lower bound
- Hybrid
- Workload balancing

Passive – Currently there is no capacity decision taken in the
CPWLC method.

Diversification of
dimensions

Workload control
6 (workload
bounding)
- Active
- Passive

Limited – Schedule visibility is limited since only the current period
is considered.

WLC dimensions

7 Capacity planning

- Limited
- Extended

2

8 Schedule visibility
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In the first WLC dimension, none of the described classes match properly to order
release mechanism of the CPWLC. The CPWLC approach is a combination of both load
limited and time phased. It is load limited since there is a pre-set norm value which represents
upper bound for the workcentres. In the meantime, it is time phased since release decisions are
job-specific which involve job type and release time over a continuous time line. Consequently,
the CPWLC can be considered to have a hybrid approach at the first WLC dimension
engaging positive features of both load limited and time phased approaches.
Timing convention used in the CPWLC can be identified as a continuous approach.
In the traditional continuous approaches, shop floor workload levels are monitored
continuously and releases of jobs are triggered when the workload level of a resource drops
below a minimum value. In the CPWLC approach, workload levels are not continuously
monitored whereas shop floor state is mirrored every time a decision is to be made for
generating actual direct load graphs. System emulation tool then produces simulated direct
load graphs by mimicking system behavior in order to foresee load distribution of resources for
a limited time. By the use of this look-ahead simulation, release decisions can be made on a
continuous time line. Important point is that release decisions follow consecutive approach
where simulation runs are executed just after each release. Completion of a job release initiates
the simulation run thereby the next release time is identified. There is no simulation run until
the next release is accomplished. Since the release is executed at the time where minimum PU
value is achieved based on simulated direct load graphs, there is no pre-set periodicity in the
consecutive approach. Frequency of release decisions is therefore merely dependent of shop
floor workload conditions. That is to say; when shop floor is fully loaded, next release is set to a
later time and no simulation run is executed by then. For this reason processing power
requirement to run the CPWLC is also decreased.
Elements of the third WLC dimension is already studied in literature and proven that
use of number of jobs in controlling workload delivers poorer results in comparison to use of
work quantity. The CPWLC method employs work quantity approach by exploiting
processing time of jobs at each resource which is found in workflow file.
Aggregation of workload measure has three levels where workload quantity is kept
under control. Considering the dynamic nature of market environment and high reconfiguration capability of cyber-physical systems, managing only total shop floor or
bottleneck resource would not provide full workload control over resources. Therefore the
CPWLC regulates workload level of each resource by generating actual and simulated direct
load graphs for each deployed resource.
Workload accounting over time is one of the most critical dimensions which has
direct effects over the workload control performance. The CPWLC has a distinctive approach
at this dimension aiming at precise control of workload with the use of direct load graph. In
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this way, problems originating from distribution of indirect loads both over timeline and over
deployed resources are avoided.
Next WLC dimension classifies workload bounding methods. At the moment, only
upper bound approach is utilized for calculation of the priority index value in order to precisely
control level of workload on each resource. However workload balancing method is also
planned to be studied in future for the use priority index calculation. In this way, deviation
from the pre-set norm value is targeted to be minimized.
Presented CPWLC method does not have mechanisms for planning capacity.
Therefore it is classified as a passive approach however in the following thesis capacity planning
layer is added on top of the CPWLC architecture.
CPWLC does not follow a periodic approach in release decisions. It is a myopic
approach in which look-ahead simulation generates simulated direct load graphs up to a certain
limit and release decisions are made based on these graphs. Therefore schedule visibility of the
CPWLC can be classified as limited in the last dimension of WLC.
Improving production technologies are contributing to adaptability of production
systems in response to uncertainty by leveraging re-configurability of both physical equipment
and control systems. However even a truly adaptable production system cannot be utilized at
its full performance without complementary planning approaches. Therefore decision support
methods gain more importance. In this sense, workload control is an essential element of a
planning system affecting directly efficiency of production resources. Within this context,
CPWLC method provides workload control solution being compatible to both uncertain
market dynamics and enhancing shop floor technologies.
Characteristics of CPWLC are aligned to the objectives of Demand Responsive
Planning as in the following points (Akillioglu H. et al., 2014a):
•

The use of real time shop floor data every time a release decision is to be taken
ensures validity of release decisions against the changing conditions.

•

Frequency of decisions is high enough thanks to the consecutive approach
between releases which affords responsive and agile behavior in regulating
workload.

•

Generation of the precise load graphs over a continuous time basis eliminates
problems resulting from low-resolution workload accounting methods over
time as in the aggregate load and probabilistic load. Use of simulated direct
load graphs, in this sense, facilitates precise control of workload through
release of the best fitting product to existing workload situation.
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7

DYNAMIC CAPACITY ADJUSTMENT

As another component of the DRP framework, the developed capacity planning approach is
presented in this chapter. It works with the proposed workload control approach coherently and it
allows frequent adjustment of capacity in shop floor. The approach is analyzed based on the
developed implementation architecture and obtained results are presented.
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7.1. CAPACITY PLANNING APPROACH
In the DRP, one of the main requisites in achieving dynamicity and responsiveness is
to avoid detached planning activities. From the capacity planning perspective, decisions are
levelled in terms of their horizon of influence into three classes such as long, medium and short
terms. Since long term decisions mostly deal with strategic matters, mainly medium and short
term activities are focused within the scope of the DRP. Medium term decisions aim at
satisfying demand pattern through adjusting capacity in aggregate terms for end products. The
critical decision at this level concerns with the time and quantity of change in capacity. Since
each capacity change entails setup time (non-value adding time) and warm-up time (inefficient
time compared to steady state of system), the objective is to minimize number of capacity
changes. However; in this case, the deviation between demand and designed capacity level
grows substantially.
Short term planning aims at realizing medium term plans considering resource
availability at workcentre level. Rough match between demand and designed capacity at the
medium term is devised with finer details in the short term. Production plans are converted
into production schedules which apply to short periods in order to achieve the highest order
fulfillment rate together with high shop floor performances. Due to the fact that product
details such as due date, routing, components etc. are included in the production schedule in
detail at the short term planning level, plans which are created at medium term can result in
considerably inefficient order fulfillment and shop floor performances. Due to the fact that
long term forecast dependent aggregated information is taken as granted in short term plans,
any problem at high planning levels inherits to lower ones.
One of the underlying reasons of such layered planning activities is to provide a rigid
plan to lower level activities. Thereby, each planning level can operate at its boundaries and
seek for optimal solutions. Since capacity scaling cannot be conducted easily in traditional
production systems, capacity decisions are supposed to be taken based on aggregated
information for long periods. However in this case, the level of detail in adjusting capacity
remains poor which leads to capacity problems.
The fact that CPPS permits fast re-configuration of modules, improved capacity
scalability can be obtained through dynamic change of system capacity in response to actual
process demand. This can be achieved mainly due to the following characteristics of CPPS:
•
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Problems concerning long setup and warmup time in traditional production
systems are avoided with instant integration of modules in the system. This is
possible through both physical integration with standardized interfaces and
control system integration with distributed control approaches.
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•

Process characteristics of modules can be defined at delicate process levels
which facilitates fine capacity granularity. For instance, skill-centric process
definitions in the EPS allow monitoring of demand for each skill and adjust
capacity accordingly.

•

Mechatronic modules embody both physical equipment to perform
encapsulated skills and embedded processors for autonomy and intelligence.
This allows easy attainment of data from modules; therefore, increases
information accessibility and transparency.

They all contribute to the achievement of dynamicity (integrated activities of medium
and short term via shop floor awareness with fine detail) and responsiveness (matching capacity
levels to actual demand information).
Inherent characteristics of CPPS provide dynamic adjustment of production system
capacity through addition or removal of modules. Within this context, a capacity adjustment
approach is defined below. Figure 7-1 depicts the decision flow diagram of the capacity
adjustment approach. It is important to state that this capacity approach is an instantiation of
the defined capacity planning block in the DRP and it is designed to provide backbone of the
dynamic capacity planning approach. Therefore, simple rules and approximations are used at
certain points where various algorithms can possibly be implemented. Moreover, EPS shop
floor is used to assess this approach as in the CPWLC implementation.
In the described method below, periodic capacity approach is used in which capacity
control and adjustment is carried out in the beginning of each period. Distinguishing
characteristic is the possibility to regulate the capacity periods even to short intervals and
capacity decisions can be taken at skill level. In the periodic approach, capacity levels are set to
meet total demand for each interval. At long capacity interval lengths, it is likely that
distribution of demand over interval length will have higher variation in comparison to shorter
intervals. In order to handle this variation with minimized due date adherence, capacity level
should be set according to peak demand of that interval. However it is rarely affordable to
arrange capacity based on the maximum demand. Instead, capacity level is set to a lower level
and accumulated inventory at underloaded occasions are used to compensate overloaded
occasions. On the other hand, when the capacity periods are set to short intervals, more
frequent capacity adjustments can be conducted which leads to a better match to demanded
capacity. It will at the end improve due date performance of orders. However, more system reconfiguration effort will be needed. Therefore, to be able to achieve this, seamless reconfiguration of production system is a pre-requisite and temporary obtainment (i.e. leasing) of
modules should be a feasible option.
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job pool
Sequence all jobs in the main job pool
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Figure 7-1 Decision flow diagram of the capacity adjustment approach
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The first step is to collect information of all available jobs in the main job pool. The
obtained information reflects actual state of demanded products and it is composed of order
related information such as due date, demanded product variants, their respective quantities
etc. and product related information such as workflow, process specifications etc. This
information will then be utilized to compare the available capacity and the actual demanded
capacity. However; before that, capacity intervals need to be defined for classifying orders based
on a time-phased criterion in order to take due date performance into account. All jobs in the
main job pool are sequenced with this criterion.
Planned release time, PRT, is a favorable sequencing rule in aligning jobs since it
takes into account all time related parameters of a job. PRT is used in this study for the
implementation of dynamic capacity adjustment to sequence available jobs in the main job
pool.
PRTj = Due datej − � tprocessing − � tqueue − � ttransportation

7.1

PRT basically targets to find the critical time point for a job release after when the job
is expected to be tardy. Therefore, PRT signifies last moment to release the job not to be tardy.
It is calculated by scheduling backward total processing, queueing and transportation time of a
job from its due date. Theoretically, if exact timing is aimed in delivering the job at its due
date, a perfect PRT calculation is necessary. Since it is not realistic to foresee time parameters
of a job on a shop floor with high variation, approximations should be made.
Once PRTs of all jobs are calculated, they are allocated into job pools in regard to
their PRT location as illustrated in Figure 7-2. Number of job pools and capacity interval
length, CI, determine the boundaries of each job pool. All jobs whose PRT is between tnow and
tnow+CI are located in the active job pool and they are considered for release during the coming
capacity period. All jobs whose PRT is positioned between tnow+CI and tnow+2*CI are allocated
to job pool 1. Basically, same capacity interval length determines range of each job pool. In this
way, it is possible to adjust number of job pools and CI value in order to achieve better match
between demand pattern and production capacity. However; on the other hand, there can be
jobs beyond the scope of all job pools. These jobs are not taken into account in capacity
calculations or capacity leveling. Only when the time approaches to their PRTs, their workload
is considered in capacity calculations.
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Capacity interval length, (CI)
Active
job
pool

tnow

Job
pool 1

JC1

JA1 JC2

JB1

JC3 JA2 JB2

Job
pool 2

JB3 JC4

Figure 7-2 Exemplary illustration of job pool allocation
Once the content of all job pools are determined after allocation of jobs in the main
job pool, capacity requirement of resources for each pool can be found out. Capacity
requirement can be identified in respect to processes by calculating the total needed processing
time. Degree of detail of these processes can vary. This degree cannot be lower than the
smallest re-configurable component of shop floor. For instance, modules are the smallest reconfigurable component in the EPS and they embody certain skill(s) to conduct the operations
they are designed for. This permits to elaborate capacity calculation down to skill level as long
as it is feasible considering mechanical limitations. Hence capacity adjustment can be made at a
fine level of granularity.
CRr = � �𝑝𝑗𝑗 ∗ 𝑞𝑗 �
j∈𝑀𝑟

7.2

In the above equation; CRr: capacity requirement of resource r, Mr: set of jobs having
resource r in its routing, pjr: processing time of job j at resource r, qj; total quantity of job j at
that specific job pool.
On the other hand, available capacity information is collected in order to identify
capacity deviation from the capacity requirement. Degree of detail of collected capacity
information is down to module level, considering that smallest re-configurable component in a
shop floor can be considered as capacity units. Thus, management of capacity can be carried
out in fine details and this helps to achieve decreased redundancy in capacity adjustments.
Information about available capacity is collected from all the modules in module repository
and shop floor.
ACr = CI ∗ OEE𝑟

7.3

ACr represents actual capacity of resource r, CI is the capacity interval length which is
used to allocate jobs into job pools and OEE is overall equipment effectiveness of resource r.
OEE represents effective time a resource is performing by taking three factors into account.
These are availability, performance and quality. Availability represents uptime which is the
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portion of scheduled time that resource is available to run. Performance relates to speed of
operation in respect to designed or standard speed and quality indicates the percentage of good
units to total units started. In this way, actual capacity of a capacity unit can be calculated and
compared to its corresponding required capacity for each job pool by the formula;
CDri = 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 − 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟

7.4

CDri is capacity deviation of resource r in capacity interval i, ACri is actual capacity
and CRri is capacity required of resource r at capacity interval i.
A negative capacity deviation represents capacity need for a specific resource and
capacity interval. If no action is taken, it will lead to tardiness at certain jobs. These actions can
be in two types:
•

Capacity levelling can be applied among capacity intervals if capacity
deviation is positive on other intervals.

•

Capacity adjustment can be applied by adding more resources of the required
type.

Capacity levelling might not be preferred nor a feasible option for certain
circumstances and industries, in that case capacity adjustment remains as the sole option.
Capacity adjustment can be applied with or without capacity levelling as seen in the decision
flow, Figure 7-1. Decision of capacity adjustment can be dependent on further parameters such
as layout limitations. However, these parameters are not in the scope of this thesis.
Leveling of capacity can be handled in two directions in order to balance workload
among job pools to avoid capacity adjustment or to utilize resources better. Generally, it is not
efficient to move orders to a later date due to its tardiness costs therefore jobs are preferred to
be moved to earlier dates. Although earliness incurs also cost, it is likely to be compensated
from the gain of saving a capacity adjustment in the next period. When workload of a later
capacity interval surpasses available capacity of existing shop floor configuration and when
active job pool has sufficient idleness, a number of jobs can be moved to an earlier period. In
this way, improved distribution of jobs among periods can be achieved and this leads to less
number of capacity adjustments.
Modular characteristic of CPPS allows plug and produce ability on the shop floor.
Therefore addition of resources can be performed even during run-time. This facilitates quick
increase on capacity of resources whose capacity deviation is negative. Hence, in the beginning
of each capacity interval, capacity adjustment can be performed for lacking resources. In this
way, actual demand can be matched by quick reaction to lacking capacity through addition of
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extra modules. Considering that capacity decisions are given in respect to jobs in a specific job
pool, bottleneck resource of each capacity interval is responded.
Described capacity approach in this sub-chapter forms the framework of dynamic
capacity adjustment however it does not contain advanced procedures at decision points such
as optimal selection of jobs to relocate among capacity intervals, setting the number of job
pools and capacity intervals, queue time estimation for PRT etc. Nevertheless its main
constructs are utilizing actual demand information with a bottom up approach, avoiding
problems coming from long term decisions and lastly achieving the best match between
capacity required and actual capacity. Consequently, minimized due date adherence is targeted
by adjusting capacity in response to actual order pattern.

7.2. IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE
Implementation of the defined capacity approach is employed on top of the WLC
architecture which is described in sub-section 6.2. Complete architecture of implementation
for both CPWLC and dynamic capacity approach is given in Figure 7-3. At the bottom level,
EPS shop floor is available. Mid-layer embraces agents of the CPWLC method where release
decision is taken among the jobs in the active job pool. Finally; at the top layer, Capacity
Planning Agent, CPA, is located and it is in direct connection to main job pool, module
repository and shop floor assessment agent.
CPA follows the steps in the decision flow diagram in Figure 7-1 periodically. It
allocates jobs from the main job pool into the other job pools. On the other hand, it is in
connection to the module repository in order to collect data about available capacity and also
to transmit the capacity change decisions.
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Figure 7-3 Implementation architecture of dynamic capacity approach
In the described capacity planning approach, capacity adjustments are performed
periodically based on time-phased distribution of actual orders over job pools. This
distribution is actually based on sequencing of jobs which follows the planned release time rule.
Therefore, active job pool involves jobs whose PRT is in its capacity interval. Release of jobs
should not be delayed beyond their PRT to avoid tardiness. The CPWLC method, on the
other hand, does not take due date into consideration since it aims to keep the workload at
desired level by choosing best fitting product type to existing load patterns of resources. That is
to say, releasing always product types producing minimum priority index value in the CPWLC
approach does not necessarily guarantee improved due date performance. On the other hand, if
releases of orders are solely performed by looking at due date of orders, advantages of
controlling workload in a shop floor would be lost.
In order to consider both due date performance and workload control principles, the
CPWLC and the described capacity approach are integrated by means of two parameters:
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Limit of priority, Lp; This parameter limits jobs to be included into the set of job
candidates for the next release. That is to say, all jobs whose PRT is beyond Lp are excluded
from being considered for the next release.
Limit of urgency, Lu; It defines boundaries of urgent jobs. All jobs whose PRT is in the
limit of Lu are released into shop floor even if its release cause norm excess in a resource.
Active
job
pool

tnow

JC1

JA1 JC2

JB1

JC3 JA2 JB2

JB3 JC4

Lu - limit of urgency
Lp - limit of priority

Figure 7-4 Limit of urgency and limit of priority
These two parameters facilitate simultaneous consideration of both due date
performance and workload control. CPWLC method normally takes the release decision only
by looking at workload contribution of job types. It is possible that next release can be a job
whose PRT is too far from the current time. At that point, it is reasonable to release among the
jobs whose PRT is close to the cost of sacrificing from workload control performance.
Active Job Pool
. . .

JA6

JA5

JA4

JA3

JA2

JA1

. . .

JB6

JB5

JB4

JB3

JB2

JB1

. . .

JC6

JC5

JC4

JC3

JC2

JC1

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
. Lp .
.
.

tnow

.
. Lu
.

Sequenced by PRT

Figure 7-5 Consideration of jobs for release with Lu and Lp
In the above figure, the red job represents an urgent job since its PRT is inside the
limit of Lu and it will be released to shop floor even if it leads to overload at any resource. As
soon as the urgent job is released, CPWLC will run simulation again in order to determine
next job type to be released. In this run, Lp becomes the determinant boundary since it
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includes only the jobs whose PRT is close into the CPWLC simulation time. In the above
figure, only the green job types will be considered by the CPWLC method after the
introduction of the urgent job into shop floor.
These two parameters also provide flexibility in adjusting weight between due date
performance and workload control performance. That is to say, setting short Lp puts more
weight on the due date performance since only the jobs whose PRT is close can be selected. On
the other hand, setting long Lp puts more weight on workload control performance since more
product types will be considered into job candidates for release and it will increase the
likelihood of achieving lower priority index values at the CPWLC method.

7.3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to test the capacity planning approach, the architecture presented in the
previous sub-chapter is implemented. It is important to stress that in the test-case only capacity
increment is implemented and tested. That is to say, when there is a need for increase in
capacity, addition of new resources is implemented; however, a resource is not removed from
shop floor if it is not needed in a period. Bearing this in mind, introduction of orders into the
system is simulated based on exponential distribution which introduces jobs with increasing
frequency. Capacity shrinkage can also be implemented in an extended study with the same
line of thought. The conditions below are followed in the implementation:
•

Two job pools are created which are active job pool (job pool 1) and job pool
2.

•

A simple leveling strategy is applied between the job pools which is based on
three rules;
1.

If CDr1 > 0 & CDr2 < 0 then move jobs from job pool 2 to job pool 1,
When the capacity deviation in the active job pool is positive for
resource r and negative for the same resource in the job pool 2, then one
or more jobs having resource r in their routing are moved to the active
job pool in order to avoid capacity adjustment for the next capacity
period. Moving a job to previous job pool only happens when its
relocation does not lead to capacity lack in any resource in its new job
pool. Selection of jobs to be moved is performed in a cyclic way. All job
types who have resource r in its workflow are assessed one by one and
moved if their relocation does not cause capacity lack in the active job
pool for any resource. Assessment and relocation of jobs continue until
no job types remain eligible to be moved in a cycle.
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Although relocated jobs lead to early job completions, they help to
achieve better balance which at the end decreases number of capacity
increases.
2.

If CDr1< 0 then increase capacity of r,
If capacity deviation is negative in the active job pool for resource r,
then one or more extra capacity units are added to shop floor based on
the size of capacity deviation and actual capacity.
If CDr1 > 0 & CDr2 > 0 do nothing.

3.

If both active job pool and job pool 1 have extra capacity, neither
relocation nor capacity adjustment is performed between the job pools.
Experiments are conducted with five resources and five product agent types as given
in Table 7-1. Each resource embraces one type of skill for the sake of simplicity. Product agents
have varying number of processes and there is no re-entrant loop in their routing.
Table 7-1 Experiment design for capacity adjustment
Resources
Process Times (sec)
Products
Workflow
1
(process
sequence)

2
3
4
Total processing time

RA_1
Sk_1
4

RA_2
Sk_2
6

RA_3
Sk_3
10

RA_4
Sk_4
6

RA_5
Sk_5
8

Product-X Product -Y Product -Z Product -T Product-W
Sk-5
Sk-2
Sk-4
Sk-3
Sk-1
Sk-3
Sk-2

Sk-1
Sk-4
Sk-3

Sk-2
Sk-1

Sk-2
Sk-5
Sk-1

Sk-5
Sk-4

24

26

16

28

18

Introduction of orders are managed by the Order Generator Agent through following
exponential distribution. It basically gives distribution of time between independent events
occurring at a constant rate. It has one parameter to define average number of events per unit
of time which is λ. In this study, 1/λ represents average time between introductions of orders. λ
is taken as 0,03 in simulation runs for every type of product agent. Each order is generated
including one type of product agent and a due date is attributed. Due date of an order is set by
following the uniform distribution as in the following equation.
Due date of a new order = 𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛 + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(1,5 ∗ 𝐶𝐶; 3 ∗ 𝐶𝐶)
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Basically, due date of each order can be set maximum 3 times and minimum 1,5
times of the capacity interval length from tnow. In the defined interval of the uniform
distribution, probability of time points to be chosen is equally likely. By setting 1,5 times*CI as
the minimum boundary, it is ensured that PRT of generated orders do not fall into active job
pool during run time. Since capacity calculations are performed periodically, new order’s PRT
should not be sooner than the starting point of the next capacity interval.
Calculation of PRT for new jobs is dependent on three factors; processing time,
transportation time and queue time. In the developed test-bed, transportation is not included
separately. However, it can simply be added as a resource whose process time changes based on
its distance to other resources. To avoid from extra complexity, transportation time is not
included into shop floor simulation and PRT calculation. Processing times are taken constant
considering that highly automated shop floor has negligible variation in processes. Based on the
workflow file, total processing times are calculated for each product type. Finally, total queue
time of a product type is directly dependent on the number and type of resources in its routing
and workload level in shop floor. Another determinant parameter in queue times is the
dispatching rule applied at queues of resources in a shop floor. However, in the developed testbed jobs are sequenced following first in first out rule at all queues in shop floor. CPWLC
method aims at filling resource queues without exceeding the norm value and at the same time
it specifically avoids resource idleness to achieve better utilization. In the light of this, a simple
approach is used to calculate total queue time of orders. For each resource in the workflow of a
job, a ratio of its norm value is added to queue time.
Queue timej =

�

r∈Workflow𝑗

𝑁𝑟 ∗ 𝐾

7.6

In the above equation, r represent resource which belongs to set of resources in the
workflow of job j, Nr is the norm value of resource r and K is ratio. After a number of
simulation runs, K is taken 1/3.
Considering that queue lengths vary with changing product mix, queue time of a job
type might vary from one time to another. Therefore, advanced approaches can be applied in
assessing queue time for each resource. Especially with the existence of CPWLC method,
superior queue time estimates can be achieved. As a result, more precise PRT estimates will
lead to improved due date performance. It is aimed to be studied further in future studies.
Simulations are stopped when 250 entities of each product type are completed.
Totally 1250 products are produced. The CPWLC parameters are tabulated below and they
are set to the same level for each experiment.
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Table 7-2 Parameter settings of the first experiment
Parameter name
Number of products
Assessment range (AR)
Simulation range (SR)
Norm (for all resources)
λ for exponential order
introduction
(for all product types)

Assigned value
250 of each type
100 sec
20 sec
60

Due date setting
Penalty factor
Capacity interval length (CI)
OEE (for all resources)
Limit of urgency, (Lu)
Limit of prioritization, (Lp)

tnow + Uniform(CI*1,5;CI*3)
5
1000 sec
80%
10
500

0,03

Based on the above parameters, experiments were run and results are presented below.
In the beginning of the experiment one resource of each type is added (R1_0, R2_0, R3_0,
R4_0 and R5_0). The first thing to check is how capacity adjustment is performed based on
the loads at capacity intervals. Figure 7-6 indicates workload distribution of resources where
the green dashed line is the norm level and Figure 7-7 shows utilization graphs of resources. It
can be observed that resource 3 and resource 5 are incremented with one more resource at
capacity interval 3. It shows that the total workload of jobs whose PRTs are positioned in
capacity interval 3 is larger than the actual capacity of resource 3. Considering that the OEE
values of resources are set to 80%, total utilization of both resources at interval 3 is supposed to
be larger than 80% for the extra resource addition to be reasonable. It can be verified that sum
of utilization is 97,4% for both resource-3 units (R3_0 and R3_1) and 88,8% for both
resource-5 units (R5_0 and R5_1) in capacity interval 3. It verifies that the addition of extra
capacity unit is executed when demanded capacity exceeds actual capacity of a specific resource.
In the utilization graphs of resource 3 and resource 5, the introduced resources during
run-time (R3_1 and R5_1) are slightly less utilized in comparison to initially available
resources (R3_0 and R5_0). The reason of this gap comes from the coding of the simulation.
When both R3_0 and R3_1 are idle and a product agent requests service, it is assigned to
R3_0. Therefore, every time both resources are idle, the arrived product occupies the initially
available resource first which in turn leads to a slight difference between resource utilizations as
in resource 3 and 5 in this experiment. When both resources are occupied, arriving products
are queued to resource with shorter queue length.
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It can be observed in both workload distribution and utilization graphs that the first
capacity interval is empty and the second one is only partially loaded. The reason is that in the
beginning of the simulation there is no product in the system and due dates are assigned
earliest to 1,5 times and latest to 3 times capacity interval lengths away from the time of
creation. Hence, shop floor becomes loaded only after the interval 3. In total, all jobs are
completed in 12 capacity interval length.
Another point which should be notified is the excess of norm level in the workload
distribution graph of resources. It can be seen especially in workload of resource 2 that at
several points the norm level exceeds 60. Resource 3 also exceeds the norm at interval I_2
however after the addition of the extra capacity unit, queue length never approaches to norm
level again. Therefore, norm excess can be seen mostly at resources which are being utilized
closed to their actual capacity value. In this sense, Resource 4 also has a number of norm excess
points. Main reason of exceeding the norm level is the release of urgent jobs without
considering the workload level of resources. Since all jobs whose PRT is in the Lu limit are
instantly introduced to shop floor, the resources whose workload level is close to norm value
exceed the limit after addition of urgent jobs into shop floor. In order to test the effect of Lu
over workload excess, another experiment is run where the concept of urgent job is completely
removed and jobs that are in the Lp limits are released only based on the CPWLC simulations.
Before the results of this experiment are presented, due date performance of the first
experiment with the settings given in Table 7-2 is analyzed.
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Figure 7-6 Workload distribution of resources at each capacity interval when Lp=500 and Lu=10
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Figure 7-7 Utilization graph of resources at each capacity interval
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Table 7-3 Due date performance when Lp=500 and Lu=10
ProductX ProductY ProductZ ProductW ProductT
Total number
Avg Lateness (secs)
Avg flowtime (secs)

250
161,1
95,1

250
201,8
102,6

250
71,7
79,2

250
138,2
65,3

250
357,0
92,8

Number of tardy jobs
% Tardy
Avg. Tardiness (secs)

17
6,8%
-0,9

14
5,6%
-3,5

56
22,4%
-3,8

10
4,0%
-1,2

0
0,0%
0,0

Number of early jobs
% Early
Avg. Earliness (secs)

233
93,2%
162,0

236
94,4%
205,3

194
77,6%
75,5

240
96,0%
139,4

250
100,0%
357,0

Table 7-3 shows due date performance of jobs by classifying tardy and early jobs
separately. Lateness of all jobs is visualized in the scattered diagram in Figure 7-8 based on their
release sequence to shop floor. Vertical axis represents the lateness and horizontal axis
represents the accumulated number of products from 0 to 1250. Histogram of the scattered
diagram with bins in 100 secs is presented in Figure 7-10.
It is observed from the scattered diagram that lateness of jobs are distributed mainly
between 500 and 0. It can also be seen from the histogram that majority of jobs are populated
in this range. However, product types show diverse characteristics considering their tardiness
and earliness. All ProductT jobs are completed before their due dates and achieved 100%
earliness rate whereas only 77,6% of ProductZ jobs are produced early. The same pattern can
also be observed from the average earliness numbers such as average earliness of ProductTs is
357 secs whereas that of ProductZs is 75,5 secs. This considerable difference in the due date
performance of different job types relates to working principles of the CPWLC approach. Since
the CPWLC targets to minimize the priority index value, it prioritizes the jobs with longer
total processing time in order to cover more area in the load graph of resources. Although the
penalty index empowers improved balance among resources, on the aggregated level jobs with
longer total processing time are preferred earlier. When the processing times of products are
sorted from the longest to the shortest one, the sequence will be T, Y, X, W, Z. When the
product types are sorted with respect to their average earliness numbers, it can be seen that
exactly the same sequence is achieved. Therefore, there is a bias of earliness towards product
types with longer total processing times. This leads to higher earliness rates for these product
types and higher tardiness rates for the ones with shorter total processing times. It can be
observed also from the histogram that ProductTs are located at bigger bins whereas ProductZs
are located at smaller bins.
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Figure 7-10 Histogram of lateness when Lp=500 and Lu=10
In order to see the impact of the limit of urgency on both due date performance and
workload level of resources, the same experiment is run without the rule of releasing the urgent
jobs instantly. That is to say, jobs are released only in respect to the decision of the CPWLC
approach and the job candidates are determined with the limit of priority.
Table 7-4 Due date performance without urgent job release when Lp=500
ProductX ProductY ProductZ ProductW ProductT
Total number
250
250
250
250
250
Avg Lateness (secs)
155,9
325,4
-75,1
99,1
355,6
Avg flowtime (secs)
86,7
88,9
70,0
93,2
93,0
Number of tardy jobs
51
1
165
84
0
% Tardy
20,4%
0,4%
66,0%
33,6%
0,0%
Avg. Tardiness (secs)
-11,0
-0,1
-146,2
-45,3
0,0
Number of early jobs
199
249
85
166
250
% Early
79,6%
99,6%
34,0%
66,4% 100,0%
Avg. Earliness (secs)
166,9
325,5
71,1
144,4
355,6
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Figure 7-11 Histogram of lateness without urgent job release when Lp=500
Figure 7-9 shows the scatter diagram of lateness of each job which are sequenced with
respect to their release into shop floor. Lateness values are populated below 500; however, this
time it can be observed that there are several products at the negative area of the diagram.
These are tardy jobs and they are considerably higher in comparison to the first experiment
where urgent jobs are released instantly. Not only the number of tardy jobs is increased, but
also the length of tardiness increased considerably. Figure 7-11 indicates that lateness values of
jobs are spread into both directions and some jobs have even 800 secs of tardiness. However,
with the existence of urgent job introduction both the number of tardy jobs and average
tardiness is considerably lower as seen in Figure 7-10.
The correlation between the tardiness of jobs and their total processing time is
explicitly seen also in this experiment. ProductZ, as being the product type with shortest total
processing time, has the highest number of tardy jobs together with the highest average
tardiness value as indicated in Table 7-4. Similarly, all jobs with ProductT are produced before
the due date, because they are prioritized over the other product types in the selection process
of release by the CPWLC.
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Figure 7-12 indicates the workload distribution of resources for each capacity interval.
In comparison to Figure 7-6, control of the workload is improved substantially. There is
almost no norm excess. Obvious reason is that the presence of Lu parameter does not disturb
the performance of the CPWLC method. It can also be observed in the above workload
distribution graph that new modules are added to resource 2, 3 and 5 in this experiment.
Timing of new capacity unit addition cannot be compared across the experiments since the
distribution of jobs among the capacity intervals is random process dependent on the outcome
of uniform distribution.
In the first experiment Lu is set to 10 secs which means that jobs are released 10 secs
near to their PRT if they are not yet chosen by the CPWLC method. In view of this, the
number of tardy jobs is not in negligible values even though the average tardiness values are
low for each product type. The scenario is even worse in the second experiment without urgent
job releases. It is presumed that the underlying reason of the high number of tardy jobs is
setting a long Lp value. Setting the Lp value to 500 secs which is half length of the capacity
interval period in this experiment covers many jobs to be considered for job release. Therefore,
the CPWLC can keep the resources loaded easily which leads to long queue times. It is clearly
seen in Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-12 that capacity intervals are clearly noticeable and they are
loaded to the limit of norm. Even if an urgent job is released instantly in such a loaded shop
floor, it does not have priority in the shop floor queues. Since first in first out rule is applied in
all queues, urgent jobs wait long enough in the queues to be tardy. To be able to observe the
effect of Lu over shop floor load and due date performance, more experiments are run by
decreasing the limit of prioritization each time 100 secs starting from 500 to 100.
To be able to see the impact of shorter Lp, workload graph of resource 2 is compared
at two end points when Lp=500 and Lp=100. The reason why this resource is selected is that
capacity of resource 2 is not incremented in both experiments therefore workload behavior is
easier to observe with respect to shorter Lp. Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14 indicates how
workload distribution is altered with the experimented parameters. It can clearly be observed
that when the limit of priority is set to 500, workloads are clustered in the beginning of each
capacity interval and identification of capacity intervals is quite easy. The reason why these
clusters are formed is that; when the limit of priority is long, the CPWLC method has many
job candidates to be released for each simulation and selection among these jobs is made in
relation to their resulting priority index values. This permits to fill the workload level of
resources up to the norm limit. However, this selection does not take the PRTs of jobs into
account. Therefore, there are a number of norm excesses in Figure 7-14. These excess points
represent the instances when urgent jobs are released into the shop floor. Since the queue of
this resource is mostly occupied, an urgent job release results in norm excess.
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On the other hand, in Figure 7-13 workload pattern of the resource 2 when the Lp is
set 100 exhibits dispersed behavior in comparison to Figure 7-14 and identification of capacity
intervals is not as easy as the other graph. Since the limit of priority is shorter, selection
alternatives are much fewer and PRT of the candidates are much closer to tnow. For this reason,
it is not always possible to find enough job candidates to fill the workload limits up to the
norm. At the end, average workload level stays at low levels. Since the workload levels are low,
release of urgent jobs does not lead to norm excess.
Similar behavior is observed at the experiments when the Lp is decremented from 500
to 100 in steps of 100 secs. Clusters in the workload graphs of resources are obviously
notifiable at higher Lp values, whereas the distribution of workload gets dispersed as the Lp
value decreases.
Longer Lp values provide the opportunity for jobs to be released much earlier than
their PRT. From this perspective, it might be contributing to a less number of tardy jobs.
However, it also results in a loaded shop floor and extends throughput time of orders. This
effect can deteriorate due date performance. To analyze due date performances of changing Lp
values, scatter diagrams of lateness for each experimented case is presented in Figure 7-15. In
this figure, early jobs are specified with blue marks and tardy jobs are specified with red marks.
Two significant outcomes can be extracted out of this figure. Firstly, number of tardy jobs
decreases notably as seen by the less number of red points with shorter Lp values. And the next
outcome is the considerably decreasing dispersion of lateness values with shortening Lp values.
Both of these outcomes contribute to improved due date performance.
On light of these outcomes, it can be concluded that longer Lp values do not
contribute to achieve less number of tardy jobs. On the contrary, long Lp value results in early
release of jobs whose PRT is far therefore it prevents completion of the jobs with closer PRT.
Moreover; when an urgent job arrives to shop floor, long queues extend their throughput time
and deteriorate total tardiness figures. On the other side, longer time span with longer Lp
increases number of job candidates for release. Among these jobs, the one with the best priority
index value is chosen even if it has the latest PRT among the other candidates. To this respect,
the length of the Lp is directly proportional to dispersion of lateness.
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Figure 7-15 Scatter diagram of lateness for different Lp values from 500 to 100
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Figure 7-16 and Figure 7-17 indicates number of tardy jobs and average tardiness
values with respect to decreasing Lp values for each product type. These figures justify that
both the number of tardy jobs and average tardiness values decrease considerably with shorter
Lp values and only 3 jobs remain tardy when Lp is equal to 100.
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As a matter of fact, the Lp parameter sets the boundary for maximum allowed
earliness. As seen in Figure 7-15, lateness of majority of jobs is below the Lp boundary
especially for long Lp values. However; when the Lp value decreases (especially when Lp is 200
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and 100), it can be observed that number of jobs whose lateness is bigger than the Lp boundary
increases. It is shown in the Figure 7-18 that the number of jobs whose lateness is longer than
the corresponding Lp value increases considerably with decreasing Lp values.
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Figure 7-18 Number of jobs with longer lateness than Lp
The underlying reason of this figure relates to accuracy of the PRT calculation. When
the PRT values of jobs are calculated, queue time is calculated based on the Equation 7.6 and
K is taken as 1/3. That is to say; for each resource in the workflow of a job, one third of the
norm value of the corresponding resource is added to queue time estimation. Therefore, the
queue time estimation is directly related with the number of resources in the routing and the
size of the norm value. In view of this; the queue time estimation does not take the Lp value
and overall load level of shop floor into account. Therefore, a deviation from the actual queue
times exists. This deviation increases when the actual queue lengths get shorter (Lp=100) and
decreases when the shop floor gets loaded (Lp=500). Theoretically; if PRT values were
calculated precisely, then there would be no job whose lateness value exceeds the Lp value.
Therefore; it is targeted to dynamically change the PRT calculation with respect to actual load
level of shop floor in order to improve accuracy of PRT calculations in future research.
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In this chapter, resulting knowledge contribution and their coherence to defined research
scope is presented together with a critical review and future research.
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In accordance with the developed research methodology of this study, experiments are
carried out based on the hypothesis of aimed research questions and results are exhibited. They
are discussed below for each research question.
The first research question concentrates on how to attain dynamicity and
responsiveness in planning activities in unforeseeable market conditions. Examination of
problem context is of great importance for this question in the analysis of solution approaches.
Accordingly, trends of market conditions and emerging production system technologies are
considered as the main drivers throughout the development of solution. Consequently, the
presented planning framework utilizes in its structure the characteristics of cyber-physical
production systems in responding to market uncertainty.
Conventional planning approaches follow a hierarchical structure in coping with the
challenges by dividing the problem into a hierarchy of levels according to time horizon of
decisions. While in the DRP approach, production capacity and production system
configurations are planned in order to fulfill the requirements of near future based on the use
of actual information. Hence, medium term and short term decisions are integrated in decision
making in order to avoid detached planning activities and to achieve a coherent behavior. It
also helps to overcome the inconsistency in hierarchical approaches arising from the fact that
lower level activities are imposed to realize decisions by the upper level planning activities. It is
important to emphasize specifically that implementation of such an approach requires
improved adaptation skills in shop floor against sources of uncertainty. For instance; upon the
arrival of different product design and specifications, corresponding skills and processes should
be obtained and integrated into existing system in an agile way. Similarly, material
procurement and their transfer to shop floor in a synchronized way with the production
schedule are of great importance in achieving responsiveness. In the DRP reference framework
flow of activities, information and their coordination between each other in response to arrival
of orders are clarified.
Another essential feature in the DRP approach is the use of precise information in
configuring the system. There are two sources of information, actual market demand and realtime shop floor information. In the experimentation phase, real-time shop floor data from
resources and products is obtained from the system emulation block however in real
production sites it might require an infrastructure to access to required information instantly.
In this sense, implementation of the proposed methods requires supplementary technologies
and modelling approaches for real applications to collect real-time information. In the area of
digital factory applications, the DRP approach and its presented constituents in this thesis
provide the means to achieve knowledge-based manufacturing.
Within the context of the DRP framework, development of a relevant workload
control approach is targeted in the second research question. Considering highly dynamic shop
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floor of cyber-physical production systems where scheduling is handled run-time by distributed
entities, solution for improved shop floor performance in terms of higher responsiveness is
searched for. Workload control theory is hypothesized as the best fitting approach and related
literature is studied. On the basis of this study, a novel workload control method is proposed.
Continuous Precise Workload Control method aims at precise control of workload in the shop
floor with the use of direct load graphs. Supported by a multi-agent platform, it generates
dynamic non-periodic release decisions exploiting real time shop floor information. After the
experimentation of the proposed method under different configurations through the developed
test-.bed, it is verified that the CPWLC approach realizes precise control of workload levels of
resources on a continuous time line. Since real-time shop floor data is exploited every time a
release decision is taken, the validity of decisions is ensured. Besides; generation of the precise
load graphs in deciding next job type to be released eliminates the problems caused by the
decisions being dependent on aggregated workload calculations. Moreover, consequent release
approach in the CPWLC allows dynamic frequency of job release. This feature results in
achievement of minimum priority index value and also decreased processing power
requirement.
The last research question concerns an effective capacity adjustment approach for
cyber-physical production systems when market fluctuations are not foreseeable. In the
development of the applied capacity planning approach, characteristics of cyber-physical
systems in scaling the product capacity is exploited. Most importantly, modular architecture of
CPPS allow capacity adjustment for smaller process components. As in the evolvable
production systems, a skill-centric approach allows a better match between actual demand and
production capacity due to a finer level of capacity adjustment. As mentioned earlier, there are
two fundamental principles of capacity planning (1) capacity adjustment should be oriented in
regard to actual demand information and (2) capacity control should envisage bottleneck
principle. Both of these principles are integrated in the DRP capacity planning
implementation. The use of precise data as one of the main principles of the DRP ensures
capacity decisions to be made in response to actual demand information. Moreover; modular
characteristic of cyber-physical systems and periodic adjustment of capacity increase sensitivity
to bottleneck management. When the demand of a specific module exceeds its available
capacity, addition of a new module can be performed with fine granularity. As reflected in the
literature review, for production environments with high product variety and low level of
repetitiveness as in the job shop systems, capacity planning approaches are conducted based on
rough-cut-capacity planning approaches due to the sophisticated nature of production. One of
the main reasons is that high variety of outputs and complicated irregular production
environment compromise the access and maintenance of planning parameters. At the dynamic
capacity implementation, it is shown that a capacity adjustment method with finite loading
and capacity leveling at module level can be performed. Although number of product variety is
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kept constant at simulations, resulting performance would not change considering the working
principles of the implemented capacity approach. At the beginning of each capacity period,
capacity requirement for each module is compared to actual capacity. Then, capacity levelling
and/or capacity adjustment is applied based on the capacity deviation of each module.
Considering that capacity deviation is calculated for all existing modules by use of product
types and their workflow information, having changing number of product types or module
types would not alter the performance of the implemented capacity adjustment approach.
Yet another impact of the experimented capacity and WLC methods in this thesis is
in the context of integration of capacity planning into shop floor dynamics. It is a significant
research topic which aims at achieving improved capacity decisions subject to actual shop floor
environment. In this sense, the CPWLC approach contributes to avoid shop floor congestion
and to regulate workload levels which, in turn, results in less variation in product lead times.
Hence, timing quality of job distribution over job pools improves and more accurate capacity
adjustment can be conducted. At the end, on time delivery performance of jobs is increased
dramatically.
In the future studies, further analysis of is planned to be conducted which are
described below:
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•

First of all, the DRP is an extensive framework and in this thesis only shop
floor workload management and capacity management is developed and
implemented. As a significant part of the DRP, material planning approaches
are also planned to be studied in order to achieve an integrated material
planning method to existing WLC and capacity approaches.

•

In the CPWLC approach, certain simplifications are made. For the purpose of
applying this approach into real production environment, these
simplifications should be relaxed. In this sense, it is targeted to test the
approach at different batch sizes. Furhermore, the processing times are taken
in seconds and simulations are run at shorter time intervals in comparison to
real production schedules. Therefore, an approach is targeted to be developed
in order to apply the CPWLC for much longer time intervals without
scarifying quality of results. At the same time, processing power requirement
should be at reasonable levels.

•

As mentioned, application of the CPWLC method requires real-time access of
shop floor information. The number of products, their degree of completion
of their workflow on the shop floor, resource states and layout organization is
supposed to be known in real time in order to apply the CPWLC into real
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shop floor environment. Therefore, feasibility of the existing technology for
data collection on shop floor will be investigated.
•

For the capacity planning approach, two analysis are planned to be carried out
following to presented studies in this thesis. First of all, the calculation of
planned released times will be improved by integrating a dynamic queue time
calculation approach. In this way, it is aimed to reflect the shop floor
workload state onto queue time calculations of each product every time a new
capacity period begins. Hence; improved capacity decisions can be taken
based on improved placement of jobs into job pools. Second study will
specifically analyze the capacity interval length. It has direct impacts on
matching the demand pattern to actual capacity and therefore it plays an
essential role in optimizing capacity adjustments and inventory holding costs.
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